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Brady of the signal service is
endeavoring to arrange with the Cuban
Sub-Marine Cable company for a courtesy
similar to the one extended by the British
Cable
West Indies
oompany—-a daily

Captain

TO OCCUPY CUBA.

_

VERY PERIODS.

War
It Is Unwise To Neglect Orders Issued by
Yestu rd y.
Diarrhoea.

This Disease is Catarrh of
the Bowels.

PORTLAND,

35.

Department

As
bulletin service of the world’s news.
matters now stand, Santiago is deed to
The present mail service is
the world.
extremely limited, letters reaching here
The bulletin
a month.
twice
about
only
service, if granted, will be invaluable to
the officials, troops and inhabitants of this

U S T what is
needed to cure
diarrhoea is PeWhen
ru-n a.
catarrh has
reached the
bowels it manifest s itself as
or dysentery. Catarrh having attacked the mucous

diarrhoea

membrane of the
intestines should be given the most
prompt attention. Pe-ru-na always
Pe-ru-na has cured
cures catarrh.
diarrhcoa
of
cases
thousands of
that is the result of catarrh. One of
tho many we have heard of comes
from Charles Betts, of Burr Oak,
who writes: “ Had been troubled for a
time with chronic diarrhoea, which
caused great sickness in the stomach,
pains between the hip and the back and
the
an ever-increasing weakness of
whole system. I took Pe-ru-na. In a
week I felt relieved. Now I can do

long

work that I never could do before.
Pe-ru-na cured me so that I stayed
cured.”
Druggists everywhere sell Pe-ru-na*
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®3T* Kid Gloves Cleansed

Every Day.

WE ARE GOING

TO MAKE A DRIYE.
It is on our stock of

RUSSET

SHOES.

:

To close out our various lines of
Russet goods, we are to give tlie
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BENEFIT
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PRICES.

REDUCED
Come

early.

Good Values at Low Prices.

Center & McDowell,
539 CONGRESS ST.,

dtf

sep3

It
Will

That
Can of
Floor
Wax
Is all

Only
Take
a

Ready

MinutS

For
You
When
Down

To

Wrap
It

Up.
50C.

Tnwn

Thanks.

Today.

H. H. HAV & SON, Middle St.
Painters’

Supplies.

the

CHAPMAN

BANK

NATIONAL

of Portland, Maine,

CAPITA!,,

$100,000.00

Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.00
Solicits the accounts of Banks.Mercantfle Firms, Corporations and
and is prepared to furnish its patrons the best i'aciltiies
and liberal accommodations.

Individuals,

FOURTH REGIMENT U. S T.
DERED TO MANZANILLO.

OR-

BREAKFASTED

TOGETHER.

Our Peace Commissioners Meet

j
Ran

Roosevelt.

DEMOCRATS

IGNORE

CHICAGO PLATFORM.

Epainards

30,

organization to place in nomination a
full ticket by petition, should the convention today fail to affirm the Chicago platform, had another meeting today, after
the
result of the regular committee on
Under
resolutions report became known.
the instructions of the conference, whioh
requires that a full tickot be nominated,
within 48 hours, the committee on organization will meet at the Union Square
hotel, New York, tomorrow night, and
seloot a candidate for each place upon the
state tioket.

PRICEJTHREB

1898._IgBjysSffffggSS

STRONG FOR PROHIBITION.
Big Majorities Rolled Up

in Canadian

Plebiscite.

light; Miss Moxie, second; Sidney Pointer, third. Best time, 2.14 1-2.
2 IS Trot, Purse $500—Won by Marvel;
Barney’s Baby, second; Justice Hayes,
third. Best 'ime, 2.10 1-2.
2.21 Trot, Purse $500—Whirlwind Mac,
iirst; Fleur de Lis, second; T. T., thiru.
Best time, 2.17 1 4.
2.15 Trot, Purse f&OO—Joe Mark, tirst;
Greenbrlno, second; Ben H., third. Best
time, 2.14 1-4.
FILIPINOS

WHAT

Syracuse, N. Y., Spetember 39.—ExSenator David B. Hill gave out a state-

VOTE HOWEVER WAS EXTREMELY

Senator

Chandler Who Takes Interest In

tonight in whioh he says that while
LIGHT EVERYWHERE.
he originally doubted the wisdom of takYork
ing a candidate from Greater Now
and personally should have prefer el that
some
of the excellent genUemen
one
of Regular
whose
names were prominently men- In Nova Scotia Not 25 Per Cent
tioned, residing in the country portion of
Vote tvat Cast—Prohibition H as Big
the state, should have reoeived the nomiMajority in Quebec Where the Antis
nation, he should, however, give the entire ticket his whole suport.
Expected to Win.

Case Gives

September

The American Soheneck of Kenssalaer.
and awaited them there.
party arrived at the stroke of 12.80, the
Contrary to the indications of last
hour fixed, and the rapping of a ha] bred
and this morning, the convention
by a door-keeper on the marble floor, night
announced the arrival of the Americans, was very harmonious, the only contest
received in a private salon being for the nomination of Governor and
who were
above M. Del Casse’s official
quarters.
Interone ballot being taken on it.
tion.
The ministers met and greeted each Ame- only
iu tbe admission
and
then
The Quartermaster’s Department will rican In turn
presented them to esting features are noted
M. Brisson. Simultaneous- of Senator Hill that he was beaten and
furnish the necessary transportation and the premier,
ly Senor Castillo stepped forward to greet his surrender before the meeting of the
the Subsistence department will provide Gen.
Porter, whereupon the two groups
defeat of the
and in the
to convention
and introductions
the necessary suitable rations and the moved together
were efieoted by M. Del Gasse.
each
other
Chicago platform udherents and the possurgeon general will make ample provisAfter “Senor Castillo and Gen. Porter sibility that a third tioket may be named.
ion for necessary medical attendance and
had a brief
chat, the party repaired to
after
route
and
an
for
the
troops
the
breakfast room where M. Del Casse
supplies
Before any delegates had arisen this
in
the
centre of a long table.
presided
arrival.
On the right were Gen. Porter and Sena- morning, he leaders were about the corBy command of Major General Miles.
and at nine o’clock it was antor Gray with a Spanish commissioner ridors,
(Signed)
them.
On the left of M. Del nounced from Mr. Croker’s headquarters
between
county
Casse was the president of the Spanish that the New York and Kings
H. C. Corbin, Adjutant General.
commission, Senor Montero Kios, with cteleGations had united upon Supreme
Washington, September 29.—The fourth Senator Davis next to him and a Span- Court Justice Augustus Van Wyok of
regiment of immnnes is commanded by ish commissioner on the left of the Sena- Brooklyn, a brother of Mayor Van Wyok
of New York, and that the latter would
Col. James S. Pettit, who was captain of tor.
On the opposite
side, facing M. Del be withdrawn and not mentioned.
the First United Stated infantry. TransEliot Danforth, John It. Stanohfleld,
Casse, was M. Brisson, on his right were
be sent from New York to Senor Castillo, Senator Frye and a Span
Mayor McGuire and Judge Titus, the
ports will
On the left of the other candidates, were not particularly
ish commissioner.
Jacksonville to embark the troops.
nlcasBri hv the nroclamation of a candipremier were Judge Day,president of the date from below the Bronx, to be
supa
American commission,
Spanish com*
RELEASE POLITICAL PRISONERS.
miccl/innr
itnrl lMr WhltftlftOT Rfiiri.
Hfi- ported by combined delegations from New
Senator Hill disGen. Blanco Directs That Those in Cuba Be yond these on either side were the secre- York and Brooklyn.
taries of the United States and Spanish couraged this, however, and movod briskSot Free.
the
delegates
urging them to
French
the
among
and
embassies here
foreign ly
remain steadfast.
office.
Official
29.—The
Havana,
September
By 9 30 o’clock the situation had reThe breakfast, or luncheon, at it would
Gazette publishes today a decree signed bo termed in the United States, ocoupied solved itself into a fight between city and
country delegates, and they fought vigorby Captain General Blanoo and bearing 80 minutes.
Coffee and cigars were served in an ad- ously until almost the hour for assem
date of September 27, granting pardon
joining apartment and alter half an hour blieg.
As early as ten o'colck, there was an
to and ordering the release of all political of further chatting, the party broke up,
confinement
both commissioners leaving simultaneous- immensa crowd of people outside of the
prisoners now undergoing
convention hall, but ic was 12.45 before
in the island. It is understood that orders ly with oourteous adieus.
The Americans regard the function as the police opened the doors and let tho
have been
The galleries were soon
given to Spanish forces at having been a happy means of making spectators ia.
Holguin to mareh to Gibara, c< ncentrate the two sets of commissioners acquainted filled with “rooters” for the various canIt was p'anned with didates aud, with very unique cries, they
there and hold themselves in readiness for with each other.
by the French and was con- filled the air with shouts for their candigreat tact,
shipment to Spain. The troops at Puerto ducted with the utmost discretion.
date aud with cheers for prominent Democrats.
Principe are ordered to Neuvitas, those
It was 12.21 o’clock when the gavel fell
trocha to San Feron the Jucaro-Moren
EUDORA TAKEN TO CONNECTICUT. and the buzz of the conversation ceased.
nando, and those at Manzanillo to CienIt
Interrupted also a splendid ovation
Elmira, N. Y., September 29.—Deputy
fuegos. The third and fourth divisions
on the part of the convention to David B.
of the first army corps will embark at Sheriff Theodore Miller, of Stamford, Hill.
The adoption of the report of the
Matanzas and the first and second divis- Conn., left here for Bridgeport at noon committee on
organization
The
Havana.
Eudora
from
with
same
of
ions
the
Guilford, daughter caused Frederickpermanent
corps
today
C. ijehraub of Lowvills
forces in the province of Pinar del Rio of Dr. Nancy Guilford the Bridgeport to be escorted to the ohuir. and made a
and the division engaged in the defense midwife.
speech.
of Havana, with General Blanco and bis
'Following this the first part of the platstaff will embark at Havana.
THE WEATHER.
form adopted by the convention:
The Spanish provisional forces organ“Tho Demoeratio party of the state of
ized here will, according to the orders,
New York in convention assembled dego out of existence and will be incorpor
clare as follows.
ated ranks of the expeditionary troops of
“It congratulates the country upon the
the Spanish army, returning to Spain
successful termination of the war underand a part of the irregular troops will be
taken, not for conquest or aggrandizedisbanded.
ment but in the interests of humanity,
A meeting was held at the Lyceum in
liberty and civilization.
Matanzas last night for the purposes of
“We glory in the patriotio devotion and
arranging for a systematic distribution
valor of our bravo soldiers and sailors
of the supplies brought from the United
who have honored the American people
States by the Red Cross steamer Comal.
and added to the luster of our national
At a meeting of the Havana city counfame, and we favor tho adoption of a
cil yesterday, a communication was read
sick and
towards
the
liberal policy
Boston, September 29.—Local forecast wounded
from the colonial secretary of justice diand the families of those who
Fair
delivered
the
of
the
and
that
by
for
Boston
¥50,000
vicinity Friday:
recting
in the service of their
lost their lives
Spanish bank to the city treasurer, a weather, southwest winds.
country.
certain sum be applied to the payment of
“We rejoice that the Democracy has
Washington, September 29.—Forecast been connected
the salaries of city officials long due; but
with every honorable and
the order of the seerteary was overruled for New England Friday: Fair, warm- creditable
step in the war and with nothby the council, which authorized the
er, light to fresh southwesterly winds, ing that is dishonorable or discreditable
mayor to apply the entire sum to the payThe scandalous abuse by the President of
ment of more
urgent obligations. The increasing.
his power of appointment in scattering
re-claim the
deoided to
council also
army commissions among inexperienced
ground belonging to the city which had
tu
ana luuouipui/ciiu mvuiaiis hs rewarua
been given to the cultivation zone during
local
weather
29.—The
Portland, Sept.
personal favorites and almost to the exThe arrivals of shipping since
the war.
serthe
of
officers
in
clusion
weather
the
as
to
experienced
bureau office records
last reports are the steamers Saratoga
vioe, if largely accountable for the fearfrom New York, bringing oargo and pas- are as follows:
ful suffering and the appalling loss of life
thermomeKey West with cattle;
sengers; Fanita,
8 a. m—-Barometer. 30.109:
tho gallant soldiers that have
among
Laughton from Philadelphia with coal,
dew
60;
43;
humidity,
point,
brought disgrace upon the administration
ter, 56.0;
and Miami from Galveston with cattle.
and a sense of shame to the nation.
wind, SW; velocity. 6; weather, clear.
“A Democratic Congress will, if chosen
S p. m.—Barometer, 30.037, thermomeCUBAN POLICE FORCE IN SANTIAGO.
by tho people, rigidly investigate the conter, 62.0; dew point, 54; humidity, 76, duct o f the war, and expose and punish
weather clear.
all who may be resposible for the unnecNatives Gradually Gives a Chance to Show wind, SW: velocity 11;
Mean dally thermometer 58; maximum essary deaths, or privations, sufferings
What They Can Do,
thermometer, 70; minimum thermometer and neglect of the soldiers, which have
46; maximum velooity of wind, 16 SW. shocked the nation and abated the natotal precipitation. .0.
tional rejoicing over the triumphs of our
take station at Manzanillo; the commanding officer reporting his arrival by
telegraph to Major Genernl James if.
Wade, U. S. V., Havana, who will giv
instructions as to its duty and dlsposi*
to

Santiago, September 29.—Arrangements

have been completed for the formation of
mounted police for the
a force of Cuban
province of Santiago. It consists of n
oommandant, with the rank of major,
three captains, six lieutenants, ten serThe rate
and 240 enlisted men.
cf pay of the enlisted men is the same as
in the United States army, while the
officers got two-thirds. General Castille
has charge of the preliminaries of the ap-

geants

pointments.

army.”
The remaining paragraphs of the plat-

Weather Obeervatlon.

The agricultural department weather
bureau for yesterday. Sept. 29 taken at
8 p.
m., meridian time, the observation for each section being given in this
o der:
Temperature, direction of wind
state of weather:

Boston, 06 degrees, SW, clear; New
Tors, 60
degrees, S, clear; Phil66
SW, clear;
degrees,
adelphia,
But he must select capable
clear;
Washington, 06 degrees, S,

SAVINGS.

To the

-.

kitchen=sink

grease and grime
fast and worry

E
orously.
Delegate Pierce of Monroe attempted to
was ruled
but
tho
silver
on
question
spoak
out.

Tbe chairman announced that nominations for the office of Governor were in
0rCierJames K. McGuire, John B. Stanchileld, Justioe Robert C. Titus and Judge
Augustus Van Wyck were placed in nomination.
On the roll call it was apparent that
Van Wyck would be nominated, though
delegations here and there cast their first
ballot compliments for their local favorites.
At 2.15, while the balloting was prowas thrown into
ceeding, the convention to
adjourn, made
a tumult by an attempt
The atby the Erie county delegation.
unfluooesrful and the roll

tempt proved

^When^Nevv York

reached Richard
Onker
handsomely dressed, arose and
oasts 105 votes
York
“New
s-ilri nuietly:
there was a roar of
for Van Wyck,” and
was

of the first ballot was
cling aPTheUSresult follows:
Van Wyck, 350;

the

housekeeper.
FELS-NAPfHA

soap
loosens
grease, puriiies the sink and
vents danger

health.

(Grocers

form deal with state issues.
its salient features were applauded vig-

an-

nounced

as

Stanchfleld, 38; Titus, 41; McGuire, 21. as
resc of the New York slate,
rjj18
acabove given, was then nominated by
clamation.
At 3.30 tho convention, after having
adopted tho “star” emblem and appointing the usual committees to fill vacancies,
sine die.
WILL BE A SILVER TICKET.

adjourned

started for Smyrna today.
The delays and.subterfuges {in complying with orders of Admiral Noel, the
British commander in these waters, inThe Turkish authorities have
crease.
oeased

and are prearms
that the disarmament has been

surrendering

tending

completed.

British officers propose to search
The
They have discovered
that many of the men surrendered to Admiral Noel as ring leaders of the rioting,
are innocent, while the guilty are still at
of 801) British
A detachment
liberty.
blue-jackets was paraded through the
Pasha, the local
town today. Djevade
Turkish
military commander, has conTurkish
the
troops to
sented to remove
the suburbs.

suspeoted houses.

HAD THEIR (IlYA WAY.
Burglars Blow Op 2:1

a

Safe in

Co ns!t.
CITIZENS OBEY ORDERS AND KEEP
THEIR WINDOWS CLOSED.

Outline.

Washington, September 29.—The refrom Manila that Aguinaldo would
ports
Man Who Tried to Speak in Favor Free
Gen. Blanco Orders Re lease of Political
today hold a grand ceremony to proclaim
Waa
Suppressed—
Silver
Promptly
Prisoners—Spanish Troops are Preparwith
the republic of the Philippines,
Senator Hill Beaten and He Admits It.
ing to Leave-Arrangemen ts for DI«himself as head, has not been made
tribntion of Comal Supplies.
known to Aguincello, head of the PhilipSyracuse, N. Y., September 29.—The
Bceiol ratio convention of New York
He said today
WILY TURK.
29.—Reports from pine delegation here.
THE
September
Quebec,
Washington, September 29.—The folstate, at its convention today nominated
all parts of the Dominion indioate that through his interpreter that he looked
commissioners.
Cuba
of
for
the
order
occupation
lowing
this ticket:
They Are Surrendering Innocent Men the vote for and against prohibition has for a cable at any time, in rosponso to
The hrsakfast, at which the two peaoe
was issued today:
For Governor—Augustus Van Wyok of
To English in Crete.
been larger than was expected.
commissions met for the first time today,
inquiries which would show just what
Kings.
Headquarters of the Army.
The indications tonight are that pro- the
Del
M.
was purely Informal,
by
given
Danforth
present status of affairs was.
Lieutenant
Governor—Elliot
s
Office.
Adjutant General’
39.—It is reliably re- hibition has bean carried by a large maat the of Chenango.
in his
Paris,
September
apartments
Senator Chandler of ?Tew Hampshire,
Casse,
private
Washington, September 29, 1898.
Secretary of State—George W. Batten ported that the ultimatum of the powers jority, but probably not more than one who is
foreign office. The Spanish commissiontaking a personal interest in
of the dominion
By direction of the Secretary of War, ers arrived first,
by the of Niagara.
accompanied
to Turkey regarding the island cf Crete, half the registered vote
of Edaffairs, and General Greene,
the Fourth United States Volunteer inPhilippine
Leon
Comptroller—Edward
(Instead
Senor
ambassador
y
here,
Spanish
has been cast.
was presented to the Sultan today.
Atwater, Dutchess.
who accompanied Aguincollo on his trip
fantry detaohed from the 7th army corps Castillo, and the secretary of the Span- win)
from
of
Norris
P.
State
Treasurer—E.
29.—Returns
Halifax, September
The United States ambasCandin, Crete, September 29.— Edham
here, had a long conference with him towill be placed in readiness for immediate ish embassy.
of Prince Edward Island, day. Senator Chandler said afterward
sador, Gen. Horace Porter, and M. Henri Wayne.
Turkish governor, who Is the province
service in Cuba, pursuant to General
General—Thomas F. Conway Pasha, the
United
Attorney
of
the
the
seoretary
Vlgnaud,
an Increased mathat there was no doubt the President
chiefly blamed for the recent rioting here, show a light vote, but
Orders 164, current series, from this office, States embassy, arrived at the foreign of Clinton.
would receive the delegation to get full
State Engineer and Surveyor—Martin has been deprived of the governorship and jority for prohibition. Eighty-seven polls
and proceed fully .armed and equipped oflice before the American commissioners
information on the condition of affairs
29.—The
United
States peace commission held another session this morning, after which, accompanied by the United States ambassador,
Gen. Horace
Porter, they drove to the
foreign office, where our commissioners
met and breakfasted with the Spanish

Paris,

CENTS,

WANT.
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ment

Way.
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family.
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NEW YORK

Deposits.
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MORNING,

HILL

men who have served in the Cuban army
Albany, 66 degrees, S, clear; Buffadeand the officers must have held similar or lo, 72 degrees, S, clear; Detroit, 74
This grees, S, clear; Chicago, 78 degrees, S,
a higher rank in the Cuban
army.
8t. Paul, 68 degrees, W, p. cloudy:
police force will have a large territory to clear;
Dak., 46 degrees, NW, clear;
cover
FOR
and it is expected that as soon as Huron,
48
W,
the Cuban troops disband, the lawless Bismarck.
clear;
degrees,
Invited.
Interviews and
element will have to be kept in check.
Jacksonville. 76 degrees, NE, cloudy.
Even at present, quantities of cattle
President. are stolen and oomplaints are frequent,
CULLEN C. CHAPMAN,
both to Genoral Wood and Castille and
Cashier.
'J HOMAS H. EATON,
they are determined to put an end to this
state of affairs.
DIRECTORS:
The Cubans are beginning to understand that the sudden
CULLEN C. CHAPMAN, SETH L. LARRABEE,
they
change
alter the surrender would have
wanted
P.
PERLEY
BURNHAM,
E. M. STEADMAN,
while
caused disorder and
confusion,
JAMES F. HAWKES. now, every day a number of Cubans are
BRICE M. EDWARDS,
WILLIAM M. MARKS a ppointed to positions of power and
HENRY S. OSGOOD
emolument.
M.W&Ftflstp
jel
The United States collector of customs
here, Mr. Donaldson, has requested GenDEATH OF QJEEN OF DENMARK,
Lawton to appoint United States
eral
at
consuls
Santiago and
the
Copenhagen, September 29.—The Queen Manzanillo. Guantanamo,
The treasury department at
of Denmark died at 5.3U a. m.
The end was peaceful. At her bedside Washington seemingly considers that the
preof Cuba is foreign territory and rewere the King of Denmark, the Dowager island
consuls
in
to
oaths
before
the
transand
quires
Queen
Empress of Russia, the King
of Greece, the Princess of Wales, the Duke action of shipping and other business.
Dr. Zimmermau, a Lutheran reacher,
and Duchess of Cumberland, the Crown
Prince and Crown Princess of Denmark is an applicant for the position of United
He also proand all the other members of the royal States consul at Santiago.
sell it.
fels & Co., fill.
poses to preach on Sundays.

Interest Paid on
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placa

in Social

Pe-ru-na Cures Diarrhoea Because It Cures Catarrh.

MAINE,

press.

daily

>

give 8,890 yes; 790 no. The “No” votes at home. When asked to sum
up the
The total
exoeed 1000.
will probably
desires of the Philippine delegates, Mr.
vote oast was less than 40 per cent of the Chandler said:
“The first and most essential purpose is to have the treaty of
registered electorate.
Paris—the ilnal treaty which will stand
Halifax, N. S„ September 29. —Voting for all time—contain an article terminatin Nova Scotia on the dominion prohiing absolutely the sovereignity of Spain
today was light and over the Philippines.
It is not alone
bition plehescite
to
indifference
marked publio
the termination of Spanish sovereignty
showed
of
issue. The total vote over the island
Luzon, or Manila, that
the fate of the
cent of the regis- they desire, but the end of the Spanish
25
not
was
per
polled
The majorities were usually rule over the eutire group of islands.
tered voto
The voto The disappearance of Spanish rule from
of prohibition.
on the side
25,168 yes, and the Philippines being assured, the next
the province:
stood in
for prohibition in purpose of the Filipinos, as I gather
9,643 no. Majority
Nova Scotia, 21,526.
from their delegates, is to have an op-

A

Very Coo]

Proceeding

Great Success—Safe

a

AVhich Was Also
of

Postmaster

Jameson Itelieved of S3IS

[SPECIAL

TO

THE

PBES3.]

Cornish, September 29.—One

man

blow-

ing open a sato and taking hi3 time about:
it, while two others armed with revolvers
kept the wide awake but thorougly
frightened citizens from interfering with
the operation ot the chief cracksmaD, was
the novel, not to say enjoyable, sensation
which Cornish experienced at an early
hour this morning.
g The safa to suffer was that cf postmaster
and general trader, Jame3 F.
Jameson, who found hia strong box $318
lighter than he left it the night before,
when matters had quieted down
suffi-

ciently

for him to examine the wreck.
about two o’clock in th3 morning that the people living in the housea
about the Jameson store were awakened
by a tremendous crash. Dozens of winIt

was

up in a minute and eager
white robed shoulders were
projected out into the bright moonlight.
“What’s that?
what's that? whose
there?” came a score of swiftly uttered
dows
heads

were

and

inquiries.

vouchsafed but a
No explanation was
couple of men with pistols in their hands,
the niokle mountings flashing ominousportunity to try their capacity for self ly in the moonlight, stepped out into the
government, under American protection
A WEDDING AT BATH.
too distinct)
if need be, during their transition period street, and one in a voice all
be closed
THE
TO
FBES8.J
[SPECIAL
or, if that seems expedient, then they gave orders that the windows
want this government to assume the di- immediately.
The people hadn’t got over
5 KAN KLIN COUNTY INDICTMENTS.
Bath, September 29.—Tonight at the rection and control of affairs, by annexa- liliCil ADiU uiaiiuiDuu ijumu*w«vv
29.— The residence or me oriue uuuun-eu cue feu- tion or such other method as may best
Farmington.
September
at once and before they had time to think
of alfairs. They seem
Franklin county grand jury reported this ding of Dr. Percy W. Roberts, one of meet the condition
.1
il. __i.1_
c
it over, one of the revolvers cracked and
IU ICOl OUUOUCU
of
number
indictments,
Miss
Hanafternoon a large
Bath’s leading physicians, and
can be solved without difficulty a ball crashed through a pane of glass.
rule
ture
eight of which are kept strictly secret, nah T., daughter of George M. Patten. after the first
Down went every upraised window in
great aim of terminating
tonight. Of the two made public, one is The ceremony was performed in the pres- Spanish rule Is brought about.”
Cornish village with a bang. The ball
New
Sharon
of
Grover
few
intimate
and
a
relatives
ence of the
against Eugene
from the burglar’s revolver did not hit
for burglary and larceny. The other is friends
by Rev. Julian K. Srnythe of
windows but
STRIKERS GROWING CAUTIOUS.
one of the open
passed
for
of
Rangeley
New York. The young ladies who assisted
against Elmer Snowman
one of the front panes in tho
through
guiding without a lioense. Snowman in the ceremony were Miss Anna P.
A couple of
store of Isaac, N. Braokett.
Fannie Brockton Shoemakers are Not So Sure of
Miss
will be tried next week when the crimi- Knight
of
Portland,
feet to one side and it would have come
be
case
will
The
is
oalled.
nal docket
Mitchell of Brunswick, Misses Eleanor
Winning.
dangerously near the window of a dwellpushed on both side3 to test the constitu- and Catherine Hooper of Newtonville,
ing from which peered the head of a wortionality of the guide law.
Mass., and Misses Jane Murphy and VirMass., September 29.—The thy lady of the town.
Brockton,
The
ushers
of
Bath.
ginia Houghton
The echo of the revolver had no sooner
TERRIBLE FOREST FIRES IN WEST. were J. Edward Drake, Fred Drake and fights of the lnsters’ union over the new
died away when crash, came another exof
Southlasters’
union
and
the
list
Idaho
Springs, Col., September 29.— Harry A. Nealley. After the ceremony price
the Jameson store. No
ern
Massachusetts
Forest fires burning on the we3t side of
against the Consoli- plosion over at
a reception was held from 9 till 11. BurnThere came
the divide, are beyond control and people
dated Machine company, are irb full blast windows opened this time.
of
ham’s
orchestra
Portland,
eight pieces,
to be
said
are
fleeing for their lives.
of a painful wait of ten or fifteen mlnute3
the
least
shows
neither
side
and
sign
known.
of
Boston
Whether any have perished is not
furnished music and Webber
a terrible explosion beside which
A light breeze gives tbe mighty sea of was caterer. The bride’s costume was a conceding a
point. The union took up and then
It
been noiseless.
other two had
the
3f»'e a new impetus and onward it goes,
bethe
maohine
with
the
company
fight
of white silk muslin over
everything before it, with no becoming gown
6hook every house about, to tho foundaburning
cause it claimed that the latter mixed in
H.
satin.
or
stock
white
George
Patten,
live
Capt.
ohance of saving
property.
tion, and awakened everyone within a
Cattle are known to be perishing and U. S, A., brother of the bride, was pres- the light over the price list when it had
The last blast did
half mile of the store.
first
the
The
to
do
so.
bear and deer and other wild animals are
no
fight,
right
He leaves tomorrow to join his regent.
and a few minutes later three men
the
running to theieast side of the divide.
bebecause
it
job
is
it
union
says
pursuing
iment at Manila. After a brief wedding
The damage will be tremendous.
the Jameson resllieves it is right. A careful canvass in hurried away passing
trip Dr. and Mrs. Koberts will reside at
son
of the union and the denoe.as they did so. Mr. Jameson’s
FOREST FIRES IN WISCONSIN.
the
headquarters
this
oity.
1008 Washington street,
and the cracksmen reaffected shops falls to show who Ira hailed them,
various
Minneapolis, Minn., September 29.—A
shot from the revolver.
is winning the battle.
| BURGLARIES IN ALFRED.
Forest
Many of the man- plied with another
Cumberland (Wis.) special says:
to scare and not
fired
evidently
of
sides
the
idle
and
Itjwas
on
three
claim
to
he
fires are raging
city
practically
Alfred,
September 29,—Between the ufacturers
wind.
wus done.
and there is a heavy southwest
after- yet it is known that they are working. to hit for no damage
four
and
of
hours
Wednesday
five,
The surrounding lakes will probably save
The men went away in the direction of
W. H. They make this statement, it is claimed,
the city. Barrow and Almena are sur- noon tte house of Superintendent
Falls and were seen by the people
Keezar
from
the
strikers
to
has
in
order
latter
work
coming
the
York
keep
telephoned Webster of the
jail,
county
rounded, and
the
in
village as they passed along
upper
here for help, stnting that the town is was entered
are
factories.
Others
of
their
its near
putting
during the absenoe
The mills have shut
already on Ure.
on foot.
on a more cheerful aspeot and are known
with
a gold ring stolen.
$6
susoccupants,and
business
down,* schools closed and
to be doing little. Outside of the threo
After the smoke of the selge had cleared
pended. Every precaution is being taken Entrance was effected through an un- factories
shutdown it is
which havo
to save the city.
Two
door.
away, the villagers ventured down to the
rough looking known that some work is beir g done.
fastened
The safe
the 4.40 train for
The strikers are helped by a IOj a week store to look for what was left.
who took
strangers
on the men who are working in shops
NAVAL ORDERS.
is a big one and is set in masonry at tbe
Portland, aro suspected of being connect- tax
not affected and by contributions by merend of the stare, whioh is about
No extreme
Washington, September 29.—Comman- ed with the break.
chants in response to solicitations.
Tho front door had been
of
residence
der White has been relieved of the comthe
this
week
has yet publicly made complaint 55 feet long.
One night
striker
mand of the Terror and ordered to comblast evidently
the last
James H. Clough, who lives near Little- of his lot, but there are a few disgruntled blown off and
Commander
mand the
Philadelphia;
ones.
took the vault door for it was found at!
the Phila- field’s Mills, was entered and a barrel of
of
command
from
Wadleigh,
As the battle continues, the men are
store by the window
delphia and placed on waiting orders; flour taken away by the thieves. Un- becoming careful how they spend their the other end of the
Commander Brownson, to command the successful
The two large show windows
several
At first it looked like a short, casement.
to burglarize
money.
attempts
relieve
to
Terror; Commander Snow,
The contents of the
have been recently made. sharp fight with the men as winners and above were broken.
Commander Rockwell of the command of other residences
they were free with their money. It is
*-rD
the naval station at Port Royal, S. C.; They are thought to be the work of hobos onangea now, ana tnougn iaey siui cramr sale,
Tho bullet which entered the
Lieutenant Commander Cogswell, to duty
to be winning, the money is more care- taken.
xx*ou
mo
as
Armeni- Braokett store found lodgement in a pork
inspeoiur ui
their annual winter snuggeries, known fully used. The inooming of the
tnot, Maine, relieving Lieutenant Comans and Poles has been the worst feature
barrel.
as county jails.
mander Smith Nionols.
been
the
direct
of
tho strike as it has
^It was a regular Dewey campaign for
The
cause of all the rioting and trouble.
demonstra- the burglars.
are not making any
strikers
FOR
COLBY.
SOLDIERS.
DIRECTOR
FROM
PHYSICAL
AID ASKED
but their sympathizers, and the
tions,
Waterville, September 29.—Dr. Angus ourious exhibit their feeling.
Washington, September 29.—The secreDEATH OF SIGNAL CORPS MAN.
tary of the interior today received the fol- Frew, of Cambridge, Mass., has been apJudge Reed announced in the police
this morning, when ho discharged
court
lowing deepatoh irom Representative
Augusta, September £9.—Word was reKnowles of North Dakota:
pointed director of the gymnasium and a prisoner who had drawn a revolver, ceived
today of the death this morning at
Blackhill forest fires destroying towns the department of physical eulture at that a man had a right to proteot himself
R. I., of Private F. H.'. Locke
Providence,
and life. Can’t troops Fort Meade help
could
a
mob
and
he
when
was
by
pursued
Dr. Frew has had considerable
Send answer to Mayor of Colby.
The ot Augusta,
voluntoor signal corps of
take the law into his own hands.
fight fire?
Deadwood.
experience in directing indoor gymnas- men at work will probably take advan- Maine. He was taken ill with dysentery
The secretary of the interior forwarded
knives
and
foot
ball
future
of
and
In
the
tage
this,
tics, as well as in coaching
in Cuba and was brought to Montauk
the massage to the war department with
likely to figure In the deA part of bis medical course was revolvers are The
Wedthe
monstrations.
request that rid, if possible, be teamB.
polioe protection has point, and arrived in Providence
furnished.
taken at Tufts college and tho remain- been extra strong where trouble is looked nesday.
Parents, wife and two youna
der at Louisville, Kv., where he received for and every effort is being made to pre- children survive him. Age £8.
serve order.
LAFAYETTE ARRIVES.
his degree. Among other things in Dr.
French
Frew’s favor is a strong recommendation
Madrid, September 29.—The
MR. BAYARD’S REMAINS.
mail steamer Lafayette having on board from Dr.
Sargont of theHemonway gymthe Spanish
troops from Santiago de
Dedham, Mass., September 29.—The
One nasium at Harvard University.
remains of the late Thomas F. Bayard,
Cuba, has arrived at Corunna.
to Great
Britain,
officer
of the Lafayette died of yellow
Dr. Frew will remain at the depart- former ambassador
The
embalmed and, tomorrow
have
been
the
Spanish
fever during
voyage.
and
entire
the
ment
coliege year
during
who recently arrived at
naval officers
morning at 7.30 o’clock, they will bo
the City of Rome it is expected that he will introduce a taken to Boston and placed in a special
on
board
Santander
from Portmouth, H. N., have been enter- number of improvements into tho man- oar attaohed to the colonial express, at'J
o’clock for New York, and will arrive
ball
a
at
tained
given by the officers of
evening.
the German training ship Charlotte. The agement of this important department In Wilmington, Del., in the
■t
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place

gave a lnnch to the

COMMISSION HARD AT WORK.

Quebeo, September 29.—The joint session of the international conference was
this morning, but the subvery brief
committee have been hard at work all
day. Arrangements are now being made
for a
banquet to bo given by the AmeriIt is likecan commissioners, October 6.
ly the conference will adjourn soon after
in
later
that date to meet
Washington.
MILITIA HELD IN READINESS.
29.—Governor
Tanner at the request of Sheriff
Colburn of Pana, who said he had no further control of tho striking minors and
feared that there would he an outbreak
within
a
short
time, has ordered the
militia to hold itself in readiness for riot

Springfield, Ills., September

duty.

INSURRECTION INCREASING.
Syracuse, N. Y., September 29.—The
Madrid, September 29.—Advioes from
Chicago platform Democrat!, who in conin the
ference last night adopted resolutions em- Iloilo report that the insurrection
powering and instructing the committee Philippines ie increasing considerably.

The

of the college.
It is expected that he will arrive upon
the grounds the latter part of the present week.

RACES AT DOVER.
Dover, N. H., September 29.—The third
day of the Hall Harness meeting at the
Orauite Stato park was a far greater sucThe racing
oess than the preceding days.
was tlie best
in the history of the track.
The

unfinished 2.SO

pace, left over from

Wednesday was won by Darklight. The
Driver
MoPherson from
judges took

behind Sidney Pointer in the fourth neat,
Alonzo
McDonald up. The
and put
won the heat but in tho
Pointer horse
whioh cost him the
a broak
fifth made
The 2. IB trot, unflnisned from
race.
Wednesday was won by Aorvet, but not
until Barney Demarest was removed from
horse by the judges. Jock
behind the
Bowen got up behind the horse aDd w*>n
Driver Bowen was awarded $100
oasily.
from the winnings of the horse by the
judges, who withhold their decision as
their disposal of Demarest’s case.
to
Results:
2.20 Pace, Purse §500—\i|n by Dark-

necessary

arrangements for tho de-

parture of the body were completed this
evening.
The family has sent out a large number
of telegrams, including one to former
President Cleveland, requesting him to
act as one of the pall bearers.
Since the death of the former

ambassa-

dor, last evening, hundreds of telegrams
have been received offering oondolenoe to

she widow and other relatives in their
hour of bereavoment.
Leading oitizens
in this country and Great Britain, political associates, personal friends, and men
famous in the various walks of life are
among those who ate sympathizers with
the family.
Dedham,
Mass., September 29.—ExPresident Cleveland has telegraphed from
his Buzzards Bay homo that ho will act
as one of the honorary pall bearers.

AGUINALDO’S REPUBLIC.
Manila, September 30.—The declaration
of independence was read at Malolos yesA review
terday amid great festivities.
of the troops was held and speeches and
recitations were delivered. The feature
of

the ceremonies

Aguinaldo.

was

the address of

Many foreigners attended.

of by the students. In a short time the
of newspapers am! magazines
full list
will be on file.
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The Death of the Emperor Now Expected
Any Tim-—Empress Not Likely to

Countenance

Though

LI
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Hung

man

[STECJAT,

BRINGS MATTERS TO HEAD.

at

Yesterday’s Session of I hi State

Itccepllcn of Y. M. C. A. to FreshClass.

Federation.

peror’s Downfall.
APPEARAACE

Annual

A;eresjlon

Chang

Will

Be

Ii esto red.

TO THE

ITiESS.l

Bowdoin College, September 29.—The
annual reception of the Y. M. C. A. to
the freshman class of Bowdoin college
Neatly
was held in the library tonight.
all of the freshmen and also many of the
A very
were present.
upper classmen

address by THE PRESIDENT MRS.
BRIGGS.

pleasant evening was enjoyed by all.
Mr. West, the president of the organi- Reports of the Secretaryf Treasurer and
Other Officer*—The Past Year Has Been
zation, spoke first, saying that It gave
him a great deal of pleasure to extend a
a Prosperous One for the Clubs—Ac-

welcome to the freshman class. Such a
welcome should be given on account of
the attitude of the Y. M. C. A The incoming class had left home and had In

counts of the Denver

Convention*

QFECIAX TO THE PttESg.I

Brunswiok, September 29.—The morngot out from under parential ing exercises oi the Federation,|held in
This liberty is often abused the Congregational
church, Brunswick,
affairs coniirra the belief that the Em- influence.
and thereby a ten denoy arises to fall into opened with a selection by an amateur
he
which
reforms
tho
radical
peror, by
doubtful ways.
It is even hard to tell orchestra of young girls and boys, who
had
decreed, prepared himself for the
or not college Is a benefit to one
played the overture to “The Poet and
blow struck by the Dowager Empress, whether
So for tblB reason the Peasant” with muoh taste.
on this account.
thejsucce9sive edicts furnish a history of
C. A. extends a cordial welcome.
Prof. Henry L. Chapman gave the Invothe trend of affairs. The Emperor’s chief Y, M.
The highest ideal of a college man is not cation in his dignified and impressive man
unobtained
adviser,
Kang-Yuwei,
who Burns the most midnight ner,after whioh Mrs. Byron 8. Stevens as
bounded influences over him and inspired the one
for athletics,
president of the Saturday club of BrunsThe official classes opposed oil. The assoclationfstands
the reforms.
and contends that It is right wick, extended most warmly the word
him and oonsultod the Dowager Empress for football
possible to be gentlemanly on the of greeting to eaoh and every guest.
reforms. and
as to meaDS for nullifying these
Thus the influas elsewhere.
Mrs. Briggs responded very graolously
immediate
gridiron
The current story is that the
downfall was ence of the Y. M. C. A. Is to build up to the cordial welcome of Mrs. Stevens,
of the
cause
Pekin, September 27. via Shanghai,
September 29.—The devioperaents of palace

Emperor's

appeared one day in European
This
offense, it appears, was
aggravated by the arrival in China of the
Marquis Ito, the Japanese statesman,
the palace officials as
alarmed
which
foreshadowing Japanese domination in
the empire’s councils.
Thereupon the
Dowager Empress acted with wonderful
promptness and deposed her nephew bethat he
clothes.

fore the Pekin people were aware
had left the summer palace.

a measure

saying that she wished the members of
Saturday club might realize how
admiringly they were regarded by eaoh

the character cf the man.
Mr. West in trod need Prof. Woodruff,
who said that he was very glad to second
that he was
the president’s remarks;
glad that there was rest from the col-

the

visiting member.
Mrs. Briggs then asked very pertinently, if the women Of the Federation felt
that they were doing in their clubs the

lege duties Id football, athletics, and the
In the college a great
societies.
secret
Since her visit to
variety of interests are represented; best possible work.
scholarship, college glory and social Denver, Mrs. fBrigga had been morejlmthat she amusement. One of the organizations is pressed with the vastness of this organi-

!

the next coarse great Interest Is also manifested with the young woman and drinking out
IjD’inrss in order, and many of the dele- at the results of the election tomorrow. of a milk oan.
The second time she got lost she was on
.n
ui,i-m
interesting reports of their Miss Connor of Fairfield, Miss Sawtelle
of Wateivllle, Mrs. Laura E. Richards of foot and asked the way of an old priest,
n ji k.
little church was In a neighboring
Mrs. Briggs announced tlmt tho mem- Gardiner, and Mrs. Anna Sargent Hunt whose
Taking her for an ordinary
Tillage.
bers of tba faculty extended a most cor- of Augusta are among the names sug- visitor, he showed her the way, and on
dial
invitation to tho ladies to visit the gested for nomination.
the road she entered into conversation
He incidentally spoke of the
The
Mount Holyoke Alunanae associ- with him.
various buildings of tha college, whioh
was
and
of his parishioners,
poverty
ation
had
their
their
annual dinner on Wedwould be left open for
Inspection.
much surprised on reoeiving the next day
was but another proof of the ex- nesday
This
evening at Cenant’s, a favorite a considerable sum of money, which
treme
thoughtfulness and consideration resort, about five miles from Brunswlok. seemed really to oome to him from heaven
for he did not know that the lady he met
of the people of Brunswick to the visit- Covers were laid for 18, and the presion the road was the Empress of Austria.
Mrs.
dent,
Edward S. Osgood, presided,
had
ing members of the Federation.
An aooldent whioh might have
the guests of
honor being Mrs. Alice grave results put an end, at least for a
AFTERNOON SESSION.
excurFrye Briggs, president of tbe Federation; time, to these rather Imprudent
On
The afternoon session of tho Federation
Mrs. Byron S. Stevens, president of the sions on the part of the Empress.left her
Miss
a
fine
with
Sept. 18, 1875, her dootor, having
prelude
organ
by
opened
and
Mrs. in the oa6tle, after her promise not to
Saturday club, Brunswick,
Ward, then the reading of the minutes and Charles
Flagg, president of the Wellesley go out, proceeded to Petites-Dallog to
conducted by
educational
the
hotnr,
After bathing a messenger
associates.
Some of the toasts proposed take a bath.
came to him and said that he was wanted
Miss Mary Snow of Ban&.or.
were:
Its
“Educational
Womanhood,"
In great
Immediately at the chateau.
Miss Snow began to talk in her usual
relations to the common duties of life; haste the dootor jumped into a carriage
breezy,pleasant fashion, and rather apolo- “Our sister alumnae
The
to
Sassetot.
and
Empress
proceeded
association;" the
gized for the fault-finding tone whioh Maine Wellesley alumnae are “In hope had been thrown from a horse in the
oastle park and her condition appeared
at the last annual
she had taken on
and purpose;”
"The second generation to be
grave. When the doctor arrived he
“This year,”
said
meeting in Bangor.
at Mt. Holyoke;” “The old woman;" foand her
Her fainting
unconsoious.
is
full
of
enthusiheart
Miss Snow, “My
“Our Hostess;" not spell lasted a long time, and it wus deSpirit;"
“College
cided to telegraph to the Emperor, from
asm at the teports I haw heard of the coforgetful to entertain strangers; and whom they
at first desired to oonoeal tbe
operation of so many of the clubs in pub- “The State Federation," the dear “toaccident.
After the telegram was sent
lio school work." Miss Snow told of one
''
the Empress regained consciousness and
getherness.
olub whose members had turned their
Her companions imThe following are the delegates from soon recovered.
a
attention to the sanitary condition of
plored her to abandon her wild and
Miss Inez Blanoh- breakneck rides.
Portland’and.vicinity
Shortly afterward it
certain sohool house in their neighborard, Mrs. Frank B. Clarke, Mrs. George was reported that on receiving the aeshood and,as Miss Snow said, “had literalthe Emperor went to Sassetot
C. Frye,
Mrs. patch
Moody, Mrs. George
At tbe
ly floated through the year on soap and Beulah
to see the Empress.
Mrs. Frances Walker, incognito
Baker,
a
had
founded
Austrian court the story to his visit was
cluib
water.”
Another
Mrs. S. E. Spring, Mrs. Fletcher, Mrs. always denied. They said that he was on
public library, another a kindergarten, Geo.
Cummings, Mrs. Dana Fellows, the point of starting, but on receipt of
and so the
work was developing and
tha Idea.
Mrs. Hussey, Mrs. Wentworth, Mrs. Levi reassuring news gave up
The Empress quitted Sassetot on Sept.
must go on in those lines of legitimate
Greenleaf, Miss Hutsey, Miss Elizabeth 20. 1875. On leaving she gave substantial
work for the Federation.
Merrill, Miss Louise Edwards, Miss Har- evidence of her generosity. Nobody was
Twenty-six clubs had reported this year, riet
bather,
McLellan, Miss Irene H. Noyes, Mrs. forgotten, not even the master
and next year Miss Snow looked for still
the little pilot, the oharoh where she atMcGregor. Mrs. J.S.Heald, Miss Deborah tended mass,
or the poor of tbe country,
better returns.
Morton, Mrs. F. E. C. Robbins,.Mrs. J. whom she had already helped over ana
Miss Adelaide V. Finch,prinoipal of the
S. Palmer, Mrs. Joseph .White, Mrs. Ed- oyer again. She let Sassetot followed by
Training Sobcol of Lewiston, read a help- ard S.
Later,
regrets and benediotions.
Osgood, Mrs. ‘William Chamber- many
was told of tbe death of tbe
when she
ful paper on “Tho Moral Factor In EduMrs. Fabius M. Ray, Mrs. C. C. master
lain,
bather, who was drowned while
cation,” in which she told in an interestBailey, Miss Elizabeth Griggs, Mrs. Mary endeavoringrjto save a swimmer in daning way some of the influences to bring
she
beaded a subscription list for his
Baxter, Mrs. Hiram L. Jones, Miss Al- ger,
ultimate aim of
about the result—the
with a handsome sum of money.
Miss Best, Mrs. Zenas Thompson, family not
len,
It is
education—that of character making.
astonishing that tbe news of
Miss Rives, Mies Crie.
tbe sad death of the Empress was received
Among these influences, Miss] Finch
the
Norman
peasants with heartfelt
by
oited religious training, and the study of
sorrow.
AUSTRIA’S MURDERED EMPRESS.
good literature, nature, musio and art.
A PORTLAND HORSE.
Miss Mary Sawtelle, dean oftColby uni- Her Wild Rides and Sympathy with the
C. W. Trefethen's horse, Luoky Roy,
In
Miss
whioh
followed
Finob,
versity,
While in
The

reports of the clubs

It has no rival In its zation of the Women’s Federation. The
the Y. M. C. A.
ChristiaD aim object of the organization is for the
a
and
has
work
fled
purely
Kang Yuwei, forseeing trouble,
for the gospel. For- broadening of women’s influence in the
two days before the crisis. Bis followers and stands out boldly
were arrested today
merly educational developments were home, and Mrs. Briggs felt that the studThe Dowager Empress has issued an given all the attention of college educa- ies for that purpose should be of a pracedict ordering that Kang Yuwei be kept
there are those that not tical nature, as for Instance In household she
tion. but Dow
gave a telling plea for the higher eduunder surveilance until further orders
only tend to develop the mind and phy- economics and ohild study. Mrs. Briggs cation of women, and felt that the work
and his degradation is certain.
If a man then spoke very forcibly of the need of of the Federation In Its
as
well.
Another edict calls Kong Yuwei a con- sique but the soul
auxiliary work
spirator but does not desorlbe the nature wishes to become a successful athelete he money to extend the work and hoped the in the
schools, was laying the foundation
c f his conspiracy and orders his followers,
must develop the body; if he wants to be
WUAUCU
WUU1U give gouoiwuoy,
miss »awteiie
lor tne mgner eaucauon.
including his brother, to bo examined.
Bsuying-K’Cuce, whose dismissal from a Christian he must build up the spirit. work accomplished we can point with said that there were.now tbree colleges
the Chinese foreign office was secured by The Y. M. C. A. is the only organlza- pride to our effective educational comIn the slate which admit women, and
uriusil
OUU
lUllJlDUUij
tiou in college for this purpose and the mittee,
the soheme for the travelling her
plea wasjto strengthen what we bavo
the ground of bad faith, has been re-apstudents
ought to do what they can to libraries, school room decoration and vil- and to stand, by the colleges .of our state.
pointed.
The announcement of the Emperor s help broaden out and help the college life. lage improvement societies as some of the
Miss
Connor gave an interesting acdeath is expected soon and the Dowager If Admiral
Dewey had not been prepared result growing from olub Influence of count of the efforts of the committee of
a
to
is
figure-head
appoint
likely
Empress
by many years of training for his great the Maine Federation.
in trying to
as his successor, retaining the real power
“Travelling Libraries,”
achievement In the cast he would have
Mrs. Briggs, in'eonoluding, was muoh aronse interest among our
h irseif.
legislators.
has
strong met with
One report says the Empress
So should we all be affected in thanking the members of the Miss Connor also told of results
disaster.
gained in
in
views regarding Russian aggression
and
one
crises
all
stand
which
to
kindness
for
the
Federation
they this work in other states, and the memagainst
Manohuria and that though she is likely ready
io restore Li Rung Chang to powor, she
way to be so prepared is to join the Y. had always shown her. As for the exe- bers of the committee now hope to find
is not likely to countenance his Russian M. C. A.
cutive board, Mrs. Briggs felt there had a member of our legislature as.earnest
leanings.
Mr. Woodbury, one of the senior class, never been a better.or more happy set of in his desires to bring about this result,
He said that he felt like advisers,
next spoke.
KANG YU WEI IN JAPAN.
adding: “We are about to as are the women of the committee.
student who went into commence a
new year. Let us mingle
the theological
£9.—A
Miss
Margaret Wilson of Brunswlok
despatch
Yokohama, September
from Laiiun announces the arrival there the pulnlt with the envelope containing some of the praotioal problems in to our then favored the ladles with a violin solo,
the the word Zaccheus. Zaccheus was a small
of the Chinese refugee Kang Yuwei.
work, and lit ourselves for a life of in- “Fest Polonaise,” by C. Hamm, which
Canton
reformer, who recently escaped man and was up a tree.
Thus he said creased usefulness.”
and also his arrest by the
was delightfully rendered by the young
fri.m Pekin,
weie the sensations of both the student
Than followed the reports of the correJapaueso authorities.
performer.
not
does
C.
A.
M
and himself. The Y.
sponding secretary, Miss Nellie Marston
Other reports of clubs followed, and afSIX EXECUTIONS.
intend for one to give up sooial life. of Monmouth; the treasurer, Mrs. B. F.
ter a fine organ selection the meeting adPekin It wnnts good athletics, but especially Eaton of
London, September 30.—The
Skowhegan, and the auditor,
journed till 8 o'clock in the evening.
correspondent ef the Times telegraphing tends to develop spiritual Ufa. There is Mrs. W. B. Gifford of Skowhegan.
EVENING SESSION.
Thursday says:
does
who
at
tbe
meeting
Miss Marston
reported that she bad
“Six reformists, namely Kong Yuwei’s nobody present
Another large audience assemble-! in
brother, one censor and four head olerks not desire to help the world. The organiza- written between three and four hundred
of the osbinei,
including a son of the tion teaohers, how to so do. As a member letters and she suggested that when the beautiful churoh Thursday ..evening
governor o* Hj-pol, were execot»d today
class he welcomed the fresh- olub members were delinquent in hav- to listen kto the two interesting speakers
tho of the senior
for
aliiged conspiracy against
as well as the line mnslc
ranks of the Young Men’s ing their papers on time, there should from away
men to the
Dowager Empress.
“There is no excitement here and every- Christian Association.
he a fine demanded for non-appearance. provided on the programme.
Mr. Arthur Hyde of Bath, for the openthing is proceeding as usual.
Burnell of the junior olass was Miss
Marston also suggested that in
Mr.
He said that he had no writing her,more careful attention should ing number, played’tho introduction to
called upon.
of Lohengrin in a masterly
OF
TO BE GOVERNOR
SIRDAR
previous knowledge that he was to speak be given to details, to facilitate the pre- the third act
after whioh Mrs. Briggs introbut was willing to say what he oould.
SOUDAN.
paration of the programmes and year manner,
lillen A.
He had been to three suoh receptions books, as for instance in giving the pre- duced very felicitously, Mrs.
London, September 30.—The Cairo corof
the George
Richardson,
president
this
was
the
in
that
and
one
and
Mrs.
as
this
thought
fixes
Miss,
addresses,
eto.,
the
Daily Telegraph says:
respondent of
Mrs.
“The Sirdar will become the first gov- best representation of the Freshman he order to issue accuracy and dispatch in Washington Memorial association.
ernor general of the Soudan and may hold
Richardson’s paper on "The Club Woman
should do all they correspondence.
bad over seen. 1902
thet post for a time. But he will resign
to
Relations
Sociology,”
It needs
as treasurer, reported a and [their
Mrs. Eaton,
could to help the work along.
the Sirdarship,
was an extremely thoughfnl and reasonwhole
olass.
He
wh9n
of
the
w»s
in
of
straits
to
the
orodlt
the
FedMarchand
of
the
balance
$147.07
co-operution
“Major
the
Sirdar arrived and was glad to re- closed with the words of Bishop Vincent: eration.
able exposition of the necessary relation
ceive supplies from the latter, without
which women must take In
“Let ns do onr duty and pray God that
Owing to illness, Mrs. Henry F, Dowst and interest
which ho would have lire-’ compelled to
not In was unable to be present to givejher re- these matters,of; “humane science,” as
we may do onr duty here
>rohand
was
today,
M
Fashoda.
Major
quit
characterized this outunable to show any authority from the the green oasis of the future, but in the port as < state enairraan oi tue uenerai the speaker,so
hrenoh
government for holding the dusty desert of the present, not in the Federation. Mrs. Briggs then calledtupon growth of modern society. Mrs. Riohardnlace.
the idea of the
(mnninaftivnc nf
nt.hurtvhprp
hllf, in
Mrs. W. H. Newell of Lewiston, to giro son brought out oloverly
as a medium between society and
olub
the realities ot now."
the report of the bureau of reciprocity.
--HOTEL MEN IN BANGOR.
and 6poke very foroibly
Air. West then said that the next act In
Mrs. Newell had an enthusiastic word the Individual,
Bangor, September 30.—The directors of the drama of Zaccheus was that they
interest which the dubs must
on
the
of
the
usefulnees
this
of
to
departgay
the Maine Hotel Proprietors’ association
house ami had somethin*; to ment of the; Federation work and she paid necessarily take in any matter of eduwent to his
met at the Bangor House on Wednesday
the speakeat. The Y.M.C.A. had ample provision a great compliment to Miss Inez Blanch- cation. Very pertinently, then,
afternoon, President Henry E. Judkins
set before the gathering all ard, her predecessor, who, she said, had er brought her address to a close by sayand would
Watcrville presiding. Among those
of
were necessarily
made the office. Mrs. Newell also spoke ing that as olub women
they had.
H. C. Chapman of the
present were:
of the wonderful iusight which the'pres- Interested In eduoatlonal matters, they
of
PortRACES AT CANTON.
Bangor House and J. J. Pooler
interested in the work with
ident, Mrs. Briggs, had shown in bring- must be
Ihe following new members were
land.
she was especially identified—
which,
members
of
the
certain
Federaing
jout
Saw
Some
Good
l’eople
F. H. Nunns of the Fal- Over 4000
admitted:
Memorial
tion who have contributed such able pa- that of the George Washington
Sport.
mouth. Portland; J. C. White of the
The idea of that institution,
to some of the meetings. Mrs. Newell association.
pers
of
J.
Preble House, Portland; E.
Lily
stated that 88 papers had been in active Mrs. Richordson felt, was entirely In acS. W. Holt of
the Windfor, Portland;
CSPECIAIs TO THE PRESS.}
of true sociology,
circulation,and she felt that there should cordance with the laws
Hotel Alberta, Old Orchard; R. E. WalCanton, Sept. 29.—The third day of be more co-operation from other clnbs.
and therefore she felt that It should relace of the Waldo, Portland; Charles M.
Androscoggin Valley fair had good
Miss Martha F. B. Iiawes of Portland ceive the avowed allegiance of every womGreen end Albert Heselton of the Heselweather, an attendance of 4000 and one gave a vocal solo, "Lete,” by Chami- an’s olnb In the country.
ton. Skowhegan; Harry A. Chapman of
Miss Margaret B. Morton of Plymouth,
of the best races of the season on the nade, and her voice rang gut charmingly
J. W. Wheaton of
the Bangor House;
thon delighted her hearers with a vocal
the two in this beautiful selection.
westorn Maine Circuit.
During
Hotel Evorard, B3V Harbor.
Mrs. J. A. Clark of
first heats of the 2.30 event, seven horses
Mrs. Frank B. Clarke of Portland gave solo, after which
1 t was voted that the directors meet In
Caribou read a humorous poem, on the
were closely grouped from start to finish, a very Interesting account of her impressome
time in November and
Portland
Denver biennial, and she evolution of the Club Woman.
of the
sometimes one and then another gaining sions
extend a general invitation to the hotel
Mr. Hdyc’s rendering of the familiar
over the cordiality
enthusiastic
most
was
with
feet
finish
so
close
A banquet or loosing a few
men of Maine to assemble.
Chorus, from Tanuhauser, was
Pilgrim’s
of
western
their
and
hostesses,
ability
that the judges and the crowd differed
will be a leading feature of the ocoasion.
he received
a
and the method which was displayed in given so artistloally that
won.
Then
which
two
The visiting hotel men were enertained concerning
and arranging the large visit- hearty encore to whloh he responded with
managing
drivers were changed and Dandy Dinby Mr. Chapman at the Bangor House.
another charming selection.
ing delegation.
mont won the next two beats more
Prof. Wm. G. Ward of Cambridge gave
Mrs. Clarke told several amusing exCOLBY COLLEGE.
won
the
2.45
event
in
aud suggestive address
easily. Warick
which she had in Denver, and a most stirring
periences,
"SPECIAL TO THE IRKSS j
“The Training of the Future Citistraight heats, Banker pushing him to felt
that
the
cordiality manifesto'! on
a mile in 2.25 1-4, very fast time for this
which must have been a real inspiWnterville, September 29.—The women
among the women of the different states zen,”
of the class of 1802 held their first class track. Warick began the season as a was the best
results of the meeting. ration to all the men and women present.
Ward’s special word in this admeeting today and organized their olass green horse, won second money in hts Mrs. Clarke told of one woman from Prof.
for the Freshman year by the selection of two first events and first money in Georgia
who, when she found Mrs. dress was for the true education of the
the following officers:
President, Miss straight heats in every other race in Ciarke was from Maine,said very hearti- future oitlzen in matters moral, social
as in matters
inAddle Lincoln Holbrook; vice-president. which lie has started, i Still better races ly: “I want to shake hands with you. 1 and aesthetic, as well
felt perhaps too
thiuk it
Miss Graoe B. BlckDell; secretary, Miss promised tomorrow.
quite time that Maine and tellectual, as the speaker
’’
been given to the
That spirit,Mrs. much attention had
Edna
Georgia joined hands.
Margaret Owen; treasurer, Miss
2.45 race, trot and pace, purse $100.
the mental, at the exall the development of
Clarke
Marian Hall.
felt,
prevailed
through
Warick, bs, by Warder, Jordan, 111
the moral faculties.
M. Merriam of Freeport, Colby, Banker, bl g, Woodbury and
Rev.
meetings, and although the New Eng- pense of
Prof. Ward has.a vigorous way of premornthis
visitor
at
the
3 2 2 land delegation regretted that Mrs. Breed
chapel
Johnson,
’79, was a
2 3 3 was not
Student, oh m, Bussell,
elected, they felt that Mrs. senting his subject, und ha paid many
ing.
4 4 4
club women for their
Topsy M., ch m, Mitchell,
l.owe would make an excellent president. compliment* re tho
The outlook for football,whioh has been Iiazel
dis.
Wilkas, bm, Bailey,
in tills line of vrek.
co-operation
Mrs.
Clarke’s
Mrs
Following
account,
truly discouraging for several days, is
Time 2.20 1-4; 2.25 1-4; 2.28 1-4.
wore admitted
Thu
following c.ill s
Briggs read a letter from Mrs. Kebecr;
and the prospect for
now brightening,
if the bent-ration :
2.30 class trot and pace, pure $1.50.
i ti
Lowa of Atlanta, Georgia, the new presi- to members'' 10
i3 better today than it
a winning team
'no ■ f Rover nd Foxoron ;
Oosmopolit
Dandy Dirmont. bl g, by Black
dent of the General Federation, express
has been before since the opening of the
7 111
Bolfe. Bussell,
artiog
*u\ VViinvn;
be Woiem1
resret that she was unable to come
is working hard Shu bo Wiikes.
term. Cnpt. Scannell
13 3 3 ing
bg. Gilbert,
:r fli.
•,vi>'tliri
niid; ypti
p
of
the
meet
some
“to
.Maine
pro^rcs
and his wonderful enthusiasm has given May Day, bm, Howard and
11 .*
<i a 1 el
j ihf his
3 4 2 2 women of your state.1’
to the practising, so tha
a new impetus
Foster,
ui- b;
in
n
the Cn odon
iIs
Mist Kobinson if Fairfield, read Mi
lit lie Bicb, bm, Woodbury
it is no longer impossible to get out tm
■!.
2 2 (5 5 'Marion Freeland's regular report of
aaespei.
and Johnson
full elevens every afternoon for praotice.
5 7 7 4
Harrv Arnold, bg. Jonkics,
I E-.
-SO
vet
at
Den
Federation
General
meeting
The
positions will be announced in all Albert Lee, bg, Fogg,
4
5 4 ds
Much regret is felt among the members
which dealt more with the details of th
of
week.
last
this
the
0
5
ds
6
probability
Chetola, gr m, Gregg,
the necessity of
2.24 3-4;
2.25 1-4; great convention us was lilting, in suoh of the Federation (at
The leading room has been opened and
Time; 2.20 1-4;
the administration, but of
a reporfcebanga In
1-2.
2.25
1M
are being taken advantage
"O
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was

Normandy.

Poor

tlin TOi'nnnr rtf

(From the Paris Figaro.)
ID

1BO

Las luurutfiuu

AuiprvBS

trio, upon the advice of her

ui

aun*

physiol an,

took up her residence in Normandy, in
the Caux country, whore she rented the
She arrived
there
chateau of Sassetot.
Archduchess
on July 31 with the little

Valerie, her daughter, and a suite of
On the day alter
about sixty persons.
her arrival she appeared at Petites-Dalles,
where sho was ta begin the soa bathing
whic.j had been prescribe for her. During
the two months she was there she took
thirty-six baths, for whioh she paid

right royally 3,000 francs. Every morning
the master bather went for his orders
and if he was told that the Empress into bathe he had everything pretended

pared.
Often on her way to or from Sassetot
the Empress would stop before some little cottage, get out of her carriage, talk
to everybody near her and cares, the
Her hand was always open
children.
and her visit was a godsend to the poor of
the country, where her suite also spent
much money and paid for
everything
royally. Every day her grooms bathed
The Empress was
her horses In the surf.
Sometime* she went
fond of boating.

last. flPllfinn’H

mamr

fairs, will start in the free-for-all at
Many Portland men
Fryebury today.
will go to Fryeburg to see this race.
The

"_r

uuu

w

strong proposition:
—the strongest ever
known to tobacco-chew-

V
•

IQ3T

a

Cook,
Eat,

Digest,

Oats

The

Empress

milking

was

chatting

in 2-lb.

familiarly

SINGULAR STATEMENT.

pkgs. only

FLETCHER MUSIC METHOD.
Simplex

and

Kindergarten.

Prom Mrs. Bank to Mrs. Plnkham.
The following letter to Mrs. Pinkham from Mrs. M. Ka.sk, No. 2,354
East Susquehanna Ave., Philadelphia,
Pa., is a remarkable statement of relief from utter discouragement. She
says:
I never can find words with which
to thank you for what Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has done
for me.

MISS FLORENCE E. WOODBURY
prepared to take pupils
Fletcher Music Method,
which is specially designed to give a fundamental musical education to beginners in such a
manner that a lesson is to a pupil a pleasant
pastime, rather than an Irksome task. Tills
method is cordially endorsed by the Hew England Conservatory of Music, M. Anagnos, director ot the erklns Institute and many other
prominent musicians and educators.
For full Information apply to
announces that she is
for instruction in the

Miss Florence E.

Woodbury.

“Some years ago I had womb trouble
and doctored for a long time, not seeing any improvement. At times I
11
would feel well enough, and other
times was miserable. So it went on who alone is authorized to give instruction in
ot the Fletcher Method.
until last October. I felt something and use the materials
sepl3eodlm
terrible creeping over me, I knew not
what, but kept getting worsei I can

DeerlngSt., Portland, Me-,

my feelings at that
time.
I was so depressed in spirits
that I did not wish to live, although I
had everything to live for.
Had hysteria, was very nervous; could not
sleep and was not safe to be left

hardly explain

alone.
“
Indeed, I thought I would lose my
mind. No one knows what I endured.
1 continued this way until the last
of February, when I saw in a paper a
testimonial of a lady whose case was
i similar to mine, and who had been
cured by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
I determined to try it,
•ad felt-better after the first dose.
I
•on tinned taking
it, and to-day am a
••’••ell woman, and can s:i y from my
! heart. Thank God for such a medi-

cine.’”
Mrs, Pinkham invites all suffering
to write to her at
Lynn, Mass.,
for advice. All such letters are seen
and answered by women only.
women

French and German Lessons.

CLARENCE HALE GIFFORD
will resume his private instructions
and re-open his classes on fiept. 30.
Call at 42 Pine St. between 5.30 and
7 p. ni.
_sep27eodtt

MISS A. L. SAWYER'S

-School of Shorthand and Typewriting,
03

EXCHANGE

STREET,

Poniimd,
l3Mt year

8©p24‘

begins Sept* 1, 189S.

Maine,
eodtf

JAM ES A. BAIN,
and Organ.

Teacher of Piano

Beginners given a thorough foundation on
til* rudiments of music, anti the patronge of
advance player.? solicited. Especial attention
given to Technic, riinising. Sight Reading.
Memo; ixiug, so o anu Accompaniment Work
Address 385 Congress rt™, Pori land. 3!e,
in studio from 9 to 12 a, m. and 2 to G p. m.

sep24

cheap”

able to sell a large piece of this high-grade tobacco
at so low a price because there is five times
more of it sold than any other kind in the world.

eodlm

F. Marnner.

••

••

Cumnerland Mills—H. G.
Camden—Fred Lewis.

Stan

J. H. Gould.

Cornish—L.B.Knight.

Deertng—N. J. Bcanlou.
Deertlng Center—A. A. McCone
Damariscotta—M. H. Gamage.
Fairfield—E. H. Evans.
White A Oo.
Farmington—H. P.
Freeport—A. W. Mitcheu.
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THE

national

Cumberland

Bank

OF PORTLAND, WE.
Chartered

(

J

(

lly Mass..
My Maine,
a National Bank,

As

181]
1838
18(19

Capital and Surplus,
$300,000.
On October 1st, 1898,
This Bank wi 1 establish an
INTEREST DEPARTMENT
for the benefit ot people who wish to receive
interest upon inaotlve accounts and yet retain
the right to withdraw fany part or all of thd
deposit at any time by check.
The advantages ol this system are:
The account la subject to eheck of
1st,

special

form obtainableat the Back.
from the date

2nd.

Interest Is allowed
of deposit.

3rd.

Interest will also be allowed to tbe
hast day of tbe month in which any
withdrawal Js made.

Rate of Interest and further particulars can
he obtained on application at the Bank.
Collections made In any part of the United
States or Canada.
Accounts, Trust Funds and all classes of
banKlag business taken on the most favorable
terms.

Interviews and Correspondence solicited.
Wll. H. MOULTON, President.
BION WILSON, Cashier,
sep29*odlm

Klein ijnuts

ELIXIR OF OPIUM
Is a preparation of the Drug by which its
njurlous effects are removed, while the val
uable medeclnal properties are retained. It
possesses all the sedative anodyne and antispasmodic powers of Opium, but produces no

sickness of the stomach, no vomiting, no cos
tiveness, no headache. In acute nervous dis
orders it is an invaluable remedy, and is recommended by tne best physicians.

E.

Fryeburg—J." T. wSftmora.
Gorham— L. J. Lermond.
N. H.—S. M. Leavitt A Sea.
Gore—F. E. Russell.
Kennebunk—J. H. Otis.
Kennebunkport—L. E. Miller.
Livermore Falls-C. Newman.
Lewiston—Chandler A Wlnsbln.
Long island—S. H. Marston.
Limerick—B. A. C. Grant.
Lisbon—C. H. Foster.
Lisbon Falls—A. M. Gerry.
Mechanic Falls—Merrill &s Denning.
No. Deerlug—A.C. Noyes.
North Stradom. NH.—J. C. Huohdng'
orway—F. I*. Sto e
A. O. NoycsCo.
N Conway—C. H. Whittaker.
Old Orchard—Fogg A Libby.
Rlomr.ond—A. L. Preble.
Rumlord Falls—F. J. Rolfe.
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Pemember fie name
*
when you buy

Plum Seal*.

are

Easy
Easy
Easy

“

tobacco because it is sold at a low price.
It is the very best piece of chewing tobacco
ever sold at any price, and it is possible and profit-

Easy Food
Easy
Buy,

vuu

A
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“Why don’t yoe chew Battle Ax ?

board a yacht whioh was placed at her
Join H. Allen, 881 Mi Congress street
gentleman from
disposal ty a rich
Dennet&Co. 646 Congress sit set
THE LADIES.
G. J. Hodgson, 96Vi Portland street
Rouen, but her preference was for o litT. M. Glendenlng, Long Island.
handled by the son of the
tle sailboat
The pleasant effect and perfect safety
F. L. Brackett Peaks island.
J. K. Harmon, 1116 Congress street
a boy of about 14 or IS
master bather,
with which ladies may use Syrup of Figs
J. H. Whitman & Son, 422 Congress street
summers.
under all conditions, makes it their favH. M. Butler, 68 Pine street
J. H. Vickery, 221 Spring street
As much as possible she suppressed orite remedy.
To get the true and genoor. Spring and Clark
H. D. McKenzie,
all formalities of etiquette.
Every day uine article, look for the name of the
Capt Long. 48 Portland Pier.
House Whan.
8
Custom
w.
Hunt.
G
she mounted her horse and set out unac- California
Fig Syrup Co. printed near
John Cox. 23 Monument square.
at
the
chance
of
12
Elm
delighted
street
F.
Hutchinson.
companied,
J.
For sale by
the bottom of the package.
xevor aiumib. ruum awuuv.
having a ride alone, ayid very often, too, ail druggists.
Also at the news stands In the Falmouth.
she wont great distances straight ahead,
Preble, Congress Square and United States hoIt
tels, and Grand Trunk and Union Depots.
abUUiUlUjli
givmi
can also be obtained ot Chisholm Bros., Agents
on all trains ol the Maine Central, Grand Trunk
despair of the functionaries of her court,
and Portland & Rochester railroads and of
whom the Emperor held responsible for
to
,gents on any of the Boston Trains.
her safety. In the neighborhood of SasThe Press can also oefound at the following
to
before
Auburn—G.H. Haskell,
setofc everybody knew her and
F. Pierce.
Augusta—.1. O.
her all heads were repeotfully uncovered.
Shaw.
to
Bath—John
Berlin Falls „N. H.—C. S. Clara.
Onoe she strayed a long distance from
Burnham.
M.
Biddeford—A.
to
the village and wandered about In places
Brldgton—A. W. Ingalls.
P.
Shaw.
One of the
Brunswick—F.
totally unknown to her.
uaker
Bangor—J. D. Glynu.
F. Kenntson.
grooms, who was dashing through the
Harbor—C.
Boothbay
At all grocer*?
Brownfield-E. L. Frink.
country searching for her, found her in a
Cape Elizabeth—Dyer A Jose,
a maid
was
cows.
on

MISCKLLASfEOl'S.

—aa————a

described as brown
*
hemispherical bodies aboat an eighth
of an inch in length and with a dark
brown shiny surface. The longest diameter of the scale is usually placed
lengthwise of the twig. The number of
at
eggs under eaoh scale is estimated
THE DAILY PRESS
between 1,000 and 2,000. During July
the tiny Jioe whioh emerge from the
eggs make their way to the underside
of the leaves, where they at once comCan always be found at the pariodla
Here they remence to suck the sap.
store* of:
when
in
late
until
they
main
August,
109 Congress street
E. W. Roberta
migrate to the twigs, where they pass
247
A. B. Merrill.
“
406
the winter. In this stage they are soft
E. It. Sprague,
620
G.
Ji.
Fessenden,
bodied and lees protected than at almost
604
W. II. Jewett
660
I. A. Libby.
any other stago in their existence. Only
F. A. Jelllson, 936 Congrts street
one brood is hatched daring the year.
Chas ASlitou.. o:UA Congress street
Professor Slingorland advises to “spray
B. 1.. Donnell 136 Congress street
C.
Frederiekson. 16 India street.
infested trees once after the leaves fall
A. Stubbs, comer Federal and Iample Sts.
in the autumn and at least twice in the
J. J. Beardworch. 87 India street
P. H. Ersklne. 48 Middle street.
spring before the buds open. Use keroL. D. J. Perkins, 2 Exchange street
sene emulsion diluted four times (HubB. P. Dennis, 419 Commercial street
L. S. Cole, Cor. Bovd and Oxford street
bard formula). The application cannot
J. W. Peterson, 177 Middle street.
scale
must
be too thorough; each little
W. L. Crane, 76 Exchange street
Westman A West 98 and 96 Commercial
be hit.
Plum scales

(

FERRETT,
37* PEART ST.,

Agent,

NEW YORK.

jnel.W&Sat.tfnrm

»

F.

0. BAILEI

VALUABLE

& CO.,

Auctioneers.

REAL

ESTATE

AT AUCTION,

Oe Tuesday, October 4, at 3 o’oloek p. m., on
the premises, I shall offer for sale, at public
auction, the land and buildings Nos. 44. 40 an t
52 Spring St, Portland, Maine,
This estate Is centrally located and commands a tine view ot Portland Harbor and Cape
Elizabeth, it has a frontage of 181.95 feet on
Spring street and an average depth of about 95
feet, embracing an area of 16,848.59 square feet.
Nos. 44 and 46 constitute a block, arranged for
Rookland—Duun A Carr.
A. J. Huston.
four families; No. 52 Is a line, large dwelling,
Sanford—Trnfton Bros.
containing 18 rooms and two bath rooms, and
has recently been fitted up at large expense, to
Skowhegan—Blxby A Buck.
render it convenient for occupation as a boardSouth Portland—J. F. Merrimaa.
••
11. Kicker A Son.
ing house.
All the buildings are In good repair and occuLouth Windham—J. W. Read.
Sturtevant
D.
Farie—A.
South
pied by desirable tenants. Tbe gross annual
rent roll ot the property Is $1,603. Assessed
South Parle—F. A. ShurttoH.
South Waterboro—G. C. Downs.
valuation $13,000.
B. Kendricks A Co.
The grounds are attractive in appearance and
Saco—H.
••
E. L. Preble.
oontaln numerous fruit and shade trees. There
South Bristol—N. W. Gamage.
It ample room for the erection of an additional
Tbomaston—E. Walsh.
block of sufficient size to accommodate four or
Vlnal Haven—A. B. VinaL
more families.
Waldoboro—Geo. Bliss.
The entire property will be offered for sale
Wstervllle—W. D. Spalding.
In one lot. A cash payment of $1000 will be reWestbrook—W, B. Boothby.
quired from the purchaser at time of sale, aud
Woodlords—Chapman A Wyman.
ten days time wil: be allowed for examination
TarmonSbrllle—A. J B. MlehtelL
of title aud payment of balance ot purchase
money.
I shall also, at the same time and place offer
for sale Lotsil-'. ’3 and 15. on New Brajkett and
Valentine st: eels. S cearappa. In tho Olty of
Westbrook. Me., according t» a plan of Geo. M.
Stephenson.
Staples’, lots made bv Stephen L.
The three lois nil] nc offered lu one paroe:.
31 Exchange Street.
A cash pay me u ot $.’0 will be required at tints
of sale, and ten days will be allowed purchaser
first Class American and Foreign Companies to examine title and complete payment.
I will non ?jy the above properties to purChas. C. Adams chasers
Horace Anderson.
bv Quic Claim Deeds, with special covedecl8
Thos. J. Little, lp eodtf
nants of tVarraniySigainst all claims arising bv,
through, or under me. but will not warrant the
A carefully prepared report
ti le generally.
upon tbe titles 13 open to Inspection at my office.
H. E. MILLS
No. 85 Exchange street. Portland, where application may also be made tor further particulars concerning the property.
EDWARD WOODMAN, Trustee.
Order slate at Obandler’s ICosi^ dtore 481

~ANDERSON,
Fire

ADAMS & CO.,
Agency

Insurance

F'l£*,XXO

congress street.

sep22,24,27,59030,4

MISCEIXA^EOtJS.

sossmaiE and success.

■

__-

PECULIAR POISONS.

Digestion

Imperfect

ol

The liesnlt

of

The Curalrrlar.d Fair Had Both This

Food.

Every living thing, plant or animal,
contains within itself the germs of certain decay and death.
In the human body these germs of disease and death (called by scientists Ptomaines, are usually the result of imperfect
digestion of food; the result of indigestion
or

*

Year.

HUNDRED PEOPLE

TWENTY-FIVE

EXHIBITION.

SAW

dyspepsia.

Tne stomach, from abuse, weakness,
does not promptly and thorouglj digest
The result is a heavy, sodden
the food.
mass which ferments (the first process of
decay) poisoning the blood, making it
thin, weak, and laokingin red corpuscles;
poisoning the brain ouusing headache and
pain In the eyes.
Bad digestion irritates the heart, causing palpitation and finally bringing on
disease of this very important organ.
Poor
digestion poisons the kidneys,
causing Bright’s disease and diabetes.
And this is so beoauee every
organ,
stomach
every nerve depends upon the
a'one for nourishment and renewal, and
weak digestion shows itself not only in
loss of appetite and flesh, but in weak
nerves and muddy complexion.
The great English scientist,
Huxley,
sound
said the best start in life is a
stomaoh.
Weak at omaobs fail to digest
the
food properly, beoause they lack
propand
er quantity of digestive acids (lsotio
hydroohlorlc) and peptogenio products;
the most sensible remedy ;in all .caees of
Indigestion, Is to take after each meal one
or two of Stuart’s Dyspepsia Tablets, be
cause they supply in a pleasant, harmless
form all the elements that weak stomachs
lack.
The regular use of Btuart’s Dyspepsia
Tablets will cure every form of stomaoh
trouble except cancer of the stomach.
They increase flesh, insure pore blood,
strong nerves, a bright eye and clear oomplexlon because all these result only from
wholesome food well digested. Nearly all
druggists sell Stuart’s Dyspepsia Tablets
at ov cents iuii sizeu

pifcnago

111
4 3 2
8 8 8
3 4 4

Ginger,

eh g, (Partridge),
Bradford B., ha, (Rowe),
Gen. Mao, br s, (Stuart),

Fearnaught Prinoe, (Moulton),
Time, 2.25 8-4, 2.25 1-4, 2.27.

Generated in the Human Body,

w

by enolosing pried to Stuart Co., Marshall,
Micb., but ask your druggist first.

A little book on stomach diseases mailed
free.
Address Stuart
Co., Marshall,
Mtoh.

The

Dinner

the

Was

Feature* of

One of the

of (he

Gathering—Results

Pulling

Contest—Three Good Tiack JSTOnts—A
Five Heat Green Horse

Race,

Sunshine and success!
These indioate the conditions tinder
which the 30th annual: lair of the Farmers' Club of West Cumberland closed yesterday, and the managers wore a broad
smile while 2500 spectators turned their
faces homeward

firmly

of the

opinion thnt
ever given

they bad seen the best show
by the club.
There

was

one

feature of this fair de-

than a passing noticejand
that was the dinner given,each day in
the ball which was enjoyed by hundreds
of visitors. This year, Josiah Morrill
and W. W. Libby £ were In charge of this
department, assisted by the ladles of the

serving of

more

club and about 25 young ladles, who aoted as waitresses.
They are deserving of
of
the greatest praise for the
a meed
gracious and bountiful manner in whioh
substantial and
they provided a most

palatable

meal.
THE HALL,

Crowds
where the

premium
UUW

liUD

U

V VJii U

UL

glVUHUOl

tuiwivuv

iUUWlO

tbe|baby

Farwell of Cumberland and Mr. Wilson
of Portland. How the women and men,
too. pushed and crowded around the reviewing stand ! With feverish anxiety the
was
awarded and when andeolsion
nounced the first prize went to Earl Por-

It

Came

Jett

HOME

Tin?

la

to

Save

2.37 Class, Trot and Pace; Parse $75.
Boston, September 29.—With the soore
1 1 I 10 to 5 against them hi the last half of
3 2 2 the
ninth inning, Boston batted dot a
2 4 3
victory today. Collins came to the bat
6 8 5
4 5 4 with three on bases and hit the bpll over
5 8 d the fence and three more hits Drought
in the other two runs. Score:

1 0 0 l l 0 l 1 6—U
There was another class of_horses which Boston,
0 3 8 1 10 11 0—10
Philadelphia,
while
and
the
on
appeared
trackjyesterday
Hits, Boston, 11; Philadelphia, 10. Ernone of them showed much spaed they
6. Battermade up
for their lack in such regard rors, Boston, 1: Philadelphia,
ies, Lewis, Klobedanz and Bergen; Orthby creating a great deal of merriment. and MoFarland.
It
a masquerade race and these
was
Washington, September 29.—The New
were the entries:
American, Uncle Sam; York
club today gave the most flagrant
Hiram
Joe
Patohen, Marks; Hayseed,
exhibition of disorganized and amateur
Jay;
Midnight, Jim Fisk, Nanohy
playing probably ever seen on the WashGrover Cleveland, Hay mown;
Shanks;
At the end of the sixth
ington grounds.
Wm. MoKlnley.
innings, Warner was put out of the game
The drivers
were all masked and gotfor kioking.
Joyce redistributed the
ten up In the funniest style possible, nnd
with the result that but two men
players
patriotio to the core, for no one was per- remained as originally placed. Two playmitted to take the lead from Uncle Sam,
ers refused to play in positions assigned
and resplendent In red, white and blue he
Then began an exhibition which
them.
the
crossed the wire a winner, making
disgusted the spectators when they were
half mile In 2.22 1-2.
not moved by laughter, by the antics of
The judges yesterday were W. W. Hus- the Giants.
The farce was stopped by
well
L.
G.
Harps
Quint,
ton, Portland;
the game beck to the end of the
calling
acted
who
and L R. Morrill, Brunswick,
sixth. Attendance 1000. Soore:
as starter. The time keepers were Charles
0 0 3 5 1 8—19
Washington,
Falmouth and G. H. Cobb, New
0 0 0 0 0 1— 1
York,

%esoott,

Deering.

riehted

and

the

race was

Ernestine showing up in
assing the wire second.

continued,

and

good form

Baltimore,

1

0

0

0 10

0

2

0—}3

DIUUElj'iJ)

U

v

v

v

v

v

w—

A

Hits, Baltimore, 16; Brooklyn, 8. Errors, Baltimore, 1; Brooklyn, 1. BatterPREMIUM LIST.
ies, Maul and Robinson; McKenna,Smith
The following are among the premiums and Ryan.

strength

Steers—Alfred Legrow,
Cumberland,
1st, on steer oalves; Herbert Shaw, Cumberland, 1st, on yearling steers.
A. J. C. 0.—Bull, 2 year old, L. W.
Dyer, Cumberland, 1st; F. S. Blanchard,
Yearling bull, Geo.
Cumberland, 2d.
Blanchard, Cumberland Centre 1st; S. L.
Frank
follows:
as
The result was
Clough, Cumberland, 2d.
Jones, Cumberland, 9 feet; Chas. Morrill,
SECOND DAY AT FRYEBURG.
John
Barstow,
Cumberland, 11 feet;

for those over 6-10 and under
The judges were B. F. Hall,
7-2 girt.
West Falmouth; C. R. Loring of North
Horaoe
Leighton of North
Yarmouth,
Falmouth. Weight of drag, 4448 pounds.

healthy. It
its weight
costs

only

a

tenth of a cent

a

day.

No other kina like it.

matter what kind of food you use, mix
Therefore,
profit
with it daily Sheridan’s Powder. Otherwise, your
for eggs
this fall and winter will be lost when the price
of the food
is very high. It assure* perfect assimilation
It
elements needed to produce health and form eggs.
mad.
is sold by druggists, grocers, feed dealers or by
first
If you can’t get It send to us. Ask
Six cans
One pack. 25 eta. five $1. Large 2-lb. can 31.20.
Papes sent free.
Exp. paid. *5. Sample of Best Poultry St„ Boston. Mass,
L S. JOHNSON & CO..22 Custom House
no

U1.,‘1

CATARRH

A Climatic

Affection.
Nothing but a looal remedy or chango ot climate'
will cure It.
Get a well-Jmown pharmaceutical remedy.

Ely's Cream Bairn.
» h quickly Absorbed.
Gives relief at once.
Opens and cleanses the Nasal Passages.
Hie
Allays luliams.tlon. Heals and ofProtects
Taste and
Membrane. Kestores the Senses
Smell. No Cocaine, No Mercury, Ho Injurious
Full Size SOc.; Trial Size 10c. at drug-

ffll
n i
N MF5F1
rlLHU
LULU

5rugs.

^ELY^BROTHHES, 86 Warren
Ti/i/.m/MT

-r»

a

x'Trri

run

St.. New York.

T>TT'

PTWlC/YT T

DATED.

Boston, September 39,—The Herald this
Consolidation of 10 or
afternoon says:
12 of Boston’s national banks is as good
A circular has beeu issued
as
assured.
to the savings banks,who practically own
a
controlling interest in these banks,
naming a price which will be paid for
their holdings. The intention is to liquibanks and organize a new
date theEe
national bank with a capital of $3,000,000
or $5,000,000.
The largest capitalization
of anv Boston bank at the present time
is $3,000,000, and that the Merchants.
The banks named are Boston, Columbian,
Eagle, Harvard, Market, North, North
Lincoln and MassaAmerican, Globe,
chusetts. Messrs.
J. P. Morgan & Co.,
New York, are said to be behind the
of
movement and are aided by Price, McCormick & Co., of that city, and Kidder,
Peabody & Co., and R. L. Day & Co.,
of ibis city. The plan is in keeping with
the suggestion made by the savings bank
committee some time ago. It means tbe
Commercial and Everett have liquidated
and a controlling interest has been bought
in the International with the purpose in
The Tremont and Revere banks
view.
also reduced their capitalization a while
ago in furtherance of this scheme.
LOSS WAS HALF MILLION.
Boston. September 29.—It was learned
today that the loss caused by the burning
Fertilizer company’s
the Bradley
of
works at Weymouth last night,aggregates
The insurance is $245,about $509,000.
000, as follows: Buildings, $35 009; machinery, $53,000: stock, S107.900. At the
the Boston board of undermeeting of
this morning a committee was
writers
appointed to adjust the loss;
MAINE PENSIONS.

pensions

ADDITIONAL.

REISSUE.

Hiram Hurf, Berwick $17.
NEW PREMIER OF COREA.

Yokohama, September 29.—A new premier, named Sitsunbak has been appoint-

The rebels have attacked
Corea.
offices on the island of Forto a building in whicb
and
fire
set
mosa
they were located. They fled, however,
pn the
approach of the troops and the
attackea the rebels in that distriot,
a
lumber of villages.
Horning
in

jitter

ing from start to finish. In the first heat
Fearnaught Prince had the pole and kept
last quarter when Gen. Mao
it to the

LINCOLN

The
Cincinnati today.
Wanderers were always in front and won
as they pleased.
almost
Young had the
Reds pretty much at his moicy. AttenScore:
dance 2000.

again defeated

Cleveland,

Cincinnati,

2 0 1 0‘^0 0 13
00001001

2.49 1-2.

Deafness Cannot be Cured
applications as they cannot reach the
diseased portion of ihe ear. There is only one
local

way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition ot the mucous lining of the
Eustachian Tube. When this tube is inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect beating, andvvhenit is entirely elo»ed, deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be
taken out and this tube restored to its normal
condition, hearing will be destroyed lurever;
nine eases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
which Is othing but an inflamed condition of
the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Do'lars for any
ease of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that canSend for
not be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
circulars; free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists. 76o.
Hall’s Family Fills are the best.

|

-

Hits, Cleveland, 10; Cincinnati, 8. ErCleveland, 2; Cincinnati, 4. Batteries, Young and Criger; Damman and
rors,

Wood.

4

4 2

a

8 d

5 5 5
111
3 3 4
6 6 d

COUNTY FAIR.

Oct. E, 1898.

OPENING HOURS: 3 to 5 and 7 to tO P. M.
MUSIC: Jeflorson Orchestra under direction of F. A. Given.

NATIONAL LEAGUE STANDING.
Per CL
W.
L.
Boston.
Baltimore.
Cincinnati.
Cleveland.

93
88
86
76
Chicago. 78
New York. 72
Philadelphia. 69
Pittsburg. 67
Louisville. 64
Brooklyn. 50
Washington. 46
St. Louis. 35

Yours

truly,

T.-_

ONS,

_

House

PREBLE

AND

CONGRESS

45
48
56
61
64
66
05
72

75
80
62
100

.674
.647
.606
.555
.549
.622
.515
.482
.460
.385
.333
.269

WINTER

STREEJf.

Chicago. September 29.—A olothes line
attached to a window saved the lives of
number of people today in a four 6tory
apartment building at 201 West Erie
stiver, Are having out off other means of
A dozen persons, including a
egress.
of
women and children, slid
number
down the line and escaped. Seventeen
other persons were rescued by firemen
Five people were Injured
with ladders.
ny the flames or by jumping from windows. Tbe injured are:
Thomas Benson, jumped from third
story, fell in a heap of broken glass, will
rl

William

Benson,

-

OVERCOATS

to expect the

unexpected here.

The facts

these:

are

A large manufacturer of woolens had large hopes and wove accordingly. His
were correct, his hopes well founded but—you know what happened—the
war came, and conditions were upset, and advance sales were slow, and he finally
& Hubbard
All
genuine Lamson
found he had more goods than hope of selling. The rest of the story is a matter
of course—we bought the goods—a big lot of them, and we are selling today a very hats home the trade mark of that house
For sale by
on the inside.
handsome $15 Covert Overcoat for the small sum of

Fall

plans

°

$10.00 each,
We

are

also

having

a

Big Sale of Fall and Winter Reefers for
Boys 3 to 16 years.

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,
255 middle

St., Portland, me.

STUDY SHORTHAND.
At the the ‘‘School of Shorthand and Business, which will open in this city September
6th. Pupils thoroughly instructed iu Shorthand and Typewriting, and all kinds of office
work. They will be given real experience in
office work' and located In positions. Only
scbool of the kind in the state. For particulars,
apply to sues II. s. MOOIlY, Proprietor,
80 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

sep9

_.__codim
from

a

summer of

study with

Book, Card
AND-

JOB

PRINTER,

PRINTERS*
97 1-2

EXCHANGE,

Exchange St.,

Portland

Mr. Arthur Whitilg of New York,
Will resume teaching of the

PIANO

ANI»

CLAVIER,
3

On September 20.
septlO

Monroe Place
eodlm*

Annual Meeting of the Invalids’ to
of the subscribers of the
bs held at the Homo
on Wednesday
Woodfords.
on Mechanic Sr.,
afternoon. Oct. 5. 1898, at 3 o clock, lor the
of other
transaction
ilie
ana
election of ofllcers

JENNIE E. WEST, Seo’v.
sep!23dUw2wF»
Portland, Sept. 21,1898.

Refreshments were served.
music,
Prizes were awarded to Miss Kut’i Rlchner, Miss Marlon Corbett and Miss Ger-

sep2Sd4t

WM. M. HARKS,

MISS LUCY N. BLANCHARD,
Having returned

annual meeting
THEInvalids’
Home will

etc.

Sometimes
regulating
monthly

PAY FOR WOUNDED SOLDIERS.

or

telephone nromotly
sept22eodtf

CROWN and BRIDUEWORK
and Irregularities a Specialty.

TEARS'

Ask

they think

of Shawknit Stockings,

Mon’s Gloves-street and work—warrant
and repair free evp»y fair.

^

Open Evening*.

DR. ELLERY P.

C. H. GUPPY & COm Agts., Portland, Me.

use.

JPraaklin,

Lykens Valley
English and American Caunel.
Genuine

T0 HIS TRADE.!
a

WS fMqsentty

§

coma

I

“Put it in gjtraotfre form ta&

Above Coals Constant|
ly On Hand.
100-2

TELEPHONE

OFFICE:

Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.
7b *pr3

23-26-37,

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

BLANCHARD, Spoiling Blanks

DEWTISTboom

Y. 51.

c, A., Congress-q.
asm

augl

and Pads.

Composition Books

and

Paper.

Pencils, Rubber, Penholders and Pens.
Schooi Books of all kinds.

medicine.

in
tire prompt, safe and
fne (Dr. Deal’s") never disappoint. Sent anywnere,
$1.00. Peal Medicino Co., Cleveland. 0.

...

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
forge

S6p24tdtf

EVERY... I
MAN I

(Semi-Bituminous) and

Prices Moderate.

a

piLLS..
PENNYROYAL
result. The jrenu*
certain

Tocahontas

& GO,,

8 Free St.

A Fail Assortment ot Lehigh and FreeBurning Coals tor Domestic Use.

EXPERIENCE. Writing and Drawing Books.

DR. PEAL’S

& BANCROFT

M.TeIiNS

N.

<f

fik

bar. euitonirt

laa&o me

pngs

H

j§

to u vitb copy and aaj

reasenaexf,

|

;;

la rnC^

owes tin work la always
•atUfactory ud bring* mmilimt

>
j )
>

Malta.

(*

FINE JOS PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mall
attended to.

WOftflAN
EVERYneeds
reliable

trude Foley.

EASTMAN BROS

mw 1 nanism

BEST ON THE MARKET.

COAL.

EIGHT

Ida B. Rlchner, Deering avenue,
entertained her Sunday school class Wednesday evening in a most delightful manThe evening was spent in games,
ner.

Style, 1898,

Leading Dealers.
angl9eod3m

and hands lacerated
Fireman Thomas B. Muloaby, thrown
down with
Thrane, face and body in-

Miss

Lamson & Hubbard

A STRANGE announcement at this season, but you have learned

in regular Men’s and Young Men’s sizes and stouts, 34 to 44.
jumped from third

story, badly bruised and out.
William Olson, hip dislocated.
Fireman John Thrane, thrown down
two fights of stairs by an explosion, legs

I

At What They Cost to Make.

CLOTHES LINK SAVED LIVES.

what

;

Store will be closed Thursday and Friday.
!
No Goods on sale during the Opening.
We invite our friends and the public to visit us on ourl
Opening Day. The store will be open for your inspection.

DEEBim

Washington. September 29.—An order
of the war department directs that sick
and wounded soldiers granted furlough
are entitled to *1.50 per day commutation
and transportation whsn travelling too
from their homes or to and from
and
posts of dujy.

—

____.

a

2 2 2
5 4 5
111
4 5 3
3 3 4

WILL TAKE PLACE OS

Saturday,

x—7
0—2

[SPECIAL TO THE PHESS.]
jured.
Damarlseotta, September 29—The Maine
tiro broke out in some druggist
The
with a fine show of speed took the lead
the
hands
today,
stores in the basement and the burning
hotly followed by Ginger. Coming down hotel again changed
made a quick tire, precipitating
chemicals
cf
Fisk
Nora
A.
the home
stretch, Mac went oS his feet purchasing party being
a
panic among the inmates wko rushed
Watervllle.
to
the
heat
sailed
Ginger,who
for the windows. The llnanolal loss will
only to lose
Over three thousand people attended the be small.
under the wire in fine form.
the largest
In the seoond heat, Bradford B showed Lincoln county fair here today,
MB. HAY TAKES OATH TODAY.
the grounds on a second
ever on
crowd
first
but
Ginled
at
the
and
well
half,
up
If the weather is good tomorrow It
on
the
last
turn
ar.d
to
him
day.
came
Soptembor 29.—Acting
Washington,
up
ger
the most successful years of Secretary Adee called upon Col. Hay at
nock nock
they moved down the home will be one of
his residence today to ascertain his wishes
stretch, Ginger winning by a close shave. the society.
in regard to the time when he should
In the third heat there was a most exassumo charge of the department of state,
COX FAMILY REUNION.
Mr. Hay said lie did not wish to enter
Gen. Mac with a terrific
citing finish.
take the
The second annu-1 reunion of the New upon his duties today but would
burst of speed almost got even with Ginoath
tomorrow. During the morning Mr.
Wednesheld
families
was
Cox
ger, who was leading on the last quarter, England
Hay paid his respects to the President
Tremont and remained in conference with him
but the gamey horse kept to his feet and day evening In Chipman Hall,
When Mr. Huy left, it was
the hundred and for an hour
maintained his slight lead, winning the Temple, Boston. All of
announced that he would take the oath
there
of
the
members
family
present
forty
heat and race.
of office at the executive mansion just
to William Cox of before cabinet
There was good sport in the 2.37 class, traoe their ancestry
meeting tomorrow, the oath
In
the
early part to be administered by Justice Harlan of
the horses were emaquid.Me., who lived
times
several
and
the
court
of the United States.
Supreme
Toasts were
bunched, but Dan Westland was just a of the seventeenth century.
Col. Hay will assume control of his dutirs
the
by
represenbanquet
offered
the
and
at
the
duriDg
for
field,
as secretary of state on Saturday.
little too speedy
after wbioh
end showed up well in the lead, winning tatives of the various lines,
carried
out.
was
a musical programme
in three straight heats.
The Lowell School Orchestra was present.
; The Summaries:
The following officers were elected.for
GREEN HORSE RACE.
the ensuing year: President, Harry P.
8 2 111
Sir Ivy, (Shaw),
Secretary, Edw ard
Cox, of Portland;
1 4 2 3 2
Enrestione, (Sturtevant),
J. Cox of Newtonville; Tresarer, Edwin
2
2
4
13
Robin, (Moulton),
B. Cox of Boston; Historian, Rev. J. H.
4 8 4 4 3 Cox of Lexington.
Bessie M., (Pride),
2.53 1-2,
2.49 1-4,
Time, 2.54,
2.60,

by

James B. Smith, Biddeford, $6 to $8.

ed

races;

drag and when it were advanced on
2.30 Class
additional 12 feet. It is needless to say
Skyler, C. C. Mabrey,
that this pair had no competitor.
Choral C.. G. W. Carter,
TRACK EVENTS.
Jerome Belle, F. P. Fox,
S. Hastings,
was a.flutter of many colored King. H.
| There
Nelmah, G. H. Huntoon,
ribbons in the grand stand when the
Time, 2.27, 2.26 1-4, 2.28.
Yarmouth Cadet Band struck up a lively
2.38 Class.
air as the signal lor tne ursi waoK evens
of the day which was the unfinished raoe T.nlii W.. Edward Woodside,
Three more heats Evelyn, G. E. Tarbox,
between green horses.
Onward, D. Wakefield,
were required to settle this raoe and the
Eleoantrlx, C. O. Mabrey,
honors went to Sir Ivy as will appear Silver and Gold, C. A. Abbott,
below.
from the summary
Dixie, A. C. Usher,
In the 2.24 class there was horse raoTime, 2.30 1 4, 2.29 3-4, 2.29 1-2.

29.—The folare announced for resi-

dents of Maine:

government

North Yarmouth, 22 feet.
CSPECTAL TO THE PF.ESS.J
The second match was for oxen 7-2 and
September 29.—The seoond
Fryeburg,
under 7-6 girt—5048 pounds drag.
day of the fair is the one of all days In
B. B. Morrison’s pair from Cumberland
attendance and alRO In other
point of
easily pulled the weight a distanoe of 20 lines.
here.
It has been a great day
of
with
the
added
and
then
feet,
weigh^
The hour for closing entries of articles
feet
and
live men, landed It 12
further,
designed for the two halls, found all space
took first prize and the special, a pair of
There
ore beautiful collecoccupied.
pants, offered by Ira F. Clark & Co., to tions of apples, one exhibitor showing 35
the winner. Geo. Doughty's pair of Cum- varieties.
berland, pulled the drag 23 feet, but with
Pike of Norway gave an exhibition
the super added load could advance only
half mile on the bicycle this afternoon.
one foot.
Time, 1.11.
Morrill [of Cumberland then
William
The dining hall under the grand stand
his
with
strong is run
gave a fine exhibition
by E. H. Nelson of Waterford, who
made cattle, who walked off with the
is catering to crowds of people.
drag weighing 5048 pounds a distance of
The following is the summary of the
Ten men then piled on to the
53 feet.
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T Washington,

lowing

was

M18CEIXAJTEOPS.

Grand Opening of file New Stori

Hite, Washington, 12; New York, 3,
2.
Errors, Washington, 0; New York,
Batteries, Baser and McGuire; Seymour
But one accident occurred during the and Warner.
and fortunately no
two days’ meeting
Baltimore,
September 29.—Keeler
from this. Just
resulted
damage
great
his
ankle in today’s game beas the horses in the green horse race were sprained
Orioles and Brooklyns. The
the
scoring for the fifth heat, Ernestine, tween
which was being driven by Jim Floyd injury, according to his physioian, will
of this city, reared back and the sulky keep him out of the game for more than
week. Kelley and McGraw were put
out of the game for disputing with HunL
McKenna went to pieces In the fifth and
the Birds won in a walk. Score:

|
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&

AN ACCIDENT.

a
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Game

Per Boars*

awarded:
Louisville, September 29.—The Colonels
Mares and Colts—1 year old filly, J.
were badly crippled today and tbe Or3
old
ye&r
illly,
F. Barrett, Deering. 1st
an
Alfred Haskell, Falmouth, 1st; Frank phans had a walkover. Darkness put
Jones, Cumberland, Bd. 8 year old filly, end to the game at the end of the srfwith.
John F. Barrett, 1st. Brood mare, J. F. Attendance 2000. Score:
Barrett, 1st; Charles Cobb, Deering. 3d.
0 1 1 9 6 0 0—10
Edna
Ham
of
4
Chicago,
ter of Cumberland, second,
year old colt, H. C. Hinks, Yarmouth.
1010000—8
Stallions—J. F. Barrett, 1st; W. O. Louisville,
Cumberland, and third, Gladys Sbaw of
Hodsdon, Freeport, 2d.
Louis villa 7. ErChicago,
10;
Hits,
Falmouth.
1st
D.
Swine—E.
Winslow, Falmouth,
rors, Chicago, 8; Louisville, 6. Batteries,
Moulton,
on sows and pigs; Dr. A. M.
PULLING CONTESTS.
Taylor and Nichols; Dowling and KitCumberland Centre, 2d.
tridge.
There were some splendid exhibitions
Sheep—E. D. Winslow, Falmouth, 1st;
2d.
St.
of
Louis, ", September 29.—Cleveland
by draft oxen, and the first Albert Rideout, Cumberland,
contest

_|MIgCEIXAJiBOPB._ j

M gmrv.T.ATCHOtM.

RUN-

Dan Westland, b g, (Gerow),
Mattie A., s m, (Anthonie),
Albert H., b g, (Hanson,)
Irving Bussell, br g, (Anthoine),
Charlie, ch g, (McCollah),
Susie, br m, (Cobb),
| Time, 2.86, 2.32 1-4, 2.33 1-4.

passing under the horse threw him to
thronged the hall yesterday the ground, and for a time, horse,[sulky
in one
judges were busy pinning and driver were mixed together
were soon
Things
heap.
on
various
ribbons
artloles, incongruous

show. Seven bright babies
were lined up on the platform for the inof the judges who were Mrs.
spection
of Portland, Mrs. Etta
Abbie Greeley
was

COLLINS

2.24 Claes, Trot and Pace; Purse $100.

STEPHEN BERStY,
and (gaid oPiinde^
$j.wofc,

Joh

KO, 37 Plum Street,

Portland & Rochester Railroad
ANNUAL. MEETING.
mHE stockholders of the Portland & Rocher1 ter Railroad are hereby notified that their
annual meeting will be held at the office of
Ueo. P. Wescott. ml Middio Street. Portland,
on WEDNESDAY, the hith day of Ootober
next, at ten o’clock in tbe forenoon, to aot upon
tbe following articles, viz:
1— To hear the report of the Directors and
act thereon.
2— To elect Directors for the ensuing year.
3— To elect a Clerk of the CorBoratlcm.
4— To transact any other business that may
legally coma before said meeting.
WM. H. CONANT. Clerk.
sep21d2w
Portland, Sept. 20, ISOS.

DR.

LORING, SHORT & HARMON
aeplOdlivteodtf

F.

AUSTIN

TENNEYt

OCU3L.IST,
453 1-3

Congress st.,
Oj;p. Soldiers* Monuvnwii.

Eyes examined free every Saturday,

jlyidtf

1

AND
MAINE STATE PKES3.

Subscription

Kates.

Daily (in advance) $6 per year; $3 for fix

months; $1.60

quarter;

a

£0 cents

a

month.

The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodlords without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the
rate o£ $7 a year.
Maine State Press. (Weekly)
published
every Thursday. $1.00 per year; 60 cents for 6
for
months.
cents
3
26
months;
Persons wishing to leave town for long ot
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

Advertising Kates,
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for one
week; $4.00 for one mon*h. Three insertions
or less, $1.00 per square. Every other day advertisements, one third Jess than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one
Week or $2.60 for one month.
“A square” is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
aquare each week.

$1.60 per square.

at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 psr square
for first Insertion, and 50 cents per square for
•ach subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subacripUons and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
me.

PBESS.

TlrTFI

SEPTEMBER

FRIDAY,

30.

Aguinaldo has got his Republic sufficiently established to issue formal notice
to the powers. He has got an
army of
80,000 men, too, presumably for its defence.

Secretary Alger says ho does not know
of any difficulties between him and Gen,
Miles. Gen. Miles when he talked with
the correspondent of the Kansas City
Star appears to have known of some.
It looks as if Gov. Wolcott of Massachusetts was being favorably considered at
Washington for the English ambssadorship to succeed Col. Hay. It is by no
means certain, however, that he would

accept

even

if appointed.

The evidence seems to show conclusively that Chaplain McIntyre used the language for which he is now being tried be-

fore a.oourt martial. Perhap3 his defence
One
reasonably
question
may
will be that he didn’t know what he was
the value of a party as a reforming
the
saying. Indeed that seems to be
agency, such as the Independents claim
only course open to him.
to be, that determines what candidates to
to the Presi- vote for, not by.considering their fitness
Admiral Dewey’s

report

dent is said to favor the retention of the
would
Island of Luzon only, though ha
secure some guarantess from Spain for a
islands
better government of the other
heretofore. As a
than they have had
may be a
commercial proposition this
sound view to take, but the heathen in
much
the 1600 other islands arB just as
entitled to conversion as thoEe in the island of Luzon, and we are under no less
obligation to the former than to the latter.

He

Tells

Union

President of the Citizens’

the

Why

in

His

Union Has No Business

Judgment,

the

in

This

to

Act

to keep bis name off the ballot is denied,
and it was highly improbable on its faoe.
If Hoosovelt is ineligible the Democrats
can turn tho fact to their advantage
muoh better after election than before.
If he is eligible, to have that faot determined by the courts of last resort before election would only
and this the Democrats
seek to do.
Dr. Congosto says

strengthen him,
to
are not likely

that

“there

are

no

they are gone, uoa
knows where.” The natural inference
from the lanugape would be that they are
But the fact that ho made his
dead.
Statement, “with a smile” would seem to
afford foundation for a suspicion that that
reooncentrados now,

meant.
have been what he
However, his remark relieves our government from all obligation to hunt after
them, for if God only knows where they
have gone, there would be little Chance
Of our finding them even with so experienced a guide as Senator Proctor.
noc

First ballot in cuba.
It la
w

Thought
11 Vote

the

for

Majority

of the

People

Annexation—The

Four

Uifferent I'artlea,

(Note—Mr.

George

Keno, the only

reAmerican correspondent who has
mained continuously in Cuba since the
beginning of the war for independence,
who is the friend of President Masso, and
who was consulted by President McKinley In ream'd to the attitude of the Cubans
toward the United States, contributes the

cal situation in the island at tbe

present

time.)

body, through

^commission.

committee, argued before the commissioners in favor of reciprocity, and the
allegation was that subsequently Col,
Clark had appeared before the commissioners and thrown down all their arguments. It appears, however, that CoL
Clark was misrepresented. He made an
argument in favor of continuing the
bonding privilege, and of not confining
reciprocity, to natural products. Indeed
he appears to have followed pretty closely the lines laid down by the Chamber of

in that uufortnnate country

past have been

mere

shams,

empty

in tbe
cere-

monials that failed to express the desire
of the people. That which it is now expected will be held will be one of the most
important events that have taken place

and concern.
The people who compose [these parties
are resident in Cnba, and have interests
tbe
in common, but they will look at
future government of the island from entirely different points of view. The separatists are tie insurgents who during the
past three years have been fighting for

liberty and independence. They are composed of two entirely distinct elements—
first, the old Creole population of the island, the aristocracy, the beet blood, the

best brains, the best citizens, the best repon this
resentatives of the Latin race
The New York Damocratlc state con- hemisphera. With these people the desire
vention appeal’s to have done the bid- for freedom, absolute, for an independent
ding of Boss Croker without even so republie, has become a passion. It has
much as a protest. Having had a very been their dream and their ambition for
with one member of years past. For it they have given up
Commerce.

pleasant experience

the Yan Wyck family as Mayor of New
York, the said Van Wyck having always
done as he was told—Croker’s first idea was
to place him in the governor’s chair, in the
way of reward perhaps for his obedience.
mature reflection it doubtless ocBut
curred to the Boss that this might expose
him to the dauger of getting a less serviceable man in the mayor's ohair. Then
on

struck him. There wore
Other Van Wycks besides this one, born
of the same parents, and presumably of
the same tractable and obliging disposition. Why not make one of them govand thus dominate state affairs
ernor,

happy thought

*s

completely

as

he was dominating

life, prosperity, everything. Numerically
they,are probably in the minority; socially, politically and iutellectully they deserve greater consideration than any other
element on the island. They adore the
United States, her institutions and her
people, but they will not vote for annexation at present. With them peronnl pride
and sentiment have played a Tery important part in their struggle for liberty, and
although in a few years’ time they will
undoubtedly be the most earnest supporters of annexation, if it were forced
upon
them now, though well aware of the benefits accruing therefrom, it would, nevertheless, be unwelcome. The real secret
for this is that they desire at least a brief

_clty period

il lilC<t a

of

general Importance
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or
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Please try it.

any other skin affection.
COMFORT POWDER

All druggist*.

|R.

Sample box

*5 and 50c.

free.
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LEWSEN

M.

CO.. Hartford. Ct,

CO.

The

We call

of

self-government.

nomination only.
I think the Independent movement is
dangerous to tho sound money cause, be-

New Silk

Attention

Underskirt

to

Department

assuming that the independents
nominate only sound money men, as yon
propose, it will tend to divide the sound
money vote.
SETH LOW.
New York, Sept. 27.

Legal Depositary

HAVE JUST ADDED.
All the latest shades in plaids,
Our assortment is complete.
P rice
changeables and plain colors, made of the best quality silks.
$5.00 to $15.00.
We are showing a few Tailor Made Fall Suits. Some silk lined throughout, others have silk lined coats. Flounce or plain skirts.

LADIES’
•,

..

WAISTS.

SILK

A new line just arrived. Paris and Berlin, as well as New York, have
contributed styles to our assortment. We are told that we have the prettiest
Price* $3.98 to 30.00
line of Silk Waists in tlie city.
59c lo $9.98
WOOL WAISTS in plaids and flannels,

SKIRTS.

DRESS

In all the latest materials such as crepon, wool and silk plaids,
silk and satin brocades, plain satins, fancy wool mixtures,
Our plaid skirts at $4.50 an<i;5.98 are equal to anything you can
etc.

buy at $6.50

and 8.50.

COLLARETTES.

FUR

I Ladies' and Misses' Coats, Ladies’ Capes and Children’s Reefrrs.
are now

ready.

on

DEPOSITS.

:

Drafts drawn on

National

Provincial

of Eiflud, Londoa, la largo or
•Mall amount*, for ml# nt current rates.
Current Accounts rscsivsd ou favorable
term*.
CorrsspoadsuoS solicited from Individ-

OPENING

lots of

are

good things

LEWSEN

M.

538 Congress St.

deairing to open acoonnU. ae well ae from
there wlehlng to tranaaot Banking knelof nap
neee
deeerlption tkrongb thle
Bank.

STEPHEN FI SMALL Pmslfcil
MARSHALL R. 60DINQ.
febTdtf

FORMAL

A

Will be announced later but there
cannot see them elsewhere.

R.

TIME

BALLET

-

GIRL.

-

Original Cast—Grand Ballet.
70 ARTISTS-70
SUPERB SCENIC DISPLAY — AUGMENTED OCHESTRA
Seats on sale Friday.
___________

l
i

THURSDAY,

AND

WEDNESDAY

JAMEfe O’NEIL
In Virgintus on Wednesday,
and when Greek meets Greek

on

Thursday.

WILSON’S ACADEMY

FINANCIAL-

WE OFFER

—

OF

—

and

Department,

CONGRESS ST.

519

OZiASSES.

Ladies and Gentlemen
Monday and
Thursday evening-, commencing October
Due
1914.
10th.
Terms for twelve lessons, Gentlemen
$6.00, Ladies $3.00.
Mlsees and Master*, Tonne Ladles and
NOTICE s
Gentlemen Thursdays from 4.30 to 6.00P.IU..
All holder* of the old Omaha Horse Railway commencing October l»th. No pupil admitted
Company First Mortgage Six Per Cent. Bonds to tills class under 14 years of age.
are hereby notified mat It Is the purpose and
Master* and Mlaae* Saturdays, commencing
intent of the Omaha Street Railway Company,
October 15th- Beginners from 2.30 to 4.00 p. in.
by virtue of the provisions of file Horse Rail- Advance
pupils from 4.3U to e.oa p. m.
way mortgage, to pay off and redeem these
bonds on the first day of January, 1899. Holders
Terms—Twenty-four lesions, (I.
of tne Horse Railway Sixes who desire the
lied need rates for two or more from the
new Five Per Cent. Bonds of the Omaha Street
Railway Company can make the exchange now same family.
to
the
terms,
application
upon
upon favorable
undersigned.
Office hours, 10 to 11 a. in., 3 to 4 p. m.
sept21d3w
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

May I,

Bank

to seThrough frequent visits to the market we were placed in a position
in N. T. at
cure high grade furs made by some of the best manufacturers
about two-thirds of the prices retailers usually have to pay for their goods.
These Furs arc here and if you contemplate buying a collarette this
winter we would suggest to you to secure one now as we cannot guarantee
the present prices to last very long.

Many winter styles

THE

SURPLUS

Interest Paid

!

Tuesday, j

and

FIRST MORTGAGE GOLD
FIVE PER CENT. BONDS,

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS,

ACRES.
Scenery.

New

Omaha Street Railway Go. Dancing

Incarporatsd 1824.
AND

SHORE

ED. E. RICE’S

—

PORTLAND, MAINE.

CAPITAL

Grand Electrical Effects.

Company._Entire

Monday

Casco National Band

WE

Fine

A

ceives all classes of accounts
upon the most favorable terms.
Acts as Trustee for Railroad
Govother
and
mortgages.
municiRailroad.
ernment.
pal and other Selected Securisold. Interties bought and
views and Correspondence Solicited.
OFFICBUSi

OF

body.

a

FAUST.

IN

Exoelleui Company.

Jas. A. Herne’s

Court
for
Transude a

(general Banking business. Pays
Interest on Daily Balances and
Reon Certificates of Deposit.

—

In

The renowned and only

>

TOMRROW AT 2.30 and 8,

a»pt2« dtt_

m—1

to see now and you

&

Open Saturday Evening.

Cnhl«.

SWAN & BARRETT,
Portland, Me.

CO.,

TAUNTON
STREET RAILWAY CO.
&

BANKERS,
Exchange Sts.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

Capital Stock (fully paid under Massachusetts laws,)
Total First Mortgage issued,

are our
and are

celebrated

"CROWN

MAKE,”

aug24dtf

the products of the highest
used in manufacturing READYMADE Clothing.
They are too well
known in Portland to need any further
extolling from us. To advertise them as
is enough.
the CROWN TROUSERS
Sizes in Regular and Stouts from 30 to

$60,000 of tbe above loan have been sold, and
we offer tns balance. ($100,000), to net over 4 Va
per cent. Till, bond Is secured bv over thirtean miles of THOROUGHLY BUILT electric
road, between tbe large cities of Providence
and Taunton.
Tbe net earnings for the month of
July, 1898, were
The net earnings for the month of

50.

Prices from $4.00 to $8.00.
As this is to be a great season for

Animat

WAFA

8.774.23

*16,468.24

Tr-tal,

Black and Biue Cheviot Coats and Vests
and F4.NCY TROUSERS, our assortment will be appreciated.
We
Drop in and see our clothing.
shall be pleased to show you.

SCHOOL FOR BOYS.
Tlic Rev. Thomas E. Calvert.
A. OF EDINBURGH

And with ten vear’s experience In the classical
Instruction of boys, begs to announce that he
will open the above school the last week in
September. Classes will be formed In the
Parish House of St Lukes Cathedral, (entrance
on
Wednesday morning.
from Park St.,
September 28th.. at 10 o’elockA limited number of boarders will be received
Terms modInto the family of the principal.
erate.

For particular* apply to the Principal of the
School at

CUKE’S PARISH
Afier September 20.

ST.

dtf

sep29

Furnishers,

HOUSE

TAYLOR,

CLAVIER

of tbe
Municipal Security Company,
Series D, and coupons from
Series E, and Series G bonds, WILL OPEN ...
due October 1st, 189S, will be
>>nid upon presentation, on and
after (lint date, at the office of
Our Specialty, is instruction in
WOODBURY & MOULTON.
Bonds

and

coupons

SCHOOL

monument square.

sept29dt!

Saturday, Sept. 17th.

Municipal Security

sep29iw

Co.

$90,000

TO INVESTORS.
GunMand Illuminating Go.
STOCK, STOCK, STOCK.

BANGOR and
PORTLAND. AUGUSTA,
HOULTON, ME. Actual business by mail and
railroad. Office practice for beginners. Bookkeepers, clerks and stenographers furnished to
business men. Free catalogue.
F. L. SUAW, Free., Portland, Me.

A Gilt Edged Security. Controls the
eepio__dam
charter of the Portland Eleotric Light
Co. Will light Portland, Deeriug and
Cape Elizabeth with Low Cost Water GERMAN
INSTRUCTION.
Power from Great Falls, North Gorham,
MRS. SCHUMACHER,
14 miles from Portland.

Special

tra

ning

formerly of the Bellows School and now coo
assured
and nected with the Portand School for Girls, will
Large Profits
private pupils. Special attention given
will
that
induce receive
popular rates
to students preparing for college, and classes
formed in reading.
an immense business.
Beginners also taken. For
further particulars inquire at No. 3 Cumberland
Write for particulars.
Terrace, Monday, Wednesday and Friday after-

noons._

CUMBERLAND

Illuminating

:

Co.,

sep24dtf

Tills company supplies Deering, WestGorham and Stuudish, and the

brook,

above bonds

GUARANTEED
by Portland Water

History,

Interpretation.

PUBLIC RECITALS BY STUDENTS!
The Kinder Class

FRANK L. RANKIN ,Director.
Baxter Block.
dim

sepl6

LATHAM TRUE,
Teacher of
THEORV.

—FOR SALE BY—

TEACHER OF SINGING,

H, M. PAYSON &C0.,

Grand Opening Concert.
BOSTON'S

.

.

PORTLAND

.

STAR COURSE.

Special Engagement of

BROOKE AND HIS FAMOUS
CHICAGO MARINE MAN I1,
With the Eminrit Soprano

Miss

Sibyl Sammis.

OF
RESERVED SEAT SALE.
The sale of reserved seats will open at City
Hall Friday morning, Sept. 30, and continue
PLAN

dally

on

the

and

following plan:

AND SATURDAY
Holders of the yellow season ticket who desire to secure the same seats for the entire
ten entertainments will be given the exclusive privilege of making their selections, for
which they will pay *l.0U. *1.60 or *2.00 lor the
season, according to location.
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Holders of the yellow season ticket who do
not wish reserved seats for the ENTIRE series
may secure them for one or more evenings on
the payment of 10,15 or 30 cents, according to
looatlon. for eaoh evening.
By*- Holders of the yellow season ticket who
do not care to pay extra for a reserved seat
■rill kivuvi hA admitted free, but ONLY to th&t
part of the house whioh Is not reserved.
CONCERT.
TICKETS FOB OPBNIUO
Anyone not holding the yellow season ticket
can secure reserved seats for the opening concert at 60c, 75c and J1.00 each, according to location nut none of these will be sold before
Oct. 14th. as it Is the Intention to give season
ticket holders tbe first eholee.
Subscribers who have not yet received their
season tiokets had better call for them at once
on MRS. UiA- PALMER,lat M. Stelnert & Sous,
517 Congress Street._
FRIDAY

......

GEORGE A. FOXCROFT, Manager.
sep26dlw
AUCTION SALES.

shall sell at our rooms.
line of household
sets, easy chairs,
tables, sideboards, extension tables, chamber
carsets, sewing machine, piano, twenty-five
pets, parlor stoves, kitchen
we

46 Exchange street, a general
furniture consisting of parlor

furniture^raiu’e,

F.

O.

BAILEY & CO.

Salesroom 48 Kxekaagre Street.
V- O. BAILKT.
marha

C. W.

ALLEN

TAXES FOB 1898.

...

(Harmony. Counterpoint,
Analytical and
Synthetical Form, Instru-

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Treasurer’s Office.

Fugue,

Co.

Mrs, Henrietta A. Fellows,

sep28d3t
BALL. October 14tb.

Saturday. Oct. 1st,

Theory,

PIANO,

are

Pieces,

C. C. Brooks,
Fannie M. Hawes,
Prof. McGamell, and others.
Tlokets and Programmes to be had at Hawes
Music Store. Tickets as and 35 cents.

General Household Furniture, Carpets, Stoves Etc.

this season will begin SATURDAY, Oct.
20 half hour lessons
15th, at 10 o’clock a. m.
§6.00. No practice required at home. Apply
immediately.

DUE 1928.

SEPT. SOlb,

By F. 0. Bailey & Co., Auctioneers.

in

Piano Technic,
Memorizing:.

for

STANDISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

&

SKILLIN,
Complimentary Concert,

PIANO PLAYING.

_i_

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER GENT

HATCH

^,

VIRGIL
PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.

CLOTHIERS

sep20dtl

UNIVERSITY, SCOTLAND

0. STEWART

Tailors,

and

INSTRUCTION.

Sepi9d2w
From the above, It will be seen that the road
interest
for
the
the
lias earned each MONTH
entire YEAR, (which amounts to *7,600) with a
surplus besides. The above figures also show
TEACHER OF SINGING.
net returns at the rate of *100,000 a year, or
over twelve times the total interest chargee.
Studio 45 V. W. C. A.Building,Portland, We.
We bare on file the legal opinion ol Messrs.
Voice production and correction according to
Storey & Thorndike, of Boston, and the expert the
old Italian method.
Pupils prepared for
report of Gilbert Hodges, Esq., (approved by
School of public
oratorio and opera.
concert,
the
total
Mass. R. R. Commissioners) showing
performance, stage practice and operatic envaluation or tbe property *332.oW.
septl8.1mo
semble.
for
Maine
a
Investment
These bonds are
legal
Savings Banks and Trustees, and we recommend them as safe beyond question, returning
a good rate at
Interest, compared with other
local securities.

haskeHUones,
MANUFACTURING

ISQfi

$7,692.01

CHAPMAN, Conductor.

your seats early and avoid the crowd.
MADAME GADSKf will stng every night.
Great artists on every programme. Immense
chorus and grand orchestra.
Evening price*, 81.00. 1.50, 2.00.
Matinee prioes, 75a, 81.00,1.50.
HOMEK N. CHASE,
Business Manager.
Long Distance TeLphoue, No. 329-2.

CITY

M.

skill

12.
1898.

MIS-1 ON
HALT.
GOiFEL
and Guitar Orchestra 45
Fred. A. Given, Director.

THE UNIVERSITY PREPARATORY
$175,000
$150,000

FESTIVAL.

Mandolin

FOREION DRAFTS.

Interest March 1st and Sept 1st.
Principal due Sept 1st, 1918.

A GREAT LINE

W. K.

*

Oct. 10. 11,
SEASON,

FRIDAY NIGHT.

LETTERS OF CREDIT,

SO

Is afltterm to use in describing our stock
of FANCY TROUSERS this season. They

Portland,

dtf

MOULTON,

&

WOODBURY

mortgage, 5 Per Cent
Year, Gold Bonds.

First

MUSIC

•

The sale of single seats for the concert will
begin at Cressey, Jones & Alien’s Music Store
on Tuesday morning, Sept. 20th, and continue
uutll the opening day of the Festival. Select
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Comfort f owder by fleshy people who
chafe —ladies who perspire excessively, and
persons who suffer with tender, aching feet,
is

_uremnam,

MERCANTILE

rwur

under tbe law which will make it impossible for anyone who values his relation either to the Republican or tbe Democratic party to affiliate with the Union
without losing his oonneotion with the
This
national party to which he belongs.
independent State movement, therefore,
In
as
its
to
snooeed
it
were
if
securing
emblem, on its vote for governor, the
emblem of the Citizens’ Union would destroy the Citizons’ Union; or, at the
loast, would moke It Impossible for the
Citizens’ Union thereafter to use the
Neither do 1 think any
same emblem.
publio benefit is to be looked for in the
nature of a protest against bossism by
defeating State offloers and here and
there a candidate for tbe Legislature favorable to Mr. Platt only to elect instead
candidates equally subservient to Mr.
Croker. The political boss Is tbe product
of a system, and the system remains unshaken even when one boss iB defeated for
tbe benefit of another. The power of tbe
boss does not spring from hlB control of
the Legislature; but his coDtrol of the
Legislature comes from his power to control nominations. That 1b the place at
which to strike in order to destroy the
system. If the independents will join
the political parties with which they are
most in sympathy, and under the new
ballot law strive to control the party
nominations, they will, in my judgment,
be in a position to deal muoh heavier
blows against the bnss system than they
upon popossibly can do by embarking
litical movements that never can hope
1
success.
but
for anything
negative
think it, moreover, a singularly unfortunate moment for the independents to attack Mr. Platt when he is proposing that
tbe Republican party shall nominate for
governor the very man who was the
choice of the Independents for the same
office. Colonel Roosevelt does not ehange
his character by accepting the Republinomination, nor by declining the
can
independent nomination. He is sure to
be a Republican in office, if elected upon
both nominations; nnd he is equally sure
to be honest, independent and courageous
the Republias governor, if elected upon
us

If the assurances which have emanated
few
from Washington within the post
weeks are made good tbe people of Cnba
will soon have an opportunity to cast a
free, unintimidated vote for the first time
in the history of the island. Eleotions
held

to be advanced by it, while there is the very definite danger that It will put to hazard
publio interests of very great consequence, I think the movement unprofitable also because I can conceive of no
good result to come from it. Already It
has put the City Club and the Citizens’
Union on the defensive. To many it
seems an absolute breach of good faith
that the Citizens’ Union should allow Its
emblem to be used in a State campaign.
But waiving this, have you considered
that, under the primary law passed lost
spring, the moment the Citizens’ Union
obtains a State emblem it becomes a pono cause

There has been a good deal of denunciation heaped upon Col. Clark, President
•f the Home Market Club, for his supon the island.
Separatists, annexationposed undoing of the work of the Boston
an d Spaniards all look
before
the
of
Commerce
Chamber
Quebec ists autonomists
forward to it with the
greatest interest
a
The Boston

a

FINANCIAL._

Skin Comfort

Campaign—A Itingiug Document.
and capacity, but by finding out what
New York, Sept. 28.—In reply to a letTom Platt’s attitude is towards them.
Kven if it were an invariable rule that ter from R. Fulton Cutting, president of
candidates whom Platt loved were bad the Citizens’ Union, Seth Low has writcandidates, it would not be quite sate to ten to Mr. Cutting as follows:
Tne thesis whiohyon ask me'to sustain,
make his apparent attitude the guide of
briefly stated la that an Independent
their conduct, for he is a wily old man,
and he might pretend to love a candidate State ticket at the present time is unreawhan he didn’t. Indeed we think this is sonable, unprofitable and likely to be

what he has really been doing In regard dangerouB in its effects npon the eleotion
to Roosevelt, and wo shouldn’t wonder if of Colonel Roosevelt as governor, of a
to
the
United
he was even now laughing in his sleeve sound-money senator
Tho story that the Now York Democrats nt his success In
getting the Independents States Senate and of sound money reprewill bring the question of Col. Roose- to help him convince Roosevelt that he sentatives to Congress. I think an indevelt’s eligibility before the courts by way owes his nomination chiefiy to Tom Platt. pendent State tloket at the present time
of a mandamus to the Secretary of State
is unreasonable because I can perceive

may
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|
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Reading Notices in nonpareil type and olassed
with other paid notices, 16 cents per line each
InsertionPure Reading Notices in reading matter type,
*6 cents per line each insertion.
Wants, To Let, Tor Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all advertisements not paid in advance, will be charged

Portland,

The remainder ofjthe separatists com
When this idea took possession
file of the
insurgent
of him he called together his henchmen posed the rank and
army.
Many of them Jure negroes or
and notified them of his deoislon. So cerare
them
farmers,
of
mulattoes, nearly all
and
tain was he that his scheme would go country people, pacifioos, ignorant
savo
through that he facetiously boasted be- unambitious, but non-oombative,
under aotual
compulsion. Numerically
fore the convention was called to order
they are undoubtedly in the majority.
that a Van Wyok would be the oandldate. They bave^nevor held office, nor would
Van Wyok was they be likely to do so under an independHe made no mistake.
attend to
nominated on the first ballot. His order ent government. They can only in time,
their own affairs. They may
as
little
with
was obeyed as promptly and
with eduoatlon, make fairly good citizens.
been a military They will probably vote against annexaprotest as if he had
oommander and the delegates so many tion.
The annexationists inolnde a large numsoldiers under bis oommand. After this
ber of respectable and Intelligent Cubans,
the
bad
convention
performance the
greater
many of whom have spent the
hardihood to invite all believeis In good psrt of their lives In the United States,
of
aware
tbe
flnanoial
and
keenly
government to join with them—and and who,
other advantages that would accrue
now only
make Crokerism, whloh Is
from annexation, are in favor of it and
will vote for it at the first
city-wide, state-wide.
opportunity.
They compose a worthy element n society,
THE NEW YOKEL INDEPENDENTS.
and are praotioally American in
everything but birth. Numerically they are
The average New York Independent
extent
not large, and to what
they may
seems to be a very peoullar person Indeed.
exert an Influence toward winning over
The chief corner stone of his creed Is the separatists to the policy of annexation
It Is impossible to say.
They are an unhatred of Tom Platt. What Platt says
known quantity.
or does must be denounced, without refWhat attitude will be assumed
by the
erence to it3 intrinsic character, simply old party of the “antononqlsta" Is almost
because Platt says or does it. If Platt
equally uncertain. The autonomlsta were
holders of the old regime.
has spoken well of a man, that Is enough ohiefly property
compose an eminently respeotable
They
Indeto got the man’s name upon the
but not overprogressive element, and they
pendent’s black list. If a oandldate lias wera never devoted to the inborn princithe support of Platt, or does not have his ples of liberty and independence. They
acwere always eager to compromise, to
active opposition, that is sufficient to
cept the best the present afforded and to
bemake them drop him, even though
let the future take oare of itself. At heart
fore the discovery that Platt did not hate they favored the cause of the Insurgents,
it
openly. In
him he was one of their pets and favorites. but they did not espouse
plain words, during the revolution most
Theodore Roosevelt until within a week of them sat on the fence. In point of
or two had always bean a great favorite
numbers and influence they exert considwith the Independents. They used to say erable political power. Between annexation and Independence they will probably
he -was dear to their hearts, so Independohoooe the former as the easier way out.
ent and fearless had he shown himself to
The conservative party, or the
Spanclass.
be in public office. They loved him so iards, form an entirely different
their
or
merits
As
their
demerits,
to
devotedly and esteemed him so highly that claims to consideration or otherwise,opin
they wanted to nominate him for gover- ions will undoubtedly differ. In the past
A short time ago Mr. Platt con- they have assumed an air of superiority
nor.
army
cluded that Mr. Roosevelt would be the over all on the island, except the
were the merchants
the Republicans and the church. They
man
most available
sole
whose
the shopkeepers, the usurers,
could nominate for governor, and anthe
purpose was to profit at the expense of all
nounced himself In favor of his selection. Cuban. For oenturles they have done
hold him down and preMr. Platt was moved to this conclusion, in their power to
vent his appointment to any office.
They
not from any liking for Roosevelt per- took
that
neither he nor his Inoare
good
sonally or politically, but because he dis- terests were ever represented in the Cortes
covered that there was a grept tide of at Madrid. “They prejudiced the crown
Cuban; they
and the Cortes against the
public opinion in Roosevelt’s favor rol bought up the judges
their
and shared
not
he
could
ling in upon him which
plunder with the venal politicians and
ostenout
dofy without gteat risk of being burled military authorities who came
administraunderneath it. The moment Mr, Platt sibly or tbe purpose of a just
tion of the laws. They oared nothing for
nrofesssd a willingness to accept Roose- the island and did
nothing to benefit it.
velt as the Republican candidate Inde- Their money was spent In
Spain, their
sons
were
eduoatea
tnere, ana neipeu iu
pendent admiration for him was chilled.
form the vast army of voluntaries. They
He was no longer the^fearless, courageous
furnished the spies, they built the forts,
but
been
he
had
before,
and the
always
person
the barricades,
the trenches
“Platt’s man.” They were quite sure trochas.
They contributed a large part
on
the war of
that if elected he would go back on j the of the funds which carried
are
the Cubans. They
record of his lifetime and simply do Spain against
and
unprogressbitter, uncompromising
Platt’s bidding without asking any ques- ive. That they are cordially hated by the
tions. Mr. Seth Low, who has-been some- Cubans is natural and inevitable. This is
one of the
phases which daring
thing of an Independent himself, under- the period politloal
of reconstruction the United
took to reason with them, but it was of States will find the most difficult to hanPlatt had supported Roosevelt, dlo. This olass numbers about 240,000.
no use.
annexaand Roosevelt could no longer be persona They will undoubtedly »ote for
tion; they would vote for anything rather
grata to them. He had ceased to have than submit to be ruled by the Cubans. |
the indispensable qualification of being
SETH LOW WRITES AGAINhateful to Platt.

affairs.
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COMPOSITION,
will resume teaching Tue.day, September
30th, 1898.
Speolal attention given to piano teehnic and
interpretation. Pupils’ classes, ensemble practice and recitals.
Correspondence Lessons in Theory.
Manuscript Cotnpositious corrected.

September 17,
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VOTICE Is hereby given that the tax bills for
-lx the year 1888, have been committed to me
with a warrant for tne collection of the same,
In accordance with an ordinance of the City, s

...

Delivery and Development of the Voice.
Bankers.
476 FORE, COR. CROSS ST.,
When doctors fail, try Burdock Blood
Studio, 3» V. M. C. A. BuiKUnePortland, MeSt.,
aa
Exchange
Bitters. Cures dyspepsia, constipation.;
Me,
Residence, so Pleasant street, sear High.
Portland,
<u
frt3S
fltt
da
sepa
the
whole
3«pm'
system.
invigorates

Brown

Block, 537 Congress SL,

RmjMB.

Discount of One Per Cent.
allowed on all said taxes paid on or
before MONDAY, Oct. 31, 1838.
GEO. H. LIBBY,
(treasurer and Collector.
s*pt21tMt31
will be

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

The oost of the building and its equipment will be ^approximately as follows:

DEDICATED.

Tonight Mr. Lewis Morrison, than
whom there is no better representative of
MephUto on the stage today, will appear
at the Jefferson In Faust, supported by
his well selected company. Mr. Morrison’s production of Faust is no stranger
Portland theatre audiences. It is one
of the mast effective attractions on the
even
stage today, for not only is it acted,

Furnishing

the minor characters, os satisfactorily
the superb effeots
as onn be dssired, but
introduced emphasize and heighten the
story and the aotlng.
Tonight will also be Volunteers’ night
at the theatre. Mr. Gosse, the manager,
has had the house and its surroundings
decorated, and there will be

handsomely

delightful musio of patriotic character
The Portland battalion, under
a

and

equipment,

$185,500

The New Y. M. C. A. Building Formilh (op erated.

to

to

$25,500
100,000
10,000

Building site,
Building,

FAUST.

ELOQUENT

ADDRESS

BY

PRESI-

DENT BUTLER OF COLBY.

Building Crowded
Auditors—Beport of

Auditorium of the New
With
the

Interested

Building

Committee—President

Payson’s Address.

played.

The dedicatory exercises of the new Y.
oommand of its officers, will march to
MorM. C. A. building occurred last evening.
the treatre and be the guests of Mr.
The attendance was large and the audirison on the oonaslon.
al- torium of the new edifloe was crowded at
There are still good seats to be had,
o’olock when
the exercises comthough there has beoD a very flattering eight
President E. R Payson of the
menced.
advance sale.
and
Y. M. C. A. of Portland presided
SHORE ACRES.
ol the evening was Dr.
the
speaker
This is “Shore Acres," seventh season, Nathaniel Butler of
Colby colloge.
and that In Itself Is the greatest proof of
A fine quartette consisting of Messrs.
or

During the presidency of Mr. William
to
B. Corey the Association first began
hope for a larger field for usefulness. His
hi3
efforts
love for the work, and
untiring
in its behalf bad much to do with our
is alpresent oonditlon. Pioneer work
ways the most difficult, and though as in
this case, the full development of the work
of
falls upon other men the lion’s share
tho oredlt rightfully belongs to the early
workers.
It is only justice for the Building Committee to mHke mention of the efficient
They
help of the Ladies’. Auxiliary.
pledged, and have nearly paid, the large
of $18,000 toward the building.
sum
This, we believe, is the largest sum in
proportion to the cost of the building ever
pledged by an auxiliary, and is double
the largest subscripion as yet received for
the building.
The building oommittee was fortunate
in having one of its members, a man of
long and extensive experience as a builder
whose great interest ill the construction
of this building led him to give
almost
his entire time to pushing
forward the
work.
Not only has a large sum of money been
saved to the Association, but in
many
ways his experience has been of the greatToo much credit cannot
est value to us
be given to Mr. E. P. Chase, for his invaluable assistance

the play's value. If there is any man
woman in this broad and beautiful land,
who cannot appreciate the sweetness and

purity
that

yet turning out men a people may
well take pride in. And we ask, what
are the causes, or institutions, that have
had most to do with the making of suoh
raeuP We believe that the influences of
the three great saving and ooustruotlve
sohool,
forces of society, the home, the
and the churoh, have had
most to do
with it, and that the influenoes of these
great institutions, so long as
they are
kept pure and true to their high ideal, as
it exists in our great reputalio, will conare

everyone.

The
doors of this
ber of young men.
building stand open every night in the
week, and a young man is sure to find
and
everything bright, and attractive,
meet with a
oheerful within. He will
a
find
hand
and
welcome,
hearty
helping
extended to him. Other doors stand open
e very night in tho week, and young men
are attracted within them, but often they
and
meet with influenoes that debase
destroy character, instead of building it
Young men are led astray almost
up.
entirely through their social nature; this
is our plea for making these rooms so attractive.
More attention is being given to eduoa-

overcoat. Is one of those bits of huto endear
man nature that has helped
“Shore Aores” to every lover of home
Ufa in America. There are other scenes
beequally as touobing. No play now
has so honestly deserved
fore the
the euocess it has achieved, and every
lover of refined stage art sinoerely hopes
that "Shore Aores” will continue to ce
A fine
played for many years to come.
of this ideal work will
soenio

us

at s.ou

and 8.
THE BALLET GIRL.

The

Y. n. C. A. AUDITORIUM.
Barnard, Merrill and Pierce
several
encored.

selections

and wore

Dr. Fenn made the prayer
of invocation and the Rev. YY. S. Ayres
read the soriptures.
Mr. B. M. Edwar ds, chairman of the
Rev.

building committee, made the following
report:
The sale of reserved 6eats for the Star
REPORT OF BUILDING ] COMMIT
begin at
Course of entertainments will
TEE.
City Hail this morning and continue
Aotive work looking toward the erection
daily. It is not necessary to expatiate on
kept of this building for our Association was
the merits of this course. If it is
canvas
up to the standard of last year everybody begun in the fall of 1891, when
was begun for the purpose of raising the
must admit that a superior series of enthe
tertainmnts will be provided. The open- sum of $50,000 00 In July, 1893
all the
ing attractions will be Brooke's celebrat- fund amounted to $51,432.00 and
as
ed band with Miss Sybyl Sammis as
pledges received were thus made binding.
The trustees of the
The advertisement will give
building fund,
violinist.
Messrs. W. W. Brown, J. B. Donnell,
full particulars.
Chase, and
Sidney W. Thaxter, E. P.
THE MUSICAL FESTIVAL.
John B. Coyle, mindful of the trust imdiswatch
the
to
boards,
It is interesting
posed in them attended carefully to the
pLying the plans of seats at the Audito- investment of money as it was reooived,
rium as arranged for the great Musical
and in consequence a large sum of money
XCBUVIllt
was accrued to the fund by the way of inJones
at
inserted
are
Cressey,
blank pins
terest.
dea
steady
and Allen’s showing ^that
Attempts had been made for some time
mand for tiokets is in progress. In con- to secure a site for the building, but they
critic Mr. were not crowned with suooess until the
versation with a Worcester
in February,
was
secured,
Chapman spoke with enthusiasm of the present site
1893. at a cost of $25,500.
work which the Maine festival is accoma
were
discussed by
for
Plans
building
THE STAR COURSE.

--

plishing for the musical oulture of the
people of the state. The little towns of
tOO and 000 inhabitants dropped in the
mist of the primeval forest, have each

We have a long list of friends Jwho have
aided tie greatly In completing our great
undertaking. It would be impossible to
but we
mention them all at this time,
are glad to acknowledge our indebtedness
to them, and will remember with pleasalso
ure the gifts, the consideration, and
the hearty expressions of sympathy with
the association which so many have kind-

ly expressed.

B. M. EDWARDS,
Chairman.
The Bnllding Committee consisted of
Messrs. B. M. Edwards, Chairman. W.
J. Knowlton, E. P. Chase, M. M. Bailey,
J. H. True, J. B. Coyle, R. S. Davis.
Mr. E. R. Payson, the president of the
association in Portland, than delivered
the

following

ADDRESS

address:

OFiTHE PRESIDENT.

Our hearts are’fllled with gratitude this
evening, as we assmble in this beautiful
building, complete in all its appointments
and perfeotly adapted for the work of
the Association.
To our many friends, whose generous
gifts have made possible Its completion,
we take this opportunity publicly to exWe surely
thanks.
press our heartfelt
trust that It may always be a source of joy
and satisfaction to them ;that they are
part owners in suoh a noble edifice.
Not only Is it a noble building, but it
has been erected for a noble pnrpose.
What Is of more

importance to

a

com-

and I believe that the time is not
far distant when we shall be entitled to
this name because of the educational work
accomplished in this building.
Along with home and school influences
in the making
and absolutely necessary
of a whole man, is the influence of the
church. This is a Chrlstiau association.
It is the church at work for a definite
purpose; to reach young men and bring
them ander Christian influences.
| The three great heroes in the war, happily now ended, whose wonderful achievements filled the whole world with astonishment and admiration,
whose names
we hold in
highest reverence, —Dewey,
Hobson, Sampson—are all men of deoided
Christian character, Hobson at one time
being president of a Young Men’s Christian Association. A
man may
be a
Christian, and at the same time be a
man.
A
man
must
be
a
Christian
great
to rise to his highest self, and beoome the
man God intended him to beoome.
Nothing short of this high ideal is the aim of
th is association.
S’ifrom the standpoint of earth, the completion and dedication of this building
may not be the most important event in
the life of the oity, but from the stand
of heaven this may well be donbted.
[ere is another stronghold secured
for
the extension of the kingdom of Christ,
another altar raised where the weak may

college,

golnt

can until they come under the discipline
of Mr. Chapman, a few days before the
festival.
In additiion to the mighty task of drilling all this raw material Mr. Chapman
retains a firm grasp on his choral work

No less than nine singing
societies look to his baton for leadership,
and these societies serve as nurseries from
which have sprung some of the most talented artists the country has
produced.
Over 20 of the artists who have 6ung be
have begun
fore the Worcester festival
tnelr musical career in one or other of Mr.
Chapman's choral societies.

In New York.

WE’VE TOUCHED THE BOTTOM OH A FEW LEADERS:
150 dozen

Ties, all the

Latest

at 23c each

Shapes,

(See window.)

75 dozen

Suspenders, good for hard work,

at 6c per

12 l-2c

at

Hines,

pair, 2 pair

lor 25c

of life—a more

50 dozen

ntlK

nnfliru

that

ft1 fa

or

declaration of the Christian gospel; and
therefore it is true that there is nothing
more important for .every man than the
clear apprehension and praotical acceptof the truth that Jesus Christ is the
only perfect model after whom human
life and human character. aro to .be
shaped, and that the supremo business of

and

Underwear, Medium Weight Jersey,
Light Shades,
Fancy Shirts,

new

an

Bine

39c each

at

Fall patterns, with

caffs,

at

45c each

IRK F. CLARK & CO.
One Price)

CLOTHIERS,

Spot Cash)

HATTERS

26 and 28 Monument

Sqaiare.

questions
ultimate

FURNISHERS,

AND
C. II.

REDIjO]\t, Prop.

sep30d3t

ance

life is to follow Him.
to the invitation to follow
In regard
are to notioe three things.
we
Him,
First, that the Invitation is perfeotly in-

pair
i

200 dozen Half Hose (Wool) in Greys and

the study of well-written
biography.
Thus, suoh men as Luther, Gustavus

unworthy

You.

on

dislocated

beside
of the day—there is but one who handled Bumps,
shoulder,suffered severe internal injuries
question,—the question of the Direotly won the heat easily from AnaThat will correct ev- conda, the time being 2.08 1-4, the truck
gospel.
a

SAM ROADS DECLINES.
Boston, September "9.— At a meeting of

the executive committee of the DemocraChristian
this afternoon, Hon.
fastest heat paced in a tic state committee
and
the
correction.’’
needs
that
record,
erything
his decision
with the exception of the Samuel Roads,Jr.,announced
race tnis year,
men
closed
exhorting
by
The
be a candidate for the governorspeaker
Chehnlis. not to
match between 1’atohen a cl
of
and women to choose the leadership
ship.
Results:
telligible; second, that we are at liberty Christ as that whioh is sure to lead every
Kentucky Matron stakes, $2000. for
PROF. WARD S CHORUS.
to do as we please in reference to it; and,
won;
Individual to the place In life where he two-year-old trotters—Mary Ooiosto,
third, that in our choice of leadership can exercise the best that belongs to him Risky, second; Uanaspiing, third. Best
There wa3 a meeting Wednesday evetime, 3.17 1-2.
among all the things that claim onr folat Mrs. Sawyer’s, Free street, of
That this leadership
as an individual.
3.05 pace; puma $1500—Directly won; ning
united chorus, composed of
Ward’s
lowing is involved the whole question will
Best
third.
Prof.
not, as many seem to fear, lead every Anaconda, second; Chobulls,
and
influence in the
of our character and
time, 2.03 1-4.
the Maine Monument Fund chorus
man into the foreign missionary field or
2.16
pace; purse $300—Bernice won; the operatio and oratorio chorus. The
world.
into
that
rather
but
Christian
the
pulpit,
Jim Kennedy, second; Maud Emperor,
aid
After developing these points in detail,
matter of preparing for a concert in
plaoe whioh bis own individuality best third. Best time, 2.08 1-3.
was disfund
the speaker dwelt upon the fact that the
monument
Maine
the
usefulof
tits him to fill with success and
comleadership of Christ has been vindicated ness.
cussed at length and the following
RACES AT EXETER.
Christ, said the speoker, knows
In
of
trial
thousand
two
years
to act in connection with a comby nearly
or
wisest
mittee
than
of
better
one
your
at
races
you
every
Bangor, September £9.—The
oouncil
the world, and that, as a matter of hismittee to be ohosen by the oity
most Intimate friends know you, and the Exeter fair today resulted as follows:
work:
as the nations have
the
forword
to
tory, in proportion
ohosen
bankers
be
was
He calls men just as muoh to
Farmers’ raoe; purse $25—Black Rob,
followed Christ the world has oome out
President—J. W. Hall,
and merchants and organizers of railways first; Nellie Wagner, F. W. Hill, Exeter,
Vice President— D. M. Low*.
Into the light; that it is incredible that
third.
and captains of industry and explorers of second; Alfreda, G. J. Penlow,
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A GENEROUS DEED.
told that when the First Maine
We
Volunteers came through from Chlokaat New
jnauga they stopped some time
Haven and a gentleman of that city had
the
for
them,
dinner
prepared
a capital
first square meal the boys had enjoyed
The dinner cost the
since leaving camp.
live h undred dollars.
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gentleman

Minn.

to Smile

Al“

But few seats remain reserved for the
Hatch and Skillin concert. Those desiring a good seat should procure it at
once at Hawes’s music store.

Plonsaut Hill, La.
Cure a
says: ”1 have found your Asthma
which I
permanent oure tor Asthma, for
used it 7 veivrs ago. I have never had
the slightest return of the trouble since.
I have also found your remedy excellent
1 snail ever
in Bronchial affections.
have a feeling of gratitude for the benefits derived from your Cure.”
Packages of Schiffmann’s Asthma
Cure may be obtained at all Druggists at
COc. and #1.00 per package or by writing
to Dr. II. Sahrffnianu. Box 804, St. Paul,

Prosperity

Enter It and Invite

M?U Bau”
"iSSSS;

AND SKILLIN CONCERT.

physicians.
Mrs. Mary Zacliery,

higher type

self-contradictory
impulse; that it is really at the basis of
the best activities that wo have put forward. And the view that great me a are
in their
tional work every year in our association. God’s gifts to us, and especially
for higher influence upon men in all time, will lead
Many men have been fitted
positions in life because of the help re- ns to see (be reasonableness and even the
ceived in our educational olasses. Many
of God’s placing hefore us somehave gained a new lease of life through neoessity
the olasses for physical training, where thing more worthy of our worshipful folreduced to a lowing
been
body building has
than these, at best, imperfeot
soienoe. ?,We have been called the people’s
That
He has done so is the
models.

their little chorus of 30 or 40 YOices, training through the year to take part in the
three days of music at one or other of the
two cities. Many of them have their orchestra, who play together as well as they

The statement published below confirms the claim of Dr. R. Schiffmann that
he has now discovered an absolute remedv for Asthma adisease which lias heretofore baffled the skill of tho most noted

a

|
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50 dozen

not an

appeals to the eye with
display and fabrics.
spoken of the company Nickerson,
numbering seventy people, the same as rendered
presented the play iu New York and Bos- repeatedly

MIRACULOUS GUREOFASTHMA

to

rlonnla ImVurrldarl \n

dash choruses. It
its superb scenio
The oast is highly

THATCH

T EDGED INVESTMENTS.

more
successful
heroio
endeavor—a
achievement. Hence it domes to pass that
next to personal acquaintance and association with suoh men, nothing is more
stimulating to the best that is in us than

All this serves to illustrate the fact that
the impulse of worshipful following is

sensations, is brimming over with oharmIng and oatohy ditties, olever comedians
handsome, nimble-footed girls, and rattle

the great dancer.

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo®#

Adolphus, Gladstone, Bismarck, Philip
Sidney, Franklin, Abraham Lincoln, do
work for us in enlarging and
a great
elevating our own personality.

The gay and glittering production of
the successful English musical exravaWill be seen
ganza, “The Ballet Girl,"
in this city for the first time next Monday and Tuesday evenings at The JefferIt bristles with novelties and new
son.

ton all last season, with the addition of
two of the most important members of
the London oast, with Catherine Booth,

all

Gr-ik-TE
TO

.

Wo
butter and still better for ourselves.
are all
learners, lovers, patriots, hero
worshippers. And thus we are at the very
fartherest remove from the zero point of
individuality and personal power. There

for the world cannot be measured by any
standards of history, beoause perhaps the
larger share of their mission to us is not
only in what they have done in their
own time, but in their influence on human character in all time in stimulating

publlo

Saturday,

THE

IS

OPEN

endeavor to follow, in some degree at
those whoso memories they perleast,
petuate. We accept the leadership of these
men in proportion as wo desire something

otherwise attainable.
Great men may, in a very true sense,
be regarded 03 the gifts of God sent Into
the world to do a work. Of eaoh It may
be said that he appeared in the fullness of
time. And what they have accomplished

Uncle

new

be

the Directors, and after consulting gwith
Architect Tompson, he submitted plans,
which with some few modifications were
accepted by the Association, and resulted
in this well proportioned and constructed
building, which is one of the finest, and
best adapted for the work, in the country.
Pledges toward the Building Fund, in
spite of business depression, were gradually increased until they have reached the

inunity than the character of its young
Emerson wrote: “The true teat of
civilization is not the census, nor the size
of cities, nor the crops, tut the kind of
All
out.
man the community turns
institutions that help in the making of
men?

and
man should be carefully fostered
generously supported. That the
Voting
sum of *70,000.00'
Men’s Christian Association is a powerful
hundred
Ground was broken for the building In influence to this end the three
and thirty buildings, erected for its use,
April 0, 1807, and the corner stone was
an
at
in this country alone,
outlay of
laid June 29, 1897
The work on the exterior of the build- eighteen and a half millions of dollars,
Men
us conclusive evidence.
stand
of all
contractors
and
let
out
to
their
ing was
work is a credit to themselves, and to the classes have been willing to contribute
for
their
in
order that
erection,
city; bnt almost the entire interior finish liberally
has been dono by day work, and, with such an institution might have a prrmanin
the
homo
non
t
in which
community,
Portland
but few exceptions, by
parlies.
This manner of flntsbing put a large to carry out its beneficent work. He is
said
man
who
“Invest your money
amount of detail work upon the members a wise
will
of the Building Committee but tho results in men, especially young men; it
returns.”
large
you
we
and
bebeen
pay
have
very satisfactory,
We arc proud of the kind of men cur
lieve that we have a much better finished
of
bnildtng than we could have secured in country has tu,rned out, and the events we
the
past few months have proved that
any other way.
a

_
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memorials of those who have been their
great leaders to new elevations of freedom
and truth. And the reason for erecting
these statues is that we instinotively feel
that any visible memorial helps us in our

is when wo are drawn out of ourselves
to some true end or noble
in devotion
leader, a fullness and intensity of life not

Berry homestead, where dear
Nathaniel, the elder bachelor brother,
the
brings in a whole cartload of toys for
children, bought with his last pension
needed for a
money that was so sorely

production
given at the JeHersan,

OUR

ginning to the end.
The Leadership of
His subjeot was
Christ. He said in part, thnt when Christ
to men:
“Follow Me,” he asks us
The Young Men’s Christian Association says
to himself what we
to
do
reference
with
of
in
measure
the
influences
large
provides
all three of these grand institutions, in shall surely do with referenoe to some
This is
the
reason
its work for men.
thing or leader; for men are always folwhy it is suoh a mighty power for rightlowers, worshippers. The children gather
tho
for
of
and
charupbuilding
eousness,
about a leader in their sports; the boy
acter.
Men choose a
Our rooms are made as homelike as pos- aspires to be like the man.
sible, and they are the only home, for a leader and gladly folllow him, ana men
longer or shorter time, for a large num- erect statues and preserve likenesses and

Herne’s comedy drama,
or woman is to be pitied by
The soenes enacted in the old
old

the very scholarly and very interesting
Butler of Colby.
address of President
It was listened to with rapt attention and
the charming speaker held the closest attention of the largo audience from the be-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISED jENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

tinue to turn out men such as tho nation
may well be proud of, and as the world
has need of.

of Mr.
man

prayers, that God may bless ns In the
tuture in even greater measure than In
the past.
Following Mr. Payeon’s address oame

bo strengthened, the wandering regained
and the perishing saved. It is another
olaimt
place for proclaiming to men the Christ
and the love of the Lord Jesus
Neither vou nor I can measure the far
institutior
reaching influences of such an
generations.
upon the present and coming
Wo
our new building.
of
We are proud
increased responare mindful also of the
so tve art
sibilities it bring- upon os. and
this
the more disappoiuted that just at
is the
who
General
Secretary,
time our
and
head and neuter of all its activities
we
as
who has planned so much for us
should
our
enlarged work,
start out upon
We
illness.
on
account
of
( ;• kept away
beleaf trie more deeply disappointed
him
cause we realize what it means to
anticito I e deprived of the pleasure ho
hisour
pated at this important time in and
inWa hope to have the help
tory.
us
in
the
spiration of his presence with
near future.
remembered
us
generously
You
oui
for
when we asked for
money
be
to
ask
now
'building, we
in
as
yanr
remembered
generously
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Uncle Sam Wants to Make

an

Hispano-

Americau Collection,
Almost No Memorials of Oar
Wars Ucrve

Been

National Museum
an

Previous
and

Preserved,
Proposes

to

the

Organi

That Will

Exhibit in This Case

ze

Be

of Keal and Permanent Value.

(Correspondence

of

Boston

Transcript.)

Sept. 23.—The National
Museum is about to send special agents
to Porto Rico, Cuba and the Philippines
for the purpose of making collections
illustrative of the reoent war and of the
of Amerioan history. It is

Washington,

present phase
a

lamentable fact

possesses scaroely

that
any

the government
memorials of its

for the
past military struggles, and, save
Grant relics contributed by W. H. Van-

derbilt, the Rebellion is practically unrepresented in the great national repository of ouriosities. Such souvenirs are
too apt to find their way into the hands
of private persons, just as .the bell of the
battleship Maine is said to have passed
into the possession of a foreign consul at
Havana, and this sort of thing is what
is

happening

now.

Uncle Sam is very desirous of securing,
before it is too late, a collection of memorials of the Hispano American conflict
that will possess great historical interest
in days to come. It is realized that just
at present this country is passing through
au epoch of its development which will
be regarded hereafter as most notable,
and the period ought to be illustrated as

completely

as

possible by

a

permanent ex*

National Museum. This
exhibit will be ethnologio to some exof
tent, representing the native peoples
hibit

in

the

the Philippines, Cuba and Porto Rioo.
The Philippines, of course are specially
rich in such material, being one of the
least known reigons of the world. Many
of the tribes in the archipelago have nevwhite man.
er seen
In Porto Rioo objects will be
a

suoh as

will most

gathered,

suitably present

the

picture oi me pxnxxitxiro axuowi.
The disturbance of war has set afloat
have
great numbers of heirlooms, which
been handed down in families for hundreds of years, and these things are often
of high value as curiosities. Shutoff on
the
an island, as they have always been,
tuu

Porto Ricans

are

five years earlier than the discovery
by Columbus, and so there is no America
This seems very cuat all on the globe
rious indeed, inasmuch as Europe, Asia
and Africa are delineated with nearly as
much exactness as on a modern map of
the worlJ. There are all the familiar
Cadiz and LonDames of cities, such as
don, and even Spain is marked off into
provinces as today, but there is no America. All that stands for it is a big island
in the midst of the wide ocean occupying
the Western Hemisphere, which was in
fact a mere myth, referred to in travelers’
tales as the far-off and mysterious country of Cathay.
Next will be illustrated the period of
colonization, and in this part of the exibit a model of the Mayflower will be conspicuous. The Mayflower, by the way,
feet long, and she had
was eighty-two
quite a record as a warship before she
was employed in the transportation of
the Pilgrims. There will also be a model
of the Sally Constant, which carried John
Smith’s colony to Jamestown in 1657.
She was sixty-six feet long over all. In
those days all of the region of the Potomac belonged to the powerful Algonquin
confederation of tribes under Powhatan.
Washington was a far more important
commercial centre than it is today, a
great traffic being carried on between the
tribes of this part of the country and
those of the interior. Immense quantities of dried oyster-meats, dried clammeats and dried fish were shipped for
the
astonishing distances considering
primitive means of transportation at hand.
In those primitive days also this neighborhood was a centre for the manufacture of cutlery and certain kinds of kitchen utensils.
Along the tributaries of the
Potomac were miles of workshops iu
which the prehistoric artisans quarried
There were numerous
stone for tools.
soapstone quarries also, from which material for pots was obtained.
The period of early colonization will be
further illustrated by specimens of cloth
and other manufactures, by old china and
by garments and bonnets of styles that
look very funny nowadays. In that section of the exhibit which pertains to the
Revolution will be shown many relics of
Washington, including his camp chest,
the rude metal plates and saucepans
which he used in the field, his sleeping
tent of linen, his marquee tent of wool,
his uniform, his shaving table, etc. Other sections will represent the war of 1812,
the Mexican war and the war of the Rebellion. In the last will be shown some
Confederate relics, including uniforms,
Confederate money, etc.
There will be a seotion devoted to the
great inventions which have helped to
make the progress of the United States,
and special collections will illustrate the
development of the warship, of the gun,
of explosives, and of the fort. Models of

exceedingly primitive

in some ways, and have advanced along
They have
lines peculiar to themselves.
made their own machinery, their own
utensils.
arms, and their own household
obExamples of these objects muse be
tained before they disappear with the

jjjuutypes oi iorts, nuu«mi
ern, will show how man has grown in
the art of setting up an obstacle between
his enemy and

amerenti

himself.KENEBAGHa
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ROAD

MAC HIKE WILL BE SET TO
WORK T ODAY.

Hundred

Two

Week—Just
When

the

Men
a

at

Year

First

Work

Within

a

Abo Wednesday

Stake for the

Survey

WTas Driven.

The first day and a half of work on the
excavation and filling in of the gulleys
and side of the street
along the old
Gorham road where the tracks of the
Harrison
and
Westbrook, Windham
electric railway company are to run, has

BALDWIN.

Baldwin,

of

Is taken from the sides of the road
that
after the required width has been dug,
and the road bed graded. There were
several single horse scrapers in use yesterday a* also ploughs 'in repairing the
ground for grading.
At some points along the street there

North

Baptist

church.

are being made on Mr. George
Swett’s house on Lamb street.
Extensive
repairs are being made on
Mr. George T. Springer’s house, Braokett.

Repairs

street.
At Warren park, Saturday afternoon,
will play
the Westbrook foot ball team
the Gorham eleven. This will ho the first
game of the season in this city.
Lieut. Shay of Battery D, 7th artillery,

who has been
is

quite

ill the past few weeks,

improving little.
The Westbrook Dramatic club held its
a

first meeting .(for the season Wednesday
vice-president, Mrs.
evening with it3
William Babb, Main street. A pleasant
feature of the meeting was the presence
of

the.seoretary,

home

on a

Mrs.

Jas. W.

Graham,.who

is

furlough from Augusta.

Roberts, who has been so
her home on Sauo street, is much
Joshua

l
improved.
ill at

new

Mrs. Mary Anthony of Malden, Mass.,
has been visiting Mrs. Fred Young.
Mrs. David Arey is slig'nly better, although her sickness is still quite serious.
Fred B. Spear of Co. M, who is at his
home in this city, is muoh indisposed
from the effeots of the

perience.
Mary Eva,

infant

Chiokamauga

daughter

ex-

of Mr. and

Mrs. John Talcon, was buried yesterday
afternoon from the residence. Interment
at St. Hyacinths cemetery.
Lorenz Lorenzen, a Dane, the 19-yearson of Thomas Lorsnzen, who died
old
on
Wednesday afternoon after a few
days’ illness with typhoid fever, is to be
the residence Saturday afburied from
ternoon. Burial at the Anderson burying ground. The sorvioes are to be conducted by Rev. W. G. Mann.
Pride leaves Monday for
Mr. Frank

Boston, where he is to enter the Boston
university law school, where he will pursue a course of study.
SUNDAY

EXCURSION

TO HARPS-

WELL AND HIGH HEAD.
Steamer Auoocisco will make the last
Sunday excrsion for the season next
to High Head, a
Sunday. October 2nd,

beautiful place in Harpswell bay, where
Cadets go on their annual
encampment. The steamer will leave
Portland
pier at 10.15 a. m., making
the Portland

on the way to Harpswell and Bailey’s island, and stop about
two hours at High Head for dinner and

regular landings

Tuesday evening.
SUMNER.

PEERING.
The old Levi Cram store at Morrills
will be remodelled andjiused for a dwel-

ling tenement.

If your dealer can't

supply

you, write us and we will furnish you

;

Crook,r,who lost^his house
and stable about two weeksJ ago^by Are
has moved his falmly into.tho new house
located just below his former residence at
M.

North Deerine. It is said that Mr. Crook
intends to rebuild'at onco.
members of the W. W. W. whist
The
club of Woodfords, opened the whist seaat Riverton
After
noon.

casino

Wednesday ^after-

afternoon at
whist playing a supper was served. Tho
party returned home early in the evening,
g A. A. Ciliey, who had his shoulder
fractured in an accident Tuesday, is able
and is now driving his
to get around
a

delightful

Portland Railroad company have
commenced to lay the track on Stevens
Plains avenue from Higgins oorner over
The work of
street.
toward Brighton
laying the track on Brighton street will
begin in a day or so. A quantity of
blooks have arrived to be
between the tracks over

A

SARAH HUNT O’BRION.

YARMOUTH.

Inquire

30-1

homestead, have returned to their homes.
Mrs. Henry Clark of .Boston is a guest
at Camp Hammond.
The members of the Yarmouth'ohorus
are showing oonsidernble interest in the
Maine Musioal festival to be held at Portland, Ootober j 12th. Among those who
attend regularly, the rehearsals from this
town, ore H. B. Hodsdon, Mrs. C. G.
Woodman, Miss Harriet Bates, I. F.
True, C.;L.' Marston, H. C. Humphrey
and Mrs. M. F. Thurston.
Quite a number of Yarmouth people
upon the Cum-

probably others.
The prospeot of an electrio railroad from
and
Winter Harbor through Gouldsboro
con neoting with the Washington county
of that
railroad is making the people
vicinity happy at present. The project is
consideration by
John G.
now under
Moore, J. Montgomery Sears and other
well known capitalists, and the road may
be built at au early date.
The employes of the .Lewiston, Brnnswiok & Batli Railroad are wearing new
regulation caps. They are the same style
are

the Maine Central.
The Maine Central ferry boat Heroules
was hauled o2 the rallway;at the New
England yard in Bath on Saturday, after
receiving three i bands of heavy copper
around the water line for use during the
winter when the ioe is thick.

as

worn

on

of

ments, located

with bath,
improve-

rooms

modern

High and Congress

near

Sts.

v.

na

HOUSES

on following streets: 138 Pine, 196 High.
dio will be open on and after this Thurs219 Brackett, 164 Brackett, 108 Brackeit. 26 Arday evening, when all friends and those senal, 16 Clifton. Woodfords, 4 William. Oakmany others.
interested in the art of singing will be dale,>21 William, Oakdale, and First
National
Particulars reai estate fofflce,
24-1
Bank Building, FREDERICK S, VaILL.
cordially welcomed

pay 17

new

siory

one

part of city: will
Terms
per cent on the investment.
W. P. CARR, Boom 5, Oxford Building.

___20-1
SALE—3-story brick house
fAOR
F

IT

Deering

U. S. CIRCUIT COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

Thursday—W. B. Pierce of Bangor was
admitted to praotice in the United States
courts,

on

of District Attorney

motion

Dyer.
The grand jury made a partial report,
but none of the indictments were made

publio.

inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

one

THIS

CASTORIA
Bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.
In

use

for

thirty years, and
You Have Always Bought.

more

The Hind

than

CASTORIA
Bears the

In

use

signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.

for

more

than

thirty

is to certify that Wm. Farrington has
cleaned my paper and has done the finest
lob I ever had. and he is an artist in his line of
experience.
business, having had 11
C. L. SHAW.
Also cleans fresco and oil.
Orders left for one week at Ruby’s Restaurant,
80-1
86 ExcUange strreet.

years, and

years’

Bears the
In

use

signature

MURDER, WHAT’S THAT?
93c to
One of McKenney’s Alarm Clocks.
$3.00. Warranted to wake the dead. Mora
clock >h»n all the other dealers combined.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.

sep28dtf

for

more

than

thirty

mortgages of real
and
house
lots
For sale: real estate,
at 5 and 6 per cent.
farms, timber lands and suburban property.
ThorRems collected and care of property.
ough acquaintance of the value of property.
to LOAN
MONEY
houses
estate.

of Chas. H. Fletcher.
years, and

The Kind You Have Always Bought.

I1BV1UK

ness.
TTKTTTCTT

A

**>

/«?€*»

O

on

VAJ/Ol

■-»

1UHBU

N. S. GARDINER, 176 1-2 Middle street.
28-1

X

like him.”
“He’s quite ordinary in appearance and con-

versation,”
■Yes. But he was beat at a game of billiards,
without saying a word about how well be used
to play before he was out of practice.”—Ex-

EXCURSION

TO

THOMASON.
excursion to Thomaston
The
and Rockland which is run each year by
the Maine Central railroad is to be run
annual

Saturday of this week, as per advertisement shown in another part of this
looked forward
paper. This excursion is
to by our citizens as affording a ohanoe
of visiting Rookland, whioh is one of the
on

the State prison at Thomashave been
made with the warden to entertain the
them how the
excursionists and show
state takes oare of its criminals, the way
live and the kind of work they perof visiting

ton,

as

special arrangements

negotiated—At 5 per
cent interest on any amount. We have
funds of clients to invest in first mortgages on
real estate security. Parties desiring loans can
obtain same by applying at the real estate
office. First National Bank Building, FREDERICK S. VA1LL.24-1

Mortgages

WEDDING RINC3.
All
One hundred of them to select from.
styles, all weights, all prices In 10, 14 and 18
Kt. Gold. Largest and best stock of rings
in the city. A thousand of them. McKKNNE Y,
the Jeweler, Monument Square.
june7dtf

buy for cash, house or one
or two tenements, worth from $2509 to
$3500; must be in gaod locality; state price and
Address BUSINESS, Press
where located.
Office.29-1

WANTED—To

$25,000

vealed. only 20c.; one auestion answer for 10c;
3 for 28c; horoscope $1.00. Send birth date and
PROF. C. MAO. Dauby, N. Y. B. 102.
sex.
seplB-4

city. Send letters to MR. or MRS. Dn
GROUT, 76 Middle St.__2S-6
persons In want of trunks
"
and bags to cal! on E. D. REYNOLD8,
563 Congress sheet, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
bottom prices.
and can therefore
give
We frame
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.

pictures.

11-3

MONEY
gages, real estate, lifo

cash prices
household goods
fixtures of
or receive the same at our auction rooms for sale on commission. GOSS &
19-4
WILSON, Auctioneers. 18 F’ree St.
lor

description

LOAN ED

to

Starts Oct. 4tk.

notes, bonds and
Notes

discounted;

first and second mortinsurance policies,
good collateral security.
on

rate

of Interest 6 per cent

a

year and upwards, according to security. W.
P. CARR, room 5. second floor, Oxford Build13-4
ing, 188 Middle street.

WATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS.
Waltham and Elgin Watohes. A large stock
of new model Watches will be sold on easy payAll Styles.
All
ments at reasonable prices.
Prices.

Square.

McKENNKY, the Jeweler,

Monument
mar!9dtf

When you want school furniture, and the
best, get the

“©HANDLER”
ADJUSTABLE

165 Devonshire St., BOSTON.

house of 9 rooms on

FOE

SALE—On Forest Avenue, opposite
of Hon. Vi. W. Brown, a new
and stable and 6600 feet of land;

FOR

residence
modern house
House

tints

was

uy

uunt tuts season

arcnueoi s

plans, and lias every convenience such as hot
water heat, porcelain bath, set range, eleotrlo
lights and bells,cypress finish, papered through
out, laundry in cellar; |$3000 can remain on
mortgage at5 12 per cent; will be sold right If
taken now. DALTON & CO„ 478 1-2 Congress
St.24-tf

SALE—Ranges and parlor stoves. Wa
FORhave
several second nand ranges and par-

lor stoves that will be sold low.
Also chamber
sets, dining tables, parlor furniture and all
kinds of household goods; cash or instalments.
ROOM 5,185 Middle street.
23-2

SALE—Tickets
ready and for sale at
FORHAWES’
Music Store, 414 Congress street,
are

of dancing school for beginners at
Post Hall.
Term will commence
night, October fi, Manchester,
21-2
lessons, 10 assemblies.

for terms
Thatcher

Wednesday

teacher.

POR SALE OR TO LET—Two story house and

A-

Inquire at 210 B

lot of 5000 feet of land.

STREET.

19-2

Cits._

FOR

MARRY

Address M. 4., tills office.26-1

\trANTED—$10,000
*”

flist

M£, NELLIE,

And I will buy you such

a pretty Ring at
McKenney's. A thousand solid gold Rings.
Diamonds, Gpal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds aud
all other precious stones. Engagement and
Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock in
city. McKENNEY. The Jeweler. Monument

mar22dtf

of land at the
West End, corner Forest and Congress
streets, containing about 4,224 feet. Apply to
E. HARLOW, 919 Congress street.
jan26dtf

SALE OR LEASE—A lot
pOR
A

FOR SALE.
Horse

mortgage

sixty

on

thousand dollars of undoubted security,
for three to five veara at 6 per cent interest
payable semi-annually in gold j for further particulars please call|at office of N. S. GARDINER, 1761-2 Middle Bt.26-1

weighing

about

llOO;

sound and hind. Inquire at
WILSON’S STABLE,

sep28dtfFederal

WANTED—A good wood worker with $500,

street.

HELP WANTED.

State
fur sewer.
TlfANT
ft
what experience you hare had. Address
FC KK1RK, care Daily areas.

ED—Experienced

_

WAN TED--FEMALE HELP.

Forty vorSI

week (or (S

Insert «4 under tbu hmA
coats, cash in advance.

persons pnrchaings
WANTED—All
w”
"Made Strong” Trousers we sell for $1.00.
LRL WANTED—An experienced girl (or
$1.25, $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50 per pair that will
general housework, one who understands
not rip in seam, or buttons come off, to know
Apply to
plain cooking, references required.
they can nave their money back if on examina- MRS. J. H. VOSE, 130 Flue street.30-1
tion are not satisfactory, by returning the trouseps to us before having been worn. HASKELL
IVANTED—Fifty Girls to run power ma& JONES, Monument Square.septl-4
lt climes. Apply to Mr. Kelly at manufacour

WANTED—Case of bad health that R-I-P-A-N-S
will not benefit. Send 5 cents to Rlpans Chemical
Co.,New York,for 10samples andl.OOO testimonials.
WANTED—SITUATION

fireman by a young
served as such in U.
S. Navy. Aduress H. ANDERSON, Cumber30-1
land Mills, Me.
years

as

age;

to care for an elderly
invalid or as housekeeper
Address M, this office, 28-1

WANTED—A situation
* *

person

or an

in small family.

WANTED—Two girls

first and
berland St.

would

like

a

Protestant lady
as housekeeper in
a
widower’s family; can give vory best of referAdences ; Portland or Deering preferred.
dress B. M.. 62 Hampshire St., City; left hand
37-1
bell.

good reliable
WANTED-A
would like situation

a

by
experienced
WANTED-Situation
Call at
cook, also experienced waitress.
an

15 BRIGGS

ST., City.

27-1

by
WANTED-Situation
v »
to do

a

capable, reliable

woman
general work in a small family of adults; is a good housekeeper; write particulars. S, R., 25 South 8t„ Portland.
27-1
a
American
competent
woman, a position to attend an invalid
lady, good references given. Apply to MRS.
PALMERS, S‘J91-2 Congress street, over Hear26-1
ing's Bakery.

WANTED—By

ANTED—Position In an office by
\\r
**
stenographer and typewriter of

a

lady

experi-

part of each day. own
a typewriter.
Address L. M. s., care Porcland
Press
office.26-1
Daily
ence, would work all

or

WANTED—By a young woman

a

* *
the city as housekeeper in
small family, or as companion to
dress A. B. C., Farmington. Me.

situation in
widower’s

a
a

lady.

Ad23-1

WANTED.

bookkeeping

a

young

and

is

man

who

understands

willing to work.

Two

experience. Graduate of Gray's Portland Business College. Good references fur-

years

nished.

Address

hegan, Maine.

M1LLIsep7-4

afternoon,

CHAS. F. ALLEN.

Skow-

augSdiw*

September

28
Congress street, pair of spectacles
LOST—Wednesday
in case. Will Under ulease return to 24 PLUM
a

on

ST- up slalr3,20-1
OST—A black chatelaine bag containing a
sum of money, a bunch of keys and other
articles. The Under will be suitably rewarded
bv leaving the same at the ofllce of N. S.
24-1
GARDINER, 176 1-2 Middle St.

MAINSPRINGS, 75c.
The best American Mainsprings, made by the
Warranted
Elgin and Waltham companies.
for one year.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler
marisdtf
Monument Square.

WANTED—AGENTS.

situation;

at 59 Cum38-1

Apply

second work.

floor.

LOST AND FOUND.

wader this head
week tsc 26 esnts. cash la advance.

man

tory. 168 Middle street, fourth
KEN. COUSENS & SHORT.

4.

Forty words fasertad

Situation by

Xu.Frtif

new

Deering Highlands, (Glenwood Ave.)near

SALE—New house, corner of Deering
Avenue and Wllllami St, opposite Fessenden Park. 9 rooms, finely arranged, architect’*
plans, built by the day and modern in every
way: lias conveniences such as laundry,
fireplace, hot water heat," hard wood floors,
electric lights land bells, open plumbing, etc; lot
is 75 ft. wide on Deering Ave. Price and terms
to suit purchaser.
DALTON & CO., 478 1-2
Congress St24-tf

*
to take charge of department, must be
tAmnaratn And of goad habits, young man Dre{erred, an exoellest opportunity to rign: party.

the

day.

River Line to Boston.

of good habits
WANTED—A young
ft
with a few hundred dollars to Invest in a
the business
learn
manufacturing concern and
throughout; a rare chance for the right party.
Address T. 3„ this office.26-1

a middle aged lady a situation
WANTED—By
»" as companion for elderly
lady or do light
ready to buy all kinds housework,
widower’s
family preferred, reierWANTED—I
of cast off ladies’, gents’ and children’s
enees given and required;
wages reasonable.
I
more
than
in
pay
clothing.
any purchaser
29-1
Address Box 253, Skowhegan, Maine.

any

down tlie Hudson

F

am now

will pay the highest
■\rOTICE—We
is
or store

trip to
railroad,
New York; Fall

interest,
plant which has cost over
$52,000 within three years and
Adis earning good income.
dress E. L., this office,
septic_dlf

one

they

Wait for the best. $5.00 for a
Albany, via Boston & Albany

TAOR SALE—Elegant

streetcars; house Is finely finished in cypress
and hard pine.papered throughout.open plumbing, electric lights and bells, fireplace, heated
throughout, laundry, cement walk. In fact a
model, modern home at a reasonable price and
on easy terms.
DALTON & CO„ 478 1-2 Congrers St.24-tf

Square,

on a

Astrologer and Seer—Life’s
UP-TO-DATE
mysteries, business prospects, personal,
love and all the affairs of life truthfully re- W'ANTED—Situation
"*
of
24

form,

being a small city in itself
there
inside the stone walls where all kinds of
labor and manufacture is going on each

PREBLE

on*

progressive coast towns, but more
particularly for the opportunity it gives WANTED—All
most

RESTAURANT
FOR
SALE
CHEAP—Must be sold as owner is going
26-1
away. Inquire at 18 PREBLE ST.

man

The Kind You Have Always Bought.
CASTORIA

BUILDING

FOR

MISCELLANEOUS.
Forty words

LOT—Wishing to realize at once,
will sell well located lot at Deering Center
for the bargain price of $250, and I will direct
purchaser to parties that will furnish about all
the additional money needed to build a neat
house. Address BOX 196. Woodlords.
27-1

SALE OR LEASE—Brick house 105
Winter street, thoroughly built, 12 rooms,
beside bath and linen room, fourteen closets,
cellar plastered and cemented, containing launmo LET—At 153 Cumberland street, a first
rooms and water closet, furnace
A
class upper rent of eight rooms, with bath dry, storage
two open fires, lot 50x100 very pleasant,
tub and hot water connections, also hot water heat,
P.
fine gardens and State street.
overlooking
in
condition
and
to
heat.
fine
up
Everything
C. MANNING, 234 Middle street.
Jly29,tf
date.
Apply to TRUE BROS., 394 Fore street,
of
street.
foot
Exchange
aug2dtf
SALE—Building lots at Oakdale. The
Deering Land company offers for sale
on favorable terms desirable
building lots
WANTED.
on William, Pitt and Fessenden streets, Oakto CHAS. C. ADAMS.
Treasdale.
Apply
words
Inserted
mnder
this
head
Forty
urer, 31 Exonange street, Portland.
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
1e6tlocteow*

~

WIT AND WISDOM.

Mrs. H. P. Prince and daughter Jessie,
The regular train leaves Portland at 7
with friends at North
will be sold at $1.50
a. m., and tickets
Yarmouth.
round trip which iuoludes admission to
A waiting room for the Yarmouth elecwill also
the State prison and the tiokets
is soon to open ut' 440 Congress
trics
be good for return the Monday following.
street, Portland.

for the entertainactive preparations
ment of Thatcher Relief corps on Saturday, Ootober 1. About £0 are expected to
attend from Portland.

8
LET—Lower rent
TO steam
heat and other

HOUSES

spent Wednesday

Mrs. Murphy,
who^has^been visiting
P. Thompson for the past few
Mrs. D.
weeks, has returned to South Boston.
The
members of Gen. John A. Logan
oarap, S. of V., held their regular monthly camp lire last evening in connection

rr.o LET—A furnished house In the western
A
part of the city for the winter. Apply at
room 23, Y. M. C. A. building.
sep28tf

TO

few

Miss Grace
Howard and the Misses Tilestone of Old
Point
Comfort, Va., who have been
spending several weeks at the Stookbrldge

attendance

price $10.

at house.

TO

change,

days at Cumberland Centre.
Mrs. Joseph Howard and

have been in
berland fair.

easv.

TO

ANNUAL

spending a

1,
change street.30-1

than and Mary (Haskell) Hunt of Gray. Alio several other very desirable rents In this
Particulars Real Estate office, First NaMaine, where she Jwas born Maroh 7th, vicinity.
tional Bank Building, FREDERICK S. VAlLL.
BY STEAM AND TROLLEY.
1814. On Maroh 19th, 1838, she was mar28-1
Thomas Wilson O’Brion, of
The state railroad tax is due Oot. 1. ried to Col.
LET—A front parlor and small room en
comThis tax as committed in June, was due Cornish, Me., a few years afterward
suite; also front chamber. Hot water heat
en- and gas, bath room conveniences. For terms and
one-half in July and the other half next ing to Portland, where Col. O’Brion
particulars apply to MRS. CHASE, 1 Deering
gaged In business, remaining here until Place.
month.
27-1
to
removed
Baltimore,
E. A. Boothby, assistant
engineer of 1853, when they
two small rents
LET—7
Freemont
Place,
out
of
the Maine Central, with two assistants, where they lived till the breaking
in first class order. Inquire of E. PONCE,
returned to corner Market and Milk St.
27-1
arrived in Gardiner on Monday and at the war, at which time they
onoe began to
stake out the
proposed this city, remaining here a few years unLET—After October 1st, house 486 Cumberland street, nine rooms besides bath and
til their residence was completed at
Cobbosseecontee railroad.
laundry. Will be placed in first class condition,
Journal: "Bradley’s Corner.”, Deering, where Col. J. W. DEERING. 89 West St., or P. J. DEERFairfield news in Kennebeo
27-1
ING, 494 Cumberland St.
The carloads of lumber
coming in from O’Brion died in 1874.
For the past twelve years «he has mads
Winslow for
the new Maine Central
AND RENTS—Frederick S. Vaill
in Baltihas the largest list of houses and rents for
freight house have aroused the memories her home with her daughter
sale and to let of any real estate office In Portof other days when this town had a thriv- more. Since early life she has been closede- collecting rents and general care of property,
ing lumber business. Only a few years ly identified with the Universalist
Real Estate Office, First National
doing a nomination, being a member of Congress Particulars
ago, there were four saw mills
Bank Building.24-1
rushing business. Twenty or more oar- Square churoh from its earliest inception. mo LET—Entire third floor of
building, 553 1-2
from here, almost Mrs. O’Brion is survived by one daught- A Congress St, corner of Oak, four rooms,
loads were shipped
Also
rooms will be let separately if desired.
of
Thomsen
William
of
the
summer.
Railroad
wife
every day during
er, Lena,
extremely desirable upper rent at lio Pine, beoften Baltimore, and four sons, Thomas L. tween Emery
men can remember when freights
and Thomas Sts., 8 rooms.
24-1
picked up 40 odd oars at this and the and Charles H., of Boston, William P. FRED’K L. JERltlS, 306 Congress SL
of Deering! also one
was piled and Edward C.
Shawmut station. Lumber
A THOUSAND RINGS
everywhere. The river was crowded with brother, Hiram P. Hunt, of Gray, Me.
To select from.
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls,
logs of scores of aifiterent marks. “But
Rubys and all other precious stones. EngageSTUDIO.
a specialty.
NEW
ment
and
Largest
Rings
FELLOWS’S
MKS.
Wedding
rumuer lo
uuuq
now we nave 10 uaur in
stock in the city.
MoKENNEY, tne Jeweler,
mourna small freight house," said one
Mrs. Fellows, the well known vooal Monument Square.mar!9dtf
fully.
teacher, has for the benefit of her pupils mo LET—Store corner Congress and Gilman
Already there have been ever 3,000 ap- a oharming studio on the third floor of A streets; everything new and first class;
all modern conveniences; rent moderate.
Applications for positions connected with UUO IIC1VY A. iUi
ply to SOUTH WORTH BROS. 105 Middle
the management and
Mrs. Bellows has purchased one of the street,21-2
operation of the
Washington County railroad, and there Henry l1'. Miller grand pianos. The stuFOR RENT—From 8 to 13 rooms

hr1«f P.hftran

dance.
At the meeting of Rooty Hill lodge, K.
Woodfords, several applications
of P.,
of knighthood were rethe degree
for
ceived.

Mrs. Edward Wilson is

ever

a

FOR

Mrs. O’Brion died In Baltimore, Md.,
Sept. 28, from the effeots of a fall received
broke her hip.
a few weeks ago, which
She was the youngest daughter of Na-

ered last evening before a large audlanc9.
The subject last evening was Part I of
wmiih

SALE—One of the best small invest-

FOBments
offered, three
half houses in western

FOB

through

CBiTUAKY.

the new extension.
The seoond lecture in the series delivered by Rev.- ,£f. H. Carroll, rector of
Trinity chapel at Woodfords, was deliv-

vfnn/lalaanhn'o

SALE—Fine bred and elegantly marked

FOBSt. Bernards, Bull Terriers and Pug puppies. For further Information enquire of J. A.
CLABITV, U. S. Hotel.
_.10-1
and

fiat of 5 rooms. ISO Grant

cnder this hoad
cash in advance.

FOB

The

granite paving
used in paving

tenements in good
No. 9
street and No. 86 Myrtle street. For
A.
E.
room
W.
K.
&
to
NEaL,
No.
apDly
Portland Savings Bank Building, No. 85 Ex-

cents,

st., containing 14 rooms and ample closet
room, steam heat, several open grates.eooo sq.ft,
desirable
new
lana. sunny exposure with extensive view of
LET—At West End, a very
BENJAMIN SHAW,
one and a half story bouse; rooms large
surrounding country.
51
1-2 Exchange St.
29-1
and rll modern conveniences; stop fighting
with our neighbors and live alone; rent, very
land
in
high
SALE—On
a
Deering.
low. W. P. CARR, Room 6. Oxford Building.
new two story nouse
and
stable and
29-1
10,000 feet of land; ateam heat, hath room,
RENT—Cozy house, convenient to Lin- cemented cellar, piazza, bay windows, etc.
Will he
coln Park, containing 7 rooms with large Near schools, stores and electrics.
Terms
Price only sold at a bargain if taken at once.
sunny yard, cemented cellar, etc.
easy.
DALTON
&
street.
4781-2
near
Cumberrent
Congress
CO.,
S15.00. Also an exceptional
28-1
land St. of 7 rooms. In good repair, only 812.00.
Particulars Real Estate office, First National
SALE—Good family horse, weight about
Bank Building. FREDERICK S. VAIL1,.
28-1
1100, also new harness. Call at 13 Laurel
St.
__28-1
rro LET—House with II rooms, No. 67 Danl
forth St., arranged for two families or for /CALIFORNIA—Fine fruit ranoh fn bearing;
Vj rich Santa Clara
St.
valley; owner called east;
lodging or boarding house, near High
Also sell for 810,000 casn. or exchange for improved
Price $25.00 per mouth. Including water.
unencumbered
city
houses.
property in New England.
other rents irom $9 to $30, and whole
Call and Investigate. N, S. GARDINER 176J Address ‘'OWNER,” 639 Congress St,, Portland,
Me.
28-1
28-1
Middle St.

the nearest dealer.

%

Girole of All Souls’ UnlThe Ladies’
rersalist church are to hold a sooiable this
evening in the vestry of their ohuroh at

sight seeing.
Passengers should take picnio dinners, with their regular meeting. Refreshor can get them at Mr.
Dunning’s. High ments were served during the evening.
The W. C. T. U. are to hold their meetHead. Steamer will return to Portland
ing this afternoon with Mrs. T. S. Blake.
at 5.30 p. m.
W. L. Haskell Relief corps are making
One of nature’s remedies; cannot harm
the weakest constitution; never fails to
cure summer complaints ot young or old.
Dr. Fowler’s Extract of wild strawberry.

RENT—Convenient
I^011condition,
suitable for small family.

week for 25

_

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Davis visited
and Mrs. Lewis Files, of West Gorham.
Mr. aod Mrs. Watson of Cornish ore
oamping out at Peabody Pond.
There was a gathering of friends and
relatives at Mr. and Mrs. C. Davis’s,

son

opposite

one

TO

Sebago, Sept. 28.—Mrs. Bowdoin, of
Limerick, Mrs. Milliken, of Lawrenoe,
and Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Foss, of Hollis,

Morrills.
Mr. A.

street,

Forty words inserted

South
terms

TO St.,

VPDV

oity.

and sizes.

style, 545, French model, short hip, low bust.
Best fitting and most comfortable corset tor ONE DOLLAR.

rehearsal was held after the lecturs.
Mrs. William Babb of Bridge street, is
“Remarkable man. that.” said Mr. Blykins.
There was quite a number of the Festival
confined to her bed with sickness.
“I never met anybody quite
chorus members from Portland in atten- under his breath.
Mrs. Arthur Leavitt of Rochester, N.
H., has been the guest of ^friends in this

styles, leugtlis, colors

Sold by all
first-class
dealers.

soon.

Sergeant Harry F. Morris of Co. M, i9
quits ill at his home on Braokett street.
William Smith, Haskell street,
Mrs.

of

Federal

RENT-On

T70R

A
Lincoln Park,two very desirable tenements.
8 rooms each.
Apply to H. S, BRYANT, 182
Middle St.30-1

have no equal.

Cottage and at the Peqwaket House.
SEBAGO.

milk team over his route. He is only able
looated at Portland Head, was the gnest
to use one arm, however, at present, owof Capt.
Carleton, Co. M, U. S. V., at
ing to the accident.
his borne at Cumberland Mills on WedMr. Clarence Thompson of Woodfords
nesday.
is
to
tntir^the Portlandj;Medical school
Mrs. Charles Frank is recovering from
her recent illness.

variety

durability they

there are are of a good quality.
The Society is shingling the parsonage
buildings this week.
There are a few,boarders still at Flint’s

work of constructing the road bed.
The directors expect to have 200 men at
work on the construction of the road bed

the

the

see

Great

finish and

LET—Lower

Eugene Mlllett and family has returned from a week’s visit at Norway
and Paris. He attended the Fair last
week at Norway.
Farmers are digging their potatoes, and
there is a poor crop this season, but what

wo

The Westbrook Driving olub will hold
Miss Ethel Dyer, who has been very its annual trot Saturday, October 8, for
ill for some days, has resumed her studies 3.40 and 3.00 horses, open to alb As there
some question as to the fastest horse
is
at the High sobool.
Mrs. Walter Skillings has been in New this will be a chance to settle it. EnGloucester for a few days, called there by tries are to be made with Mr. W..W.[Rayillness of her sister, Mrs. mond, the secretary.
the serious
Rev J. K. Wilson, pastor of the Free
Howard M. Dunn.
Mrs. Preston Longley, Elm street, has street Baptist churoh, Portland, will
after a few days’ visit preach Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clook at
home
returned

Ask to

ting up their early apples. The apple
crop is muoh better around here than it
was thought to be sometime ago.

East Sumner, Sept. 28.—The Minot
has been a large amount of earth filling
Packing Company have paoked 450,000
as
maintain
as
near
used in order to
their faotory here, and
cans of corn at
about the same amount at their Minot
possible a level grade.
and
have
begun labeling and
this oity faotory,
Mr. Frank B. Leighton of
shipping at both places.
commenced work yesterday as a superinZ. M. Vaughan, colporteur for the
tendent in charge of the teams and a por- Maine Bible Society, is making a canvas
of
Sumner and Hartford In the interests
road
tion of the orew.
Today the city
of that soeiety.
be set to work. Melvin
machine will
Wm. Foye, of East Sumner, and Mrs.
Waterhouse, son of C. M. Waterhouse, Deborah Ames, of Hartford, were maras
ried
timekeepcommenced work yesterday
September 26.
The apple orop in this seotion will not
er for
the road. The road Is to use a T
be sufficient for the looal demand, only
rail, the single pole and brackett trolley those who sprayed getting any above their
In
conis
a
It
thing
own
needs.
singular
systm.
Potatoes are rotting quite badly and
UOUblUli
UI
UUlUUUg UUD xuuu
are low.
just a year ago Wednesday when the prices
A large number from here took in the
first
stakes for the surrey of the road fair at Canton this week.
Quite an
were driven.
A year from that day the amount of stock was exhibited from this
first shovelful of dirt was thrown in the town.

PLEASANTDALE.

style, fit,

Superiority Unquestioned,

Sept.

23 —Fred J.
is
Baldwin
here
making apple barrels, for which there is
quite a demand, for the farmers are putWest
Murch

visited their friends and relatives, the
accomplished a great deal.
The first day there were SO men at work Haleys and Davises, this week, and visited
Mrs. Milliken had
Douglas Mountain.
and yesterday the orew was increased not
The
been in the town for fifty years.
to a total of 50 here are In addition six rest of the party had not been in town
wlih drivers already at for thirly years. They enjoyed their visit
doable teams
work in hauling away the surplus dirt very muoh.
Mr.

within the next week.

coming influx of American civilization
and Yankee improvements.
The same remarks may be made with
regard to Cuba. As for the Philippines
one thing that will be done soon is to get
In
to work with divers in Manila Ray.
this way a thousand and one things of with her sister, Mrs. Wellman, at Rochesfuture historical interest will be recovered ter, N. H.
Mrs.
Joseph Paige is entertaining
from the Spanish wrecks, which lie in
shallow water, where It is easy enough to friends at her home on Summer street for
The
Navy Departget at their contents.
a short time.
ment would have the first right in these
Miss May Nutter 'entertained friends
do what
will
it
cortainly
but
premises,
it can to assist the purpose of the Nation- over the Sabbath.
adbe
wil
al Museum. Special requests
The weekly Bible class was held at the
dressed to Dewey, Schley and Sampson for
like- home of Mrs. Fred Ryall, Brown street,
of
themselves;
souvenirs
personal
Things are wanted that on Monday afternoon, lead by Mrs. G. L.
wise to Hobson.
will illustrate the victories of the Yanko- Libby.
Spanko war and the men who won them.
The Epworth League was led on SunObjects of this kind will possess an Inday by Miss Ella Cotton. Subject, “The
creasing interest as time goes on.
There was a large attendThe various appliances used by the Pig Tree.”
signal service of the army will be in- ance and the subjeot was very interestingcluded in this exhibit; also an effort will
be made to secure some of the apparatus ly explained.
Mrs. Charles Locke and Master Charlie,
used in his attempt to cork the Santiago
bottle. There will be objects of interest Jr., of South Chatham, N. H., are visitfront Cervera’s fleet, and the ill-fated
her sisters, Mrs. Walter Skillings and
Maine will not be forgotten. Everything ing
that will stand as a memorial of the Miss Emma Minnie Nutter, Evans steret.
Cash and Miss Gertie
Mamie
battles of the recent war will be specially
Miss
prized—as, for example, swords, pistols, Whitten have entered the employ of the
machine guns, munitions of all sorts,
Portland.
shells, and cannon injured or burst. The King Manufacturing company,
Miss Mattie Pickett, Franklyn street,
tvpioal weapons of the present date will
Then in the ethnologic disbe shown.
spent Saturday and Sunday with her
yJLBkj UilCIC HU!
Mrs. Charles Latham, Elm street,
sister,
and
of
Filipinos
arms and equipments
Cubans. There will be a model of the Pleasantdale.
harbor of Santiago, with Sampson’s fleet
Mrs. A. D. Morse, Brown street, Is enlying in wait outside and the doomed pertaining jrieuus liuxn uubuul, 1UI a
inhiding
of
the
Spanish squadron
ships
short time.
side behind the formidable batteries.
Since
It is earnestly desired to obtain for
receiving a new coat of paint
this exhibit models accurately^represent• the buildings of Mr. J. O. Mountfort on
emof
warships
the
ing
principal types
Brown street make a very pretty appearployed by the United States during the
recent war—say, a battleship, a cruiser anos.
and a torpedo boat. Such models are
Mr. Orrin Whitney of Gray was a guest
built by the Construction Bureau of the of J. O. Mountfort this week.
Navy at the ship house in the Washington
Flynn the painter of Brown street renavy yard, from the original plans or the
vessels, costing from $2000 to $8000 apiece. ceived from Boston by express this week
They are on a scale of one-fourth of one a very large and handsome St. Bernard
inch to the foot, so that the model of the
He is a beauty and is said to be
dog.
Columbia, for instance, is exactly five
The Navy Department builds quite valuable.
feet long.
such a model to represent each new class
Mrs. Charles F. Locke and son, who
of its warhips. For example, there will have been at the home of Walter
Skillings
be one for the three battleships just
for a week past, have
ordered. Every detail of the great ships is on Evans street
reproduced in the miniature, down to the returned to their home at Stratford, N.
smallest parts of the guns. An eight-inch H.
guD on this scale is just four Inches long.
launches
Charles Suth erland of Brown street has
The little boats and steam
of old newscarried on the decks are as carefully quite a valuable collection
made as their originals. Even the battlewhich is a copy of the
among
papers
bars—are
hatches—gratings of heavy steel
Yankee Boodle” published at Portland
reproduced.
The exhibit will embrace models of a in the early forties. These old papers are
There
war transport and a hospital ship.
very interesting, especially to those who
will be samplss of the various kinds of
in a variety lived in those early days.
are made
which
gunpowers,
of curious shapes. Some smokeless powThe many friends of Alton A. Bean
ders look like like sheets of brown pa- will be
pleased to know that he is able
of
india-rubper, others like strings
be
to
of
each
aboutithe house and with proper
a
up
Half
on.
and
so
pound
ber,
sort of powder will be shown, and the care will be able to be out of doors next
most interesting of the samples will be a week.
Mr. Bean has-been confined to the
charge for a one-pounder gun recovered
with typhoid fever for the past six
from the Maine. Submarine mines raked house
a
barnacle- weeks.
up in Guantanamo bay, In
covered condition, will lie of interest;
The winter schedule of train on the
likewise a Spanish rapid-lire projectile
Boston & Maine railroad will go into
few
relics
have
A
Cavite.
at
captured
There are
3.
been forwarded to the museum by Kouns- effect Monday, October
ville Wildman, our consul at Hong Kong,
many important ohanges.
of
a
six-inch
one of them being a piece
shell that smashed the Spanish comFlynn the painter has a crew of men at
mandant’s house at Cavite on May 1, and work painting the buildings of W. F.
destroyed over $100,000 worth of property, Kobb on Evans street.
killing five men.
The Spanish-American collection is to
be only a part of a great permanent his- GETTYSBURG, LURAY, WASHINGtorical exhibit that is being prepared by
TON.
the National Museum. It is intended to
establisn a hall of American history,
of Gettysburg,
the battlefield
Over
whiuh will Illustrate the story ot the de
the picturesque Blue mountains
velopment of this country from the earli- through
The display will have a sort via Hagertown and Antietam, and down
est times.
of synoptic form, so that the visitor will the historic Shenandoah valley to the
be able to follow it as a series of chapters
caverns of Lurav, thence across
is read. Upon the left, on entering will unique
be a statue of Lief Ericsson, the hardy the rolling hills of Virginia to WashingNorseman, who iB believed to have landed ton is the route of the Pennsylvania railon the shores of America before tho time
road
personally-conducted tour whioh
of Columbus. Next will come a model
Round-trip
This leaves Boston, October 31.
of one of the caravels of Columbus.
part of the exhibit, illustrating the period rate from Boston, including all necessary
of discovery, will appropriately contain
expenses, $30. Itineraries and further inthe famous geographical
a fac-similo of
formation of B. N. Bell, Tourist Agent,
globe made by Martin Behaim at NuremIn 1487. The date, be it observed, i05 Washington street, Boston.
---

MAINE

WESTBROOK.

was

FOR KALB,

LET.

TO

RELICS OF THE CONFLICT.

GENTS WANTED for the Hektograph.Ia
-«priming and copying pail; prints 300 copies
of any handwriting, typewriting or drawiug;
no type setting; always ready for use; size of a
book, no experience needed in operating;
Also the manifold copying
retail price, $1.50.
sheet, retail 60 cents; besides a few more
For information address
splendid sellers.
OSCAR NIELSEN, Box 95, East Hartford,
301
Conn.
A

MAEE

HELP WASTED.

married man to work on a
IVANTED—A
ii
poultry iarrn and take entire charge.
Must furnish satisfactory references, be sober
and industrious; this is a lirst class position
for. the right man; we want a nun we can keep
for several years. Address POULTRY FARMER, Press office.311-1
T»f ale HEI.F WANTED—Government posi■ili tions. Don’t prepare for an ycivil service
examination without seeing our Illustrated
catalogue of information. Sent free. COLUMBIAN CORRESPONDENCE
Washington, D. C.

COLLEGE,
24-1

PYTHIAN SISTERHOOD.
Graud Assembly

Holds

Ninth

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Annual

Chloago* Burlington ft Uulncy 114%
Delawares Hudson CanalCo.100
Delaware.i-acKawana ft Weetl49
Dearer;* Rie «ranae. 13%

113%

36%
uo let nreler
Illinois Central.Ill
Lake Erieft West.. 15%
Lake Shore....200
Louis ft Nash. 66%
94%
MannattanF.lavated
Mexican neutral.
oys
Michigan Central.106
Minn ft St Louis. 27

34%
110%
16%
200
64%
96%
6%

13%

Sris.now.13%

Session.
ninth annual grand assembly of
Pythian Sisterhood was held in
Pythian hull yesterday. Thera was a large
attendance of delegates, each lady wearThe

the

Quotations of Staple Products in the
Leading Markets.

Near-

13%

dance:
Past Grand

Chancellor—Mrs. Wm. J.
Swett, Westbrook.
Chancellor— Mrs. E. C. Bean,
Grand

li©rwick
Chancellor—Mrs. J. W.
GraDd Vice
Chase, Auburn.
Grand Prelate—Mrs. ;E._ A. Riffiardson,
Westbrook.
Grand Mistress at Arms—i>trs.Willliam
1). Hall, Lisbon Falls.
Mistress at Arms—
Grand Assistant
Mrs. Bamuel Knigh^, Berwick.
of
Grand
Mistress
Exchequer—Mrs. A.
|
B Noyes., Berwick.
g Grand Keeper of Records and Beal—
Mrs. I. W. Goss, Berwick
Grand Inside Guard—Mrs. C.^F. .Clark,
Hollis Centre.
Grand Outside Guard—Mrs. E. A. Holbrook, Vanceboro.
The convention opened at 10 o’clook,
and
was

lor,

first thing on the programme
the
the address of the Grand ChancelMrs. E. C. Bean, which, in brief,

follows:
Bisters—It gives me great pleasure to
extend to
you in behalf of the officers
associated with me a cordial greeting.
We welcome you as the representatives
of our beloved order, and while some of
labored long and earnestly, in
you have
the cause, others are present for the.first
time,
possessed with an enthusiasm
trhioh
comes with fresh opportunities
for usefulness. May you each oarry home
beloved
assembly some
to your
own
stimulus which shall be of service to you.
We are assembled at this time to review
the past year’s work and perfect plans
for
the future interests of the order.
Fully realizing the honors you have conferred upon u e by electing me to the rawas as

PpUDblUig

UX1U

uuuureu jjubhiuu

chancellor, X can say to the best of my
ability I have been true to the trust you
have placed in my keeping. It was no
cold, disinterested task which I assumed,
but my heart has been in the work and
time and strength have b.-en fully given.
Jf these efforts have met your approval
and you feel that the talent committed to
my keeping has yielded a fair return my
endeavors have been abundantly .rewarded.
Since oor last annual convention one of
the members of this grand assembly bus
gone to her eternal home. Sister Mrs. D.
of Myrtle lodge, No. 2, and I
i). Willard
trust that this grand assembly will take
suitable action in memory of her virtues
and our loss.
Feeling that I have guarded to the
b«6t of my ability the trust placed in my
hands one year ago and having received
the
support and help of ail, without
which my efforts, however great, would
have been a failure and, having the comforting knowledge that the symphony of
the year is without a discordant note to
inar the harmony of the whole, I feel that
the best legacy I can bestow upon ray
successor is a continuance to her of this
interest, kindness and^good will.
Then followed the reports of the seoretary, grand trustees and other officers in
the regular routine business of the day.
The order is in excellent financial condition.
Lunch

was

served In the banquet hall

StlPaul

Mexican dollars 47%
Government Bonds easier.
Retail

Avrocor#

ao

->nr\r

Portland market—cut loaf 7 s oonfetlon CAy
pulverised 6o; powered, 6e{ granulated

■:

%

coffee crushed 6c: yellow

4j.

Hides.

following quotations represent the payin this market;
Cow and steers....*7 c ^ lb
o
Bulls and stag?...6
Skins—No 1 quality.1 lo
No 2
.....9c
No 3
..7 ©8c
Culls ..5ittl7c
The

ing prices

12
66

40%
761

106

163%
79%
lu7ya

79%

fOKTLAND, Sep. 29.
i'or
Peoeints by Maine Central R. R.—Do.
miscellaneous
merchandise; ior
and, 135 cars

164
9S
191

Adams Express.1.113
American Express.130
Kxoress. 40

113
130
41

101%

Peoples Gas.,.102%
°4
Uomestake,

6*

*'*
Ontario.....
Pacific Mail. S2Va

82%
119y8

Western! Union..

Southern Ry Did.
Union Pacliic.

Market.

PORTLAND. Sept. 29.
Flour is unchanged, while cash Wheat took
quite a tumble, closing to-day at 66c, a deCorn
cl ne of 3%c; December closed lc off.
and Oats weak. Provisions closed steady after
Refined Sugars unchanged;
a weak opening.
raws tending downward.
The following are todys wholesale prise
of
Provision.Groceries; etc.
Flour*
Superfine *

Grata.
Corn ear
9) 3D
do baa lots .... 41
low evades.3 0033 21 l
Meal oac lots
Sprine Wneat baic*89
ero.ei ana Bt335@8 61 Oat*, car lou
80*31
Oats, baa mu
i'luutiBpnnr
*34
vvneai... 4 7606 04 > Cotton Ssoo.
car lou. 00 00*28 00
viicn. bir'eii3 86484 0( 1
•
bait lou 0000££24 00
roller
dear do.. .3 60^3 71 Backs* Bi*b
ear lou. 14 00*16 00
iLouisst'g
3 8o£.4 Ol 1
baa lou 16 00*17 no
roller...
clear do. .31>003 71 MlddUna *0000*17 oo
nt'r wlieai
baa ou..*00*17 00
4 00384 2i Mixed feed.... j 7 00
paten**
run.
Osftss.
iBuyingft Belling price; Rlo.roastea
11*16

BOSTON. Sept 29. 1898—The following
to-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc.;

1

Coo—Bar a*

(score ... .4 503?471
small do. .2 0033 2i
follock ... .2 25£tS 2i
Haddock... l 7602 o(
ake.2 0002 2i
l erring. D#z
Sealed...
2014<
Mackerel, bi
Snore IB *00 00«t0(
Snore 2a s oOOU0to<
Large 38 $11014 0(
Produce

Javt&Mocha do26®28
IfirlMlti.

1

Porto Rloo.28®BO
Barbaaoee.
.38*89
...

Fancy.*2*86
Tam

Amoy*.2**30

Congous.. •«...260)60
1

Japan.80*36
Fsrmoso.86*06
laru).

StandardGran
Fix cflne auallty

6466
6 465
5 Ou

CaD# cranberries
..xtrac....*
(9 crate.. 00 0*2 Oi • Yellow Extra C....j45a
do t/bill
ft 00@6 01 i
Sts*
Pea Beans,X 45*1 oi • Timothy.
3 65*3 7*
Bed Kidney 2 16@g 21 l Clover.West.
9*05k
Yellow Jtyss.l 70«1 71
do
H, Y. 956*10
Cal Pea.... l 90«2 ui • Alslke,
10*105*
Pours, ous
4686: lied lop,
19*17
rrcTlftlsss.
Sweets, Jrsv2 05@2 7i PerkEastu Score 2 00
13 25
heavy
|
medluml2 00*12 26
omens. natv2 00@2 2
short cut ana
clear
cnioKen.....
12® 1.
TurseTt. We>. lsftiS Beef—llghtlO 25*107*
Northern do... .16*11
heavy,.. 11 60*12 <>0
Bnlsiu 5kb* 8 76*
Fowls...
10*1;
L.aru, toe ana
Apples.
5k bbUburs 6 *659
Eating apDl’s-s togs 0(
do common
doeom’no. 4 5k *44.
$(£2 o(
Baldwins 0 OOOO 0(
palu.eompd 55**o%
pails, purs 7HM7ys
loail^c
trap* ft
UuesE,
pursltt
85**s85k
6 2587 5C Bams....
Messina
9
*U5k
aeeovro
Calllornla
oil.
oruna
0 00@0 OC Kerosenel20U
Florida
8*4
Ligonu. 8 s/*
Calllornla, 0 00@0 OC
Centennial. 8s/*
do Beedlngs 3 00&8 5C
Pratrs Astral ..105a
stags.
G2C In halt bbls is extra
Eastern extraFresH Western-@19
Raisins.
..

are

FLOUR.

Snring patents, new 3 85S4 10.
Winter patents. ,3 46®3 95
Winter, clear and straight, 3 2os3 75.

■

W.

carrying

out the dream of Cecil

railroad cutting the dark continent in
intwo from end to end and how this programme
volves the revenge of the death of Chinese Gordon
and has been complicated by the sudden appearRhodes of

AS
AS

AS

Ay

ance

a

of the French in the

railway’s path.

CRy Telegrapa:
Sept 29,'1898.
NEW YORK—The Flour market—receipts
22,476 bbls; exports 4,432 bbls; sales 9.00n
packages: steady ou low Winters: others easy.
Eiour quotations—olty mills patents —; winter
patents a 76a3 86: city nulls clears —: winter
straitslS 4033 60; Minn, patents at 3 90®4 60:
winter extras X 65®3 00; Minn bakers at 3 16
®3!40; winter low grades 2 26@4 16.
Rve steady;No2 Western48a60c elf. Buffalo.
Wheat—receipts 3*6,960 bushs exports <37.176 bush: sales 746,OhO bush futures: and
184,000 bush spot: spot weakiNo 2 Red 74%c
fob afloat.
Com—receipts 227.476 bnah; exports 17,868
bush; sales 86,000 bush futures, 206,000
busli spot; spot easy; No2 at 80% fob afloat.
Oats—receipts 232.600 bush: exports 4826
bush; sales 70,000 bus spot;; No 2 at 26; No 3
c; No 2 white at 28 % 0;
at 25%c;No Swtilte
track white 26g34c.
Beef firm: lamily—; city extra India Mess

\w

ijv

A
A

v

nS
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CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Commencing .Holiday, Sept. 20, 1998.
For Fore t City nod Trefetlien’s T.h ding.
Peaks I* and, l.it.do amt Gieat l> auionrt
Inland*,at 5.30, C.40, 8.00, 10.30 A. M., 2.15, 4.20.
G.10 P. M.
For Ponce’* Landing, Long Island, S.00. 10.30
A. M. 2.15 P. M.
For Cushing’* Jslaml, 6.40, 10.30 A, M„ 4.20
P. M.

-RETURNLeave Forest City Landing, G.20, 7.35. 9.15,
11.45, A. M., 3.30, 5.00, 0.25 1*. M.
Leave »releth -n’s, 0.00 7.1.0 9.00. 11.30, A. M.,
3.15. 4.45, 0.45 P. M.
Leave Lilt e uinmond, 0.10. 7.30, 9.10, 11.40 A.
M., 3.25, 4.35, 0.35 P. 51.
Leave oreat Diamond, 6.05, 7.25, 9.05, 11.35 A.
51., 3.20, 4.40, 0.40 P. 51.
Leave Ponce’s Lamiing, Long Island, 8.45,
a.

m., 3.00 p.

PASSAGE.

RATES OF

Return
Cabin. $60.03 and Howards.
$114 and upwards according to" 6teamer and ac-

commodation.

Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry and Queenstown, $35 to $40.C0. * Return $66.60 to
$76.00. according to steamer

and accommodation.

Steerage, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry, Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfast$22 80 to $26.60 according to steamer.
Apply to J. B. KEATING, T. F. McGOWAN,
Fortland, or
J. J. JENSEN, 0. ASHTON.
DAVID TORRANCE

&

Gen. Airents,

CO.,

Montreal._jeisdtf_

MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.

made from photographs taken for the
being devoted to early forenoon scenes

For Fore»t City and Trefefchen’a Landing.
Little and Gr»*at Diamond

Peaks Inland,

Island, 9.00, 10.30 A. M., 2.15, 4.20 P. 51.
For Ponce’s (.aiming, Loug Is aud, 10.30 A.
M., 2.15, 4.20 P. 51.
For Cu>hm;:’- stand, 10.30 A 51., 4.20 P. 5f.
C. W. T. CODING, General Manager.
dif

sept23

I Eastport.

Lubeo, Caais. Si Jo 'n. N.B.,Halitax, N.Sand all parts of New Brunswick. Nova Scotia
tiviwarri lulnnrl snd

Drinoo

Retu1 ning—leave
5

a.

Bangor
m.,

Portlend about 6 p. m.
Connecting at Rockland
FAKES FROM

for

Vinalahven,

PORTLAND TO

Rockland or Camden.. si.35,
Belfast. 3.00,

3.38
3.50

Bangor. 3.oo
Weather permitting.

3.80

C. OLIVER. President
CHAS. R. LEWIS. Treasurer.
je25 dtl

BOSTOiT

vm
Dally Inline, Sundays Excepted,
THE NEW AND VAIiATIAL STEAMft-KS

BAY STATE ANO
====*-

■

____

landings

O.

These are half a dozen
of the many attractive
of the
next
features
issue off

The Portland

above

North Haven and Stonlngton.

J.Austin Fynes, the well known manager, has writon
the
ten for the Times some bright comments
growth of the continuous performance idea, telling
how it has transformed the o'd time and disreputable variety hall into a wholesome place of amusement, commanding the services of famous artists.

a

and

Mondays

making

Touching at Northport and Sandy Point for
freignt or passengers on signal. Arriving at

THE CONTINUOUS SHOW.

_

leave Frankr.in Wharf. Portland. every Evening at T o’clock, arriving In
season for connection with earliest trains for

m

alternately

|

points beyond.

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, eto.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, every
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt
Sept 1. 1887.

IL

~

Maine

Steamship

l one Island Sound

Co.

By Daylight.

3 TRIPS PER WEEK.
The steamships Hoiatio Bali and Mann.noi,i.n
.._......

MARINE

NW6

PORT OF PORTLAND.

....

THURSDAY, Sept. 29.
Arrived.
Steamer Salacia, Oliver, Bangor via Rockland,
Bucksport. &e.
Soli Maynard Sumner, Dobbin, Baltimore via
Boston—oyster shells to Trefethen Si Bearse.
Sell Henry P Masob, Blair, Philadelphia.
Sch Reno. Torrey. Boston.
Light, Richards, Addison—
Sch Northern
herring to Trefethen & Bearse.
Sch Surprise.lMltchell, York.
Sell i.one Star, Pettigrew, Macliias for Boston
Scii Hattie Boring, Rice, Rockland—lime to
Lord Bros.
.Sch Uranus, Wood, Hillsboro, NB, for Newatlc, NJ.
Sell Eastern Queen. Bangor for Boston.
Soli Josie Hook. Bangor for New York.
Soli Pemaquid. Eockport for Boston,
Sch Laura & Marion, Eastman. Georgetown.
Schs Ella M Doughty, and Alice M Parsons,

fishing.
Cleared.

Steamship Manhattan, Bennett.

New York—

J F Liscomb.
Steamer Enterprise, Race. Soutlt Bristol and
Boothbav—Allred Race.
Sell Alice M Clark, Clark. Norfolk—J S Winslow &
Sch
Sell
Sell
G’ ain

Co.

l.i,tie Sadie. Beals, Jonesport—J H Blake
Loci da. Look. Addison—J H blake.
Millie Washburn, Johnson, Calais—Doten
Co.

sell Lincoln. Robbins.Cherryheld—,1 H Blake.
Sell M J, Newton, Coleman, Red iteacii-J 11
Biak".
SAILED-Harquo Amazon: sells Alice E
Clark, John Francis.
,.

....

CORRESPONDENTS.
ROOXFOBT. Sept 29-Ar, sen Lucy Devlin,
FROM OUR

Sid 29th sens liobt Byron, Hart, Boston; L M
Webster. Hooper. Portland.
MT DESERT, Sept 28—Sid. sch E T Hamor,

Brown,

Boston.

Domestic Ports.
virw VORK—Ar 28th. schs Win It Sumner.
T Stearns. Bath;
Pendleton Baltimore: Albert
Mary A flail,
Wm A Donnell. Washington:
Fred JaekN, ifolk- King Pliilhp.Eernaudina;
for Newffaveti; Annie L
siip ini Washington
Baltimore.
Chadwick,
2otli, Daruue Ethel V Boynton, Rosario;
Baker, lor Port Spain; sch John M Plum-

Tilde
Grand

hum-

>

anan.

York
sld 28th. sells Nat Meader. from New
for Portfor Gardiner; Srorm Petrel, Kingston
Mattie
lor
Rockland;
Amboy
land Flyaway.
,I Alles, South River for Portland; Robert McFarland, Savannah for do; William T Donned,
Washington for New Haven.
BOSTON—Ar 28tu, sells Home, Hall, Rockland; Geo A I.awry, Dobbin, VinaUiay.ni; Jennie Greenbauk, —.

Ar 2uth. sells Janies FreemaD, fm Manillas:
Sadie & Lillie, do; J Kennedy, K & G W Hinds,
and Joe, from Calais; Ann, Sullivan; George W
Col ins, and Lucy Belle, do; Itenbcu Eastman,
Bangor; Antelope, and Diadem, ltockpori; S E

Nash, Kennebec.
Sid 29th. schs Odell. Boston; Alary Brewer,
Deer Isle.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 28th, sch Grace Addrews, Watts. Boston.
BALTIAIORE—Sid 27th, Ship E AX Phelps,
Graham, San Francisco.
Sid 28th, sell Ida C Southard, liiake. Portland
BANGOR—Ar 29lh. sch Edith L Allen, Darrah, Portsmouth.
Sid 29th. barque Jennie, Johnson. lor Barry.
BATH—Sid 29th, schs Normandy, Philadelphia; Alary P Lynch,Sing Sing; Jas A Parsons,

Eastport; Willie.

New
Ar

F’ortuna. Baltimore.
29th. schs John Douglass, fm New York;
Alyra W Spear, Patuxent River; Henrietta Simmons, New York; Henry Sutton, Boston; It S
Graham. Salem.
CHATHAM—Passed 28th, schs Alary E Palmer, iron! Newport News for Bangor; Agnes E
Manson, do for Bangor; Sami Dilloway, Baltimore for Bath.
Outside, sells C H Venner. Colin C Baker, J
Howard Spear, Mary E Palmer. Janies B Pace,
and W B Herrick.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 28th, sch Warren Adams,

York;

Given, Ponce.
SM 28th. sell E M Wilson, Heed, New York.
UYANNIS—Ar 29th, soil Glenuy Burke, irom
Calais.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 28th, sch Josephine
Ellieott, Boston.
CldJ28tl). sch J B Holden, Haskell, New York
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 28tli, sch Horace W
Alacomtier, Bray, Kennebec.
Ar 28th, sch Nellie T
NEWBURYPOKT
Alorsa. Norfolk.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 28tl), sch Loriue C
Ballard, Hearse, Quincy Point; John J Hanson
Oliver, Boston.
Ar 2Sth, barciue Louise Adelaide, Orr. New
York, sens AbelE Babcock, Babcock, Kennebec; Carrie S Hart. Smith, Kennebec.
Ar 29th, sch S P Hitchcock. Sorenson. Portland.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 28th. schs Anna Pendleton. New York ; It L Kenney. Thomas, Rockland ; Laura T Chester, Beal, lteokport for Boston;
Alyra Sears. Ellsworth for no; Herald.
Veazie, ltockpori.tor Boston; Diadem, Thurston. do; Autelo e. do.
SAVANNAH—Cld 24th, barque Stephen G
Hart, Babbiuge, Halifax.
Cld 28th. sell Gen Adalbert Ames, Small, for
Philadelnhla.
VINUYard-HAVEN—Ar 28th. schs Decora,
Apple River lor New York: Kolou. Sands River
lor do; John J Perry. Rockland tor do; Wm F'
Collins. Long Gove lor do; Modoc, Spencer’s
Island fordo; LaVolta, Ellsworth for Itondout;
Post Boy, Bangor lor do; F'ortuna. Gardiner for
do; H F Kimball, itockport for Fall River; St
Grolx, Boston for Philadelphia; Geo A Pierce,
Kennebec for East Chester; Mildred A Pope,
Sullivan for New Bedford; Frank T Sllnson,

Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
it 6 p. in. for New York direct Keturnlng, leave
Pier 38, K, B., Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Salur3ays at 6 p. m.
These steamers are Buperbly fitted and furnished for passenger trave1 and afford the most
convenient and comfortaole routo between
Portland and New York.
Fare: one way. $5.00; round trip, $8.00.
J. F. I.ISCOMB,General Agent
THOS. M- BARTLETT, Agtocudtl

Portland,

Montreal

Boston for
Sid 28th. sells Wm F Campbell,Helen G King.
Willie Maxwell, Henry Crosby, Lizzie Carr. Nat
Ayer. James R Talbot. Hattie M Mayo, Lugano,
L AI Thurlow, and Win Slater.

28 May
4 June
11 June
18 June
25 June
Camorman,30 June

Steamers sail from

Ml. Oeseri and Machias Stbt. Co

Str. “Frank Jones.”
Beginning Friday. July 29th. 1898, will leave
Portland Tuesdays and Fridays at ll.oo p. m„
in arrival of fraiu leaving Boston at 7 p m., for
dockland. Bar Harbor, Machiasport and internediate landings. Returning leave Maelitaslort on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m., ariving in Portland about 11.00 p. m.
Passenger and freight rates the lowest service the best
GEO. F. EVANS,
General Manager.
marl6dtf
KAILKOADS.

Montreal at 9
trains

a.

m.,

leaving

con-

Port-

land the previous evening.
Laurentian carries cabin paseenge.s only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers

only.
The Saloons

Staterooms are In the central part,
least motion is felt. Electricity is
lighting the ships throughout, the lights being at the command of tile
passengers at any hour of the night Music
Booms and Smoking Booms on the promenade
dock. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
and
where
used for

by steam.
Rates of passage $52.60
duction is made on Round Trip
Second Cabin—To Liverpool,

toj$70.00.

Londonderry,

$34.00 and

A

re-

Tiokets.
London and
$36.25; return,

$66.76 and *69.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including every requisite for tbe voyage $22.50 and $23,60.
For tickets or further information apply t»

T. P. McGOWAN, 420 Congress St, J. B.
ASHTON’S
KEATING. 61to Exchange
TICKET AGEFOY. 9311-2 Congress St. U.
ft A. ALLAN, Montreal, 92 State St, Boston,
and 1 India St, Portland.
Jly31dB

PORTLAND AND SMALL POINT
STEAMBOAT CO.

SCENIC ROUTE OF CASCO BAY.

Steamer Percy
Capt.

V
W

Clias. II. How,

Will leava PORTLAND PIER,

■

PORTLAND,

Gaily at 2.00 p, III.
Orr's Island. Card’3 Cove, Quoliog Bay
East Harpswell, Asbdale, Horse Island Har
bor, Water Cove, Small Point. West PlilppsFor

hnro-onH P'inrtv’a Hnrlinp

RETURNING—Leave Cundv’3 Harbor at
m.; Ashdale, 6.30 a. m.; Water Cove, 6.45
Card’s Cove. 7.15 a. m.; Orr's Island, 8.00
Arrive in Portland at 10.00 a. m.

6.00 a.
a. m.;
a. m.

i,ewiston.

Whit© Mountain Division.

7.20 a. m.
12.30 p. m.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Paper train for Bangor.
For Brunswick. Lewiston, Bath,

Augusta, Waterville, Bangor.
11.00 p. m. Night Express for all points.
12.55 a.m. Mt Desert special or Watervllie.
Bangor and Bar Harbor.

Arrivals In Portland.
From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyans, 8.10 a. m.
dailv. Lewiston an i Mechanic Falls. 8.30 a. m
Watervule, Rockland amt Augu ta, 8.35 a. m.,
augeley Farmington, Reuits, Rumford Falls,
Skowhegan and Lewiston, 12,15 p. m.. Bangor,
Augusta and Rockland, 11.5J a. m.; Beecher
Falls, St Johnsbury, Bridglon, 12.13 p. m.; Express, Mattawamkeag. Bar Harbor. Bucksport.
Greenville.Bangor,1.16p.m;Lewiston, 3.25 p.m.:
Skowhegan, Waterville. Augusta and Rockland
5.20 p.m. daily; St.John, Bar Haroor. Aroostook County, Jifoosehead Lake and Bangor,
Kumford
8.30 p. m.; Kangeley, Farmington,
Falls, Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.; Chicago, Montreal.
Lancaster and Fabyans, 8.05 p. m.; Mattawamkeag, Bar Harbor and Bangor, 1.40 a. m.

Halifax, St. John, Bar Harbor, Bangor and
Augusta, 5.08 a. m.
Sundays—Bar Harbor, 12.25 p. m„ and Waterm.

Portland & Rumford Falls

Office. 158 Commercial St
46-3.

Telephone

Man.,
augsdtf

Portland & Boothbay Steamboat Co.
Runan,

r

Arrangement,—On

and

After

18th, 1888.
GOING WEST.
leaves East Boothbay
ENTERPRISE
UTR.
Q for Portland Mondays at 7.15 a. m, touchana
at
So.
Bristol
Boothbay Harbor.
ing
Wednesday, leave Damariscotta at 6 a. in. for
at
above
landings.
Portland, touching
Jnnia

Friday,

leave Pemaquld for Portland at 6 a.
at above landings except Damaris-

m,touching
cotta,

GOING EAST.
Tuesdays and Saturdays, leave Portland at 7
a. m. for Damariscotta,
touching Boothbay
Harbor, So. Bristol and East Boothbay.
Thursdays, leave Portland at 7 a. m. for Peinaquia, touching at above landings except
Damariscotta.
On Saturday will return from Damariscotta
to East Boothbay.
ALFRED RACE. Manager.
sepliodtf

R’y,

Lin Effect June 27, 1898.
DEPARTURES.
From Union station
8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. M.
for Poland, Mechanic Falls. BuoktielO. Canton, Dlxneld, Rumford Falls and Bemls.
a. m„ t.io and 5.10 p. m.
From Union
Station for.Mechanto Falls and Intermediate

8.30

stations.

Saturdays only,
to

6.10

m.

p.

Rumford Falls.

train runs through

Portland. Rumford
Through
Falls and Bemis.
Connections at Bemls for all points In the
Kangeley Lakes.
cars

between

Summer Excursion Tickets

on

Sale.

R. C. BRADFORD, Tiafflo Manager.

Portland, Maine.
E. L. LOVEJOY, Seperuitendent,
Kumford Falls. Maine,
jel8 dtf

BOSTON & MAINE ft. ft.
In Effect

Sep:ember 12th, 18*98,
DIVISION.

WESTERN

Trains leave Portland, Union Station, for
Scarboro Crossing, 10.00 a. m., 12.00, 5 15. 6.20,
p. m.; Scarboro Bench, Flue Point, 7.00,10.00
a m., 12.00, 3.30, 5.15, 6.20, p. m.. Old Ore ha d
Beach, 5.20, 7.00. 8.40, 10.00 a. m., 12.00, 12.30,
.45, 3.30, 5.15, 6.05, 6.20 p.m; Maco, Biddeford,
12.30. 3.30,
12.00,
7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. m.,
KenneKennebimh,
.15, 6.20 p. m.;
a.
10.00
m.,
12.30,
7.00,
8.40,
bunkport,
3.30.5.15.6.05.6.20 p. in.; Wells Bench, 7.00,
8.40 a. ni., 3.30, 5.15 p.m.; Dover, Stomsrr
worth, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30, 6.15 p.m.;
Rochester, Farmlnetou, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30 p. m.; Lakeporr, Laconia, Weirs, Plymouth, 8.40 a. m., 12.30 p.
island
ong
m.; Weirs, Centre Harbor,
(via Alton Bay and steamer), 8.40 a. in; Worcester (via Somers worth and Rochester), 7. a.
m.; Manchester, Concord, (via Rockingham
Junctionj, 7.00 a. rn., 3.30 p. DI.; North Berwick, Dover, Exeter, HaverhM, Lawrence,
Lowell, Boston, a 5.20, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.30,
3.30, 6.05 p. m. Arrive Boston, 8.40.10.15 a. m..
Leavo Boston tor
12.42 4.02, 7.15, 9.15 p. m.
Portland, 5.59, 7.30, 8.00, 8.30 a. m., l.U\ 4.15, 6.00
p.

J. H. MCDONALD,

Arrive roruB.nu, iu.iv,

In.

n.uv,

iv.jv «•

12.10, 5.00, 7.50, 9.30 p. IA
SUNDAY TKAINS.
For Scarboro Beach, Fine Foint, 12-55,
5.80 p. m.; Old Orchard Beach, 6.20. a. in,
12.55, 5.30 p.m.; Saco.Biddeforil, 12.55, 5.30 p,
RochIII.; Kennebunlr, 12.55, 5.30 P. 111.;
ester, Farmington, Alton Bay, 5.30 p.
Haverm.; North BerwicU, Dover, Exeter,
hill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, a 5.20 a. m.
12.55, 5.30 p. m. Arrive Boston (i,« a. m,
£.23, 9.42 p. m. Leave Boston! lor Portland
5.45 a. m. Arrive Portland 7.10 a. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
For Blddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Amesbury, Salem, l.ynn, Boston, 2.00,
9.00 a. m., 12.45, 61.45, too p. m. Arrive Boston. 5.57 a. ill, 12.30, 4.00, 4.30. 9.00 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m„ 12.30, 7.00,
9.45 p. m. A rive Portland, 11.45 a. m, 12.00.
4.30, 10.15 p. m. 12.40 a. in.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Biddefo d, Portsmouth, Newlxiryport, Salc-m, Lynn, Boston, 2 a. IU, 12.45 pxn.;
For

Arrive Boston 5.57 a. m, 4.00 p. m. Leave Boston tor Portland, c 9.00 a. m, 7.00, 9.45 p. ra.
Arrive Portland, 12.10, 10.15 p. m, 12.40 a. m.
а.
Stops at North Berwick and Exeter

North Berwick;
to
Western Division
stops Kittery Jet. and Portsmouth on
Western Division from North Bewick.
c
D. J. FLANDEKS, G. P, & T. A. Boston.
df.t
sepl2
■

DIRECT STEAMSHIP USE.

■

—

to

GEO, F. EVANS. Vice Pres, and Gen. Mr.u.
F. E. BOOTHBY. G. P. & T. A.
1e25dtf

Quebec to Liverpool.
From

necting with Grand Trunk

PORTLAND,

NEW FORK DIRECT CINE,
~~

From

16 June.

m.

Thursdays at

Express

m.

8.45 a. m. For Bridgton, Fabyans. Burling,
ton, Lancaster, St.
Jolinsbury. Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago. St. Paul and Minneapolis.
1.25 p. in. For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Tia
Rail and Songo River, North Conway. Fabyans,
Lancaster, Colebrook,*Quebee, Lunenburg, St
Jolinsbury, Newport Sleeper to Quebec.
6.m p. m.
For Sebago Lake,
Fryeburg,
North Comvay, Fabyans, Lunenburg, S:. Jolinbury, Montreal and to Toronto and Chicago
dally except Saturday. Lancaster, Colebroox.
Lime Ridge, Quebec. Sleeper to Montreal.

ALLAN LINE

Liverpool Steamship
12 May.
California.
leaves Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesdays 19 May.
Numidian.
aud Saturdays at 6 a. m.
Laurentian.
Touching at 26 May.
Parisian.
Camden,
Belfast,
Kookland,
Bucket 2 June.
Carthaginian.
Arriving at Bangor 9 June.
port ana Wlnterport.
about 7 p.

The

8.00 p.

u.oo p.m. Night
Express, for Brunswick.
Bath, Lewiston. Augusta, Waterville, Bangor,
Moosehead
Aroostook county via
Lake.
Old Town, Bar Harnor. Bucksport Vaneeooro,
St. Stephen. St Andrews. St John and all
Aroostook County via Vanceboro, Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday nignt train doe*
not run to Belfast Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or boyona Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor.
12.56 a. m., midnight— Mf. Dessert special for
Brunswick, Augusta, Waterville, Bingor and
Bar Harbor.

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS,

STEAMER SALAGIA

So said the great Webster but there are crimes
which are never followed by the detection of the
criminals and Portland has had its share of this
kind, some of which are recalled in connection
with the recent mysterious murder in a nearby city.

Spirits TurpDenttne quiet.

Breton.

Ir. effect Sept. 12 Hi*.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND.
7 00 a. ni. For Brunswick, Lewiston, (Lower)
Bath, Bootlibay, I’opham Beach, Rcckland. Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, and Belfast
8.30 a, in. For Danville .ic., Ruinford Falls,
Bemis, Lewiston, Farmington, Itangeley.
11.06 a m. Express for Danville Jc., Lewi*,
ton. Waterville, Moosehead Lake via Foxcroft
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Aroostook County and for
Moulton, Woodsiock, St. Stephen. St. Andrews,
St. John, and Halifax via Vanceboro.
12.30 p.m.
Express for Brunswick. Bath,
Rockland, Lisbon Falls. Augusta, Waterville,
Newport, Bangor. Bucksport Bar Harbor, Oldtown and Greenville.
1 10 p, in.
For Danville Jc.. Kumford Falls,
Bemis. Lewiston,
Farmington. Carrabasset
Rangelev. Bingham. Waterville, Skowhegan.
For
Brunswick, AuFreeport,
1.16p.m.
gusta, Waterville, Skowhegan. Belfast Dover
and Foxcroft. Greenville, Bangor, Oldtown and
Mattawainkeagand to Bucksport Saturdays.
6.06 p. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland.
Augusta and Waterville
6.io p. m. For Danville Junction. Mechanlo
Falls. Lewiston. Satuidays to Ruinford Falls.

vhle. 6.20 p.

Montreal and

Rosin steady.
Molasses steady.
Freights to Liverpool steadv.
Sugar—raw null and nominal; lower to sell;
fair refining at 364 c; Centrifugal 96 test 4 616c; Molasses 30, -.refined quiei, about steady:
Mould A 5S/s ; Standard A fiv« : Confectioners A
6% : cut oaf 0 13-16; crushed at 6 13-16; powdered 668: granu ated 6%; cubes 6%.

Cana

ravorlte route to Campobello aud SL Andrews,
N. B.
Summer Arrangement.
steamer
tin and after Monday. Mav 9th.
will leave Portland on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 5.30 p. m.
Returning leave StJohn and Eastport same
days.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination. (^“Freight received up to 1.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Fine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other information, at Company’s Oiiics,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State 9treet
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
H. P.C. HERSEY Agent
marl8dtf

Commencing Tuesday, June 28, 1898,

MURDER WILL OUT.

Co.

Steamship

FOU rrrr—

■■

PORTLAND and BANGOR

purpose,
in Monument square,

Petroleum firm.

m.

Cushing’s Island, 7.25, 11.50 A. 51., 5.05

OUEEN8TOWN.

First

Portland day as seen in the busiest square in
the city will be illustrated in the next and succeeding issue of the Times, the first installment of

steadyer: Western steam 6 12%.
Pork steady: mess *8 60®9 00; short clears
11 OOM12 75; family 12 aogjis.
Butter Is steady; Western creamy at 15%®
21c: lactory do Jl%«14y4C: Elgins at 21c;
state dairy 14®i»c; docrem 15S20C.
Cheese auiot; large white 8«@8s/icj small
white 86k ®9c.
Eggs steady; Statoaud Penn li%®18c;Western iresh 17 %c.
Rice steady.

..

LIVERPOOL.

QUEBEC t»

From
From
Steamer.Boa ton.
Liverpool.
Thurs Sep. 22. si.Ej.Newl England.Oct. 6, 1.30 p.m.
20,12.30 p.no.
ThursIOet. 6. S. 8. Canaua,

A

drawings,

For er's Landing at 2.00 p. m.
Returning leave Porter’s Landing at 7.00 a.
m„ So, Freeport at 7.ir> a. m., Bustin’* inland
at 7.30 a. m.. Clieheague > t c a. in.. Falmouth at
8.30 a. m.. Great Diamond a; 9 a. m.
B. M. SLABURY, Manager.
sepSSdtf

International
TO

pnRTLAND DAY.

A

For Great Diamond Island, Falmouth, Cousins,
Chebeague. B-istin’s Island, So, Freeport and

SUNDAY 1I&/JE TABLE.

From Quebec.
From Montreal
Sept. 30, daylight Oct. 1,2.30 p.m.
8
Oct.
8.
'•
"
Scotsman
15,
15,
Vancouver
22.
22,
"
“.. 21).
Ottoman
29,

—-

w

TFAMliK
and »fier teptember 28,
I'HANIOO wiD leave Portland Pier

p. M.

Steamer

On the attractive sporting page of the Times wil
be found a timely article telling how the national
game is played indoors and giving instructions as
to the introduction of the game to cities where
it
This is one of the many
has never been played.
matters of interest to lovers of manly sport.

A
A
i

On

11.15
Leave

DOMINION LINE.
Dominion
Labrador

INDOOR BASEBALL.

A
ns

ton, from Baltimore; Warreu Adams, Given,
from Baltimore.
SI fin St Jago Sept 2. schs Tofa, Wilson, for
Cienfuegos; 9th, Mary E Morse, Newbury, for
Matanzas.
Sid fm Alma, NB, Aug 17th, sch Fred Gower,
Sargent, Buenos Ayres.
Ar at st John. NB. 29tb. schs Rosa Mueller,
McLean, Portland: G H Peiry, Robinson, do.

MONTREAL and

Leaders of New York Society whose names are
well known to newspaper readers
appear in new
roles.
Some are devotees of the bicycle, some
sail their own yachts, others are fond of the rush
Their
across the country after the baying hounds.
fads in the way of sport described for Times readers.

ns
ns

Lard

....

MAINE CENTRAL B.K.

State

lor New York; st James. Tapley. tor Baltimore
At Newcastle Aug 29, barqueOnaway,Meech,
from Brisbane, ar litb, for Singapore.
Ar at St Pierre Sept 24, sch Jas Slater, Peterson, Jacksonville.
Ar at Ponce, PR, Sept 13th, sch Bertram N
While, Kelley, Baltimore, and remained 20th.
In port Sept 13, schs Ella L Davenport, Dun-

ylf j

THE ATHLETIC WOMAN.

—

..

Aj
Jlf
Slf

UsvlTAri.

CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
Flour steady.
Musctl.60 lb bxs6*65k
Held.
Wheat—No 2 spring wheat —: No 3 do 62®
London iay*rll 76OS0C 64c- No 2 Red 06c. Com—No 2 at 2964c: No 2
nuttox.
(jreamerr.Incy.. 21 «2:
Goal.
yellow at 29%@29ty&c. Oats—No 2 at 216»@
Retail—delivered.
GmtKutw Vr'mul8«2t
22%o; No 2 white at 24%®26%c: No 3 white
Cumberland 000*3 00
Clio ice........
23%®2664c; No 2 rye 47c: No 2 Barley 34
Choos*.
Chestnut...
*6 00 «43c: No 1 Flaxseed 90c; prime Timothy seed
8 00
N..Y. lot’rj 9
«9% Franklin...
at 2 42%. Mess pork 8 0Sg8 10. Lard at 4 77
*6 00 ®4 80; sho t rib sides 6 loan S6. Dry salted
W. Chase, Grand
Chancellor, and the Vermont... u ft 91. Lehigh....
4 60
10V. Fea. ......
Sac*.....
meats—shoulders 4%«4I>/* ; short clear sides at
others going ud in office.
5 40@5 60.
In the evening the closing session was
V>A CM
Butter steady ;creamry 13@19%c: darles 12
yUUMMIIUd
217c. Eggs firm—fresh at 14c.
held and there wasj an exemplification
CHICAGO BOAitll OP ntA
6Flour—Reoelpts—11.000 bbls; wheat 233.000
of ritual work by Damon Assembly.
Tuesday’s quotations.
bush; com 604,000 bush; oatsl 4n7,o00 bush;
is a list
of the Fast
The following
rye 46,000 hush; barley 142,000 bush.
Wheat.
Shipments—Flour 10,000 bbls; wheat 80.000
Dec.
May
Sept
Mrs. L. A. Orne,
Grand Chancellors:
64%
66% bush; corn 296,000 bush; oats 394,060 bush;
Opening.
Mrs. E. J. Burleigh, Closing.....68%
OOO bush: barley 33,000 bush.
South Portland;
rye
64%
65%
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—Sept 62c; Dec at
Corn.
Portland; Mrs. F. C. Tarr, j Lewiston;
69%®5»VsC; May 6is»c; No 1 haru at 63'/< c;
Dec.
Mrs. E. G. Coie,
Slay. No 1 Northern at 626a c; No 2 Northern 696a c.
Portland; Mrs. H. P.
30
33
Opening"".
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first paientsat 3 90
Mills; Mrs. F. B. Closing..
Libby, Cumberland
30%
33%
second patents 3 75®3 86; first clears
®406;
Oats.
Mrs.
South
J.K.Jones,
Jordan, Portland;
at 2 70®2 80.
Dee.
M.
E.
Baker, Auburn;
Portland; Mrs.
21
Opening.
Cotton Markets.
Mrs. Wm. J. Smith, Westbrook.
21%
Closing.
SEPT. 29, 1(S<8.
PORK,
Cotton market to-usy
NEW YORK—The
Dec.
THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
So upbo; closed quiet, steady; middling gulf 6%;
Opening...
8 12 lands at 6%; sales 77 biles.
Closing. ......
CHARLESTON—Tne Cotton market to-day
Wednesday’s quotations.
UiecliargeU by Judge Robh'tally was
was firm; Mianllng 4%c.
WHEAT
inson.
was
Dec.
May. SGALVESTON—Cotton market today
Sep
86V* steady; middling AVse.
Guanine......
.64%
to-aav
was
market
63%
64%
Cotton
MEMPHIS—The
In the Municipal court yesterday morn- ClOSllg.:;«8%
CORA.
steady; middlings 4% c.
ing the only important case was the conDec.
May.
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-oay
32% firm; middling 4%e.
tinued assault and battery complaint Openug... 30%
32
C.using.29%
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was
against William J. Neally.
OATS.
steady; middling 4% c.
The state had one witness in addition
Dee.
May.
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day was
22%
to those put on the stand Wednesday,|Mrs. Opening. 21%
41a e.
21
22% steady: middling
Closing...
with
whom
of
the
man
wifo
McGowan,
roun.
I
Her
nropeaa lilarKera.
Verrill, the injured party, boards.
Dec.
8 17
.'By Teioerapu.)
testimony, while in the main corrobora- Opening.
8 07
Closing.
tive of that of yesterday for the state, was
LONDON. Sept. 29. 1888.—Cons*Is closed at
Thursday’s quotations.
109 16-16 for money and 110 for accoun.
in several minor points similar to Mr.
WHBAT
LIVERPOOL,Sept. 20. 1898—Cotton market
Neally’s.
Dec.
Sept.
May. is aniet—American midllng at 3Vid ; sales 12,oe
64% 000 bales, lnoludlng 600 bales (or speculaThe court after listening to testimony Closing.
64% tion and export.
62%
Opening.. 65
and arguments, found Neally not guilty.
CORA
Charles F. Niebolung, alias Charles F.
Dec.
May.
29%
31%
BAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
Kearns, and Gertrude E. Kearns, both of Openine......
29%
....
31%
Closing.
FOE
FROM
Minneapolis, Minn., who were arrested
OATS.
.New York. .Cienfuegos.Sept 29
Santiago
on an adultery complaint, were put under
Dec.
May. Edam.New York. Amsterdam Sept 29
21
22% State Nebraska New Y'ork. .Glasgow... Sept 3o
$500 bonds for appearance before the Su- 'peDln;...I
..
20%
22% Spartan Prince.Now York.. Napits.Oct 1
Cosing..
perior court grand jury at the January
Altai.New York. Kingston, &c Oct 1
Mrs. Kearns, the legal wife of
Maracaibo.New York..Maracaibo ..Oct 1
term.
Boston stoelMarstb
Dominion.Montreal... Liverpool ....Oct 1
the
The following; wore
closing
quota- Pretoria.New York. .Hamburg ..Oct 1
Kearns, is the complainant in the ease
Boston:
at
tions of stocks
and has tracked the parties from MinneK.WiUielm II..Now York. .Gonoa.Oct 1
Mesiean Central 4s. 63
Pennland.New York.. S’tliampton. Oct 1
apolis to this city.
Atchison. Top. <* Santa,Pe. K. new. i2% Gascogne.New York. .Havre.Oct 1
Boston A Maine.163
These other cases were disposed of:
Lucanla.New York. .Liverpool... Oct 1
aonfd
16*% Spartan IT uoe.New York. .Azores.Oct 1
John Llndross, intoxication; lined thres Maine Central.
...129
Rotterdam.. ..New York. .Rotterdam. .Oct 1
dollars and costs.
Union Pacific. 33% l.aliu.New York.. Bremen.Oct 4
Thomas White and Thomas Clark, in- -Union Paciiic pid.;65% Cymric.New York. .Liverpool... Oct 4
Oct 4
toxication; fined $0 and one-half costs American Bell.282
Liverpool
Scythia.Boston
American
common.120
.sugar,
Pretoria.New York. .Demerara ..Oct 4
each.
ota..
..
Sugar,
110%
York.
..Oct
6
.Liverpool
Britannic.New
John Kane, otherwise called John J. Cen Mass,
pia.
Hevelius.New York.. Rio Janeiro Oct 6
Kane, common drunkard, (30 days in
do common
8
S
.Montevideo
Oct
York.
Garrick.New
county jail, suspended during good beFriesland_New York.. Antwerp-oct 5
havior. pledge one year.
Oct
6
York..
1
Hamburg...
Victoria...New
New Tori
Euota, loa. stocitl and Bonds. Aug
Elizabeth Thorpe, intoxication; fined
patria.New York. .Hamburg—Oct 8
,By Telcgrapn.'
Rotterdam
York..
Oct
8
New
costs.
and
Wcrkendam
$5
Oct 8
folloing ware to-day's closing quotations Fulda.New York. .Genoa
Timothy Conley, intoxication; lined $5 oiThe
Bonas
.London
York.
Oct
8
..New
Menominee.
and costs.
Sept. 29
Bept. 28. British Priuce.. New Y'ork. Santos-Oct 8
:27
127
Oct 8
Now 4s. reg
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
127
127
Tioino.New York. .Barbados ....Oct 8
do; coup,
Y'ork. .Havre
New +’«
reg.110%
110
Oct
8
Touralne.New
These transfers are reported:
New 4’s coup.. 111%
111% Philadelphia .New York.. J.aguayra ..Oct 8
Si
G.
1st.110
York.
Donyer
it.
New
110
Halccarlia....
.P’rnambuco.Oct
8
James M. Hamilton, et al to Neilie E.
"riot geu 4h.. 71%
72 % Kaiser W do G New York. .Bremen
Oct 11
Hill, both of Chebeaguo island, land on Mo.Kau. & Texas 2ds.. 62%
62
Oct 12
Majestic.New Y'ork. Liverpool
Chebeague island.
Kansas Pacific consols.
Southwark.Now York. .Antwerp
Oct 14
Mary C. Batchelder of Melrose, Mass., Oregon Nay. lsta.113
113
Mongolian.New York. .Glasgow... .Oct 14
to Bessie
Benedict.New York. .Maranham ..Oct 16
L. Barnet of Brooklyn, for
C,using quotations of stocKa:
York. .So’ampton. .Oct 12
$200, land an Littlejohn's Island.
Sept. 29.
Sept 28. StLonls.New
12%
Atchison. 12%
Atchison Dfd... 32
31%
MINIATURE ALMAN a<.SEPT. 30.
25
25
Takes the burn out; heals the wound; Contra: Tactile......
22
Dr. Thomas’ Electric cans, ft timo. 22%
cures the pain.
6 27 nign water j_u 30
165
Sunsets.
Cnieasos Altec.156
Oil, the household, remody.
Moon rises. 6 261 Height.0 0— ..00
do
old
at noon.
In the afternoon the election of officers
took place. It is the custom to promote
each officer in turn so that the list above
printed is the elected list with Mrs. K,
<J. Bean, Past Grand Chancellor; Mrs. J.

How John Bull Is

W

ns

Chicago Lire arook Market.
(By Telegraph.!
CHICAGO. Sept. 29. 1898.—Cattle—receipts
r; nativa beef steers « oo
strong
active,
0,000;
@6 80: Stockers and feeders at 3 40U4 60;cows
and heifers 2 7684 26.
Hoes dull—receipts 0.000; ranging from 3 40
@ 7
Sneop—receipts 0 000; firm; ranging from
2 6044 60; lambs 4 0046 uo.
Ilnwarle

jjj

flj

!

Extra and Seconds 00.
Flue and Supers —.

_

^

be found

FROEVE CAIRO TO THE CAPE.

$

cars.

Wholesale

to

tiihi^

7%
20%

8ys

prfd. 20%
Boston ft; Maine..163
New YorkftNew England old, 98
Old Colour.191

Boston Produoe Market.

Portland

A),

Koug Ang 20, ships

of Maine.
Manila and United States; Mary L
Cushing, Pendleton, front New York; < ov Robie, Colcord, from New York; barques Adolph
Oorlg, Amesbury, and Penobscot, McCaulder,
At Hong
Curtis, for

166
13
64%

uo

CHANCE OF TIME.

Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.

Foreign Ports.

129%
176ya

prfd.167%

..

?Passed,

82

60ya

St Paul. Minn, ft Mann.J64
Texas Paste*. 13%
Union Pacific pfd. •• •. 66%

Wabash....

Passed 28th, schs Clara Leavitt, Philadelphia
fer Portland ; li L Tay, South Amboy for Eastport; E G Willard. Ada Ames, and Cora Green,
irom Now York bound east.
Ar 28th, sens Gertrude Abbott, Somers, Kennebec; Lavinia Campbell, do.
Sid 29th. schs Richri Hill. C R Flint. Anna W
Barker, M K Hawley. H B Peck. Decora. Kolon.
Herald of the Morning, John P Perry, Willie L
Newton. Sarah & Eiien. LaVolta, Frank T Stinson Herald, W F Collins, Modoc, lzetta. Emma
S Briggs, H F Kuncaii. St Croix, Geo A Pierce,
and Mildred A Pope.
schs K C Allen, from Philadelphia for
ortland; Kenuebec. Kennebec. Port Reading
for Gardiner; John Bracewell, Philadelphia lor
Saco.
WASHINGTON—Ar 29th, sch Wm C Tanner,
Kennebec.

2fcA

116%

Sugatleommon.*20
au''*

flaliroaa neceipLs.

connecting roads 165

ft Ornana.

fl?r2'i2'r2'?3'--sr

•*■•**■

28

16%
17%
100%

RAILROADS.

_

106

New York Stock and Money Market.
Minn * St Louis ol.18 S
ing the white ribbon of the order.
Missouri 1'aclBe.132%
Jiy xeierrapo.
ly every assembly in the state was repre91
New Jerser Central.
The
NEW TCRK, Sept. 29.
sented by one or more delegates.
il6%
New YorkCentrai.
on call was easier 2% @3% per cent;
the
Money
12
past
New
St
Louis
York.
made
has
Chloagoft
order
good progress
65
do nl
last loan 2%: prim* mercantile pape; 3%©5
being 28 flourishing lodges
year, there
com
4Wa
Northern
Pacific
per cent, sterling Exchange easier, with actual
do
uo
,Dfd. 76%
•S3*
in the state, with a membership of 11)58.
uusmess In
bankers bills at 4 84xC4 84% for
Among the distinguished visitors on cemana and 4 81%®4 81% torsixty days {post- Northwestern.129%
do.
nfd.
176%
the scene were Mrs. H.P. Libby of West- ed mres
commercial bills are Ont & Western. 16%
12% £4 86,
and
also
the
Beauiaa. 17%
brook, supreme chancellor,
4 80%@4 8i.
Rock Island.101%
Island.
Silver certificates 81© 62.
supreme prelate of Rhode
St Paul.106%
officers were in attenoo
Bar Silver 61%.
bfd.J54
The following

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

106
149

Sunday Excursions

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Piiiladeiphii every Wednesday and

EVERY SUNDAY IN OCTOBER
FROiVl PORTLAND

From Central Wharf, Boston, s p. m. From
inPine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. in.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights lor the West by the Penn. K. 1L and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of

ON

TO

—

Mam and Berlin, N. H.,
and Intermediate Stations.
[.cave 7.30 a. m.

Return 4 p.

and from intermediate points at

iorrespondingly
and after

follows!

UPHOLSTERING

TIME.

Sunday, Oct. 2d, trains will

For Lewiston and Auburn, 8.10 a. m.. 1.30,
For Gorham. Berlin and
:.00 and 8.00 p. in.
Island Pond, 8.10 a. m., 1.30 and 6.00 p. ni. For
dontreal and West, 8.10 a. in. and 6.00 p. m.
■'or Quebec, 8.10 a. m. and 0.00 p. m.

Philadelphia.

LADIES, BEFORE YOU HAVE YOUR

low rates.

CHANGE OF
On

eave as

commission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
ME. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, SO State St, Fiske Building, Boston,
ocuudti
ass.

m.

Round Trip Fare Si.OO.
Kates to

Saturday.

See

All work done at your home.
Fine Grade Work a Specialty.
tresses made to ol der.

SUNDAY TRAINS LEAVE

aud
Montreal, Quebec,
Chicago, 6.00
m.
For Lewiston and Auburn, Gorham
1.
ind Berlin, 7.30 a. m. and 6.00 p. m.
septl5dtf

A. IS.

Tot

Turkish and
Hair Mat-

nXIXG,

Portland, Me.
dlmo
Rear ol Memorial Church.

118 Pearl Street.

sepo

DONE

Vlning’s Select Stuffs
from $1 to $IO|»ery«l.
flSr.

Portland & Worcester Line.
HUl & MCHSTEK It il.
Sintion Foot of Preble SI,
On and after Monday, June 27. isos. Passenger
trains will Leave Portland;

For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and Kpping at 7JO A m. and 12.30
p.

m.

For Manchester, Conoord and points North at
7.30
For

a. m.

and 12.30 p.

in.

Rochester, Springvale, Alfred. Waterhoro.and Saco River at 7.30 a m, 12.30 and
5.30 p. nL
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.«5 A m, 12.30, 3J30,
б. 30 and 6.20 p. nn
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Woodfords at 7JA 9.45 A in,
12.30 8.00, 5.30 and 0.20 p. m.
The 12J0 p. ia train irom Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with "Hooaac Tuunel Route”
lor the West aud at Union Station. Worcester,
lor providence and New York, via “Provuleuoo
Line” for Norwioh and New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston and Albany R. B. for
the West, and with the New York all rail via

"Springfield.”

Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p-m.; from Rochester at 6.30 A at, 1.30
and 5.48 p. m.; from Gorham at A40, AM and
10.50 A m, 1.30, 4.15, 5.48 p. m.
For ihrough tickets tor ail polnta Weat and
South apply to U. C. PALMER, Ticket Agent,
Portland, ka
_

JeSSdtt

_

_

i. w. PETERS. Supb

THE
NE>V

PRESS,

ADVERTISEMENT!

Commander.

koomiag

The Kind You Have Always Bought,

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
was one

of the loveliest of the

season.

Thatcher Relief Corps, G. A. R., was
Inspected yesterday afternoon, and there
This afternoon
was a large attendance.
Bosworth Relief Corps will be Inspected.
Deputy Marshal Hartnett has gone on
his vacation.
was Michaelmas Day, and
celebrated by the Roman Catholic
and Episcopal churches.
Remember that the Shakespeare room
in the High School building will be open

Yesterday

was

thie afternoon from 2.30 to 4.30 o’clook,
when the olasse3 of ’97 and ’9S will prob-

ably inspect it.

The old steamer Lewiston, which has
season, has fallen into
had an unlucky
the bands of United States Marshal Swift

nf

Rnctnn

fin d

sold at auction at

will he

Brooks Wharf, East Boston, Wednesday,
Oct. 5, at noon.
A
large party of gentlemen from Bar
Harbor were registered at the Congress

fc'qaare hotel yesterday.
Tho railroad commissioners, accompanied by Superintendent Macreadie, went
the line of the Portland and Cepe
over
Elizabeth railroad yesterday.
committee has
The publio buildings
advertise for bids for the devoted to
school
molition of tho old Park street
fall.
house, the work to be done this
Chestnut street
The grading of the
is progressing rapidly and

school yard

the blasting will be practically finished
in a few days.
Hor::es belonging to Dr. Nickerson and
Wesley Hoyt were stolen Wednesday
but wers afterwards returned, hav-

r

STORIES

REGARDING

OF

SOME

HIS ECCENTRICITIES.

syrup,

CASTORIA

Yesterday

and get

satisfied with making me perform
labors that were expected only from ordinary seamen, he forced me to stand
watoh on various occasions. While we
were at sea I was
practically used as a

for

HU Cordial Hatred

a

Certain

to suit himself.
The above clipping would lead one to
believe that Captain Madge was a regular
it does him an injustice.
martinet but
The apothecary may have oause for complaint but if there was anything in the

Regular world Captain

Madge disliked it was an
and he would not have one on his
Had ;the WyanIt—Wa» One of the Rcb=l« Who Stole ship if he oould help^it.
been called upon to fight
Portland Harbor In dotte’s crew
the Cashing in
they would undoubtedly have found CapWar Time*.
tain Madge[a good man to be with. It
Lieutenant I. E. Madge, recently hon- would not have been Ills first light either
orably discharged from the United States and being a capable seaman and trained
the U. S. S.
navy, who commanded
in the old navy where fighting was relate
the
war, has an duced to a science, he would have shown
during
Wyandotte
An officer in the
interesting history.
some of the Spaniards how an officer of
old navy before the civil war. an officer
the old school went into action.
those
of
in the Confederate navy and one
There was a great many things to adhardaring men who came into Portland
miral about
Captain Madge and as he
revenue cutbor and seized the U. S.
became very well known to many Maine
ter Cushing, right under the guns of Fort
people some of the stories told about him
Preble, an offloer with Wilkes during his may.prove of interest.
Cuban planter
a
cruise of destruction,
where the regular officers
In Boston,
who was driven out of the island by the took every opportunity to “call down
Spanish during the ten years war and thejvolunteers” and make life uncomforat the
again forced to leave the country
table for them some of them tried their
outbreak of the present war, a Tammany little games on [^Captain Madge. Aoross
New
hall politician with a big pull in
the dook from where the Wyandotte laid
York and a reputation as a stump speak- was a converted “ferryboat” wfth a reguwinof
er for Tammany with the power
This officer had
lar offloer in command.
once more
ning votes and lastly an officer
a
way of making it unpleasant for every
and comnavy,
in the United States
officer with whom hp came in contact and
on
ot the monitor Wyandotte,
mander
was generally disliked by all who served
durserved
which many men from Bath
with him. The regular didn’t like Capin the late trouble with Spain.
tain Madge and made several complaints
charac- t o the commodore commandant of the
Captain Madge is an interesting
The
came in contact with yard about the Wyandotte's crew.
ter and those who
United commodore was a fine fellow and he paid
him during his late service in the
his no attention to these
complaints and did
States navy heard many tales from
wbioh all he could to make it pleasant for Caplips, told in an inimitable manner,
It was said, tain Madge. But tbs regular officer kept
they will not soon forget.
Wyanand perhaps with some reason, that Cap- up his complaints against the
strict dis- dotte’s
tain
captain and crew and for a time
Madge proved a rather
war existed between the
people on the
ciplinarian while on the Wyandotte.
on the
ferryboat.
He was one of the old school officers monitor and those
who didn’t care so muoh for etiquette Things went from bad to woise until one
and polished manners'as he did for strict dav tbe good natured Captain Madge beDart Of came exasperated and sent word to the
tll6
/-.KorliannA
nrdflrfi Oil
and

rale*

He

Didn’t Take to Conceal

idler

had

didn’t mind his ways so muoh and
ioss complaint to make about their food
The officers in the Boston
or treatment.
over “a politnavy yard who tried to run

made their life anything but pleasant, so
The
it was said about the navy yard.
interesting
very
from the Philadelphia
meeting Wednesday evening. x\fter the following clipping
of the way things
meeting the evening was s pent in a very Ledger gives some idea
were conducted on theWyandotte.:
whist
with
playing
manner,
enjoyable
It is not often that an apothecary in
Kefres'nment3 were served
and singing.
service has had
by Misses Truntiy and Barker. The fol- the United States naval
a

were elected:
President—John H. Mitchell.
Vice President—Miss M’iry marker,
ireasurer—it. W. Pierce.
Secretary—Mias Margarette .Belavina.

lowing officers

Mass of Sores.
Doctor Could Not Cure.
Tried CUTICURA.
a

Speedily Cured.

Mow Fine

Hair

And Clear Skin.
age of four months was
sickly, and broke out with Eczema on his face
and body. He was a mass of scabs. The doctor could not cure him. One day I saw your
advertisement in the newspaper, and I got
Cuticura Remedies at once. I used one box
Our

baby

at tbe

of Cuticura

(ointment),

one

bottle of Cuti-

Resolvent, and three cakes of CutiSoar, and he was cured. He is now
seventeen months old, weighs 4jG pounds, and
cura
cura

has the finest head of hair and clearest skin
would

you
Feb. 3, 1308

LOUIS BENZINGER,
2750 8th Ave., New York City.

want

to

see.

ECZEMA ONLEG CURED
3Y

of

Interest

NEW

NEW ADVBBTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS,
•-*

—

—

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

■*

1»KW ADVERTISEMENTS.

.Picked Up Along the

Water Front.

CUTICURA

I had a sore on the upper part of my leg that
Such pain I
three doctors called* Eczema.
I read in
never experienced in all my life.
the papers of Cuticura Remedies, and I
Cuticura
bought the Cuticura Resolvent,
Soap, and Cuticura (ointment).
The first time I used them was before I went
to bed, and I slept more that night than I had
for two weeks before, and from that time on

it got better, and to-day it is entirely gone.
Feb. 3,1898. C. BUNKKL, Mount Joy, Penn.

Spikdy CraE Treatment fob all Skin
and Blood Humors. —Warm bntha with Ccticuba Soap,
of
gealU anointings with Cuticura (ointment), purest
ematflent sktn cures, and mild doses of Cuticura Resolcurea.
humor
and
of
blood
purifiers
vent, greatest
1

Sold throughout the world. Potter Duuo and Cueu.
C««P.J5ole Props-, Boston.
S0- MwW to Cure the Wont Eczema, mailed fret.

The schooner Ella M. Doughty came in
fish.
The
a good trip of
Doughty was in collision with a steamer
off the Massaoushetts coast a short time

Are much in little; always
ready, efficient, satisfactory; prevent a cold or fever,

yesterday with

trouble but it reached the regular Just
the same and fafter that he left Captain
On the last day
Madge severely alona

SUCH

nil

tJAj.1131.Jcmuw

uou

lot of one who enlisted in that oapacity
Soon after
in July of the present year.
enlistment he wps assigned to the monitor
on/patiol duty in Boston
monitor is now in the
This
harbor.

Wjsandott^

probaby
pulled.

have

allowedJH

his

nose

to be

ago and lost her main and foremast and
This is her first trip sinoe she
jibboom.
has been repaired.
Lobster arrivals were, Luoretia, 6,600;
Katie
L. Palmer, 2,000; Loros, 8,000;
Nellie G.
Davis, 6,000; Novelty, 2,600;
F. S. Willard, 4,000; Lottie May, 2,500.
Schooners DataLate arrivals were:
ware, Laura and Marion, light; Rena,

condition,

he

thereupon

ordered

mo

to

got to sea in her.

I I^
0 9

Linings de.
partment has add-

OUR

ed

stock

the

of

of

and 15c—no

io

“W(orld’s) B(est>” is the
title by which thousands
LINENS.
of people know them,
Table Damasks by the yard—a splendid line at almost any price you
want to pay.
Our fine qualities bleached Damasks from $2.00 to $3-00 per yard are
beautiful in texture and design and are all extra width. In the lower priced
Damasks from $1.75 down to 50c yard we are showing some of the daintiest

Paper
to be

patterns

prices
high-

These Patterns, which
have been established 28

company.
The
schooner Henry P. Mason, Capt.
Blair arrived
yesterday from Philadelphia with coal for the Maine Central.

guaranteed

are

years,

to any in the mark-

equal

et and there is

AN EXCITING RUNAWAY.
Driver Davis had one of Hose l’s
horses ont yesterday morning In the light
The horse is a big
exercising wagon.

Spare

certain

stylish

always

garment made over
McCall pattern that is

brown one, full of life and comparatively
new to the fire business, not having Jbeen
in
the department a great while. On

by the

tained

Pleasant street, Mr. Davis moved to one
end of the seat when it suddenly tipped
up throwing him from the wagon to the
The horse was
ground very quickly.
startled by the noise and then ran on the
to South
clean jump down Pleasant
street, where he struok a tree and cleared

a

use

of

a

atno

other.
There’s

handsome

a

illustrate
catalogue
ing the different styles of
waists,
wraps,
gowns,
here

the wagon with the thills attached
to him, and thence to Free, Middle and
other streets till he got winded and was
He
was
slightly out. Mr.
caught.
Davis was badly lamed.
from

der,

effect about

a

and the title fits the
Corset almost as perfectly as the W-B Corset fits her ladyship’s

figure.
DON’T Understand

skirts, wrappers and children’s

clothing, free.

that there

Corsets in the world,
What

ARMOUR’S COLD STORAGE WARE-

At the

Workmen begun tearing down the old
sheds yesterday on the site of which will
be erected the new Armour cold storage
building. The oontraots for labor have
been awarded to Portland Arms. The

er

Linings

count-

all the wanted

colors

in

cambrics,
and

silesias

win ue uuuu

all

grades

canvases

of

satteens,

percalines,
hair-cloth,

and other stiff—

interesting

enings—at
prices.

the

waiting

proper by desk

room

PERSONAL.
Messrs. Edwin Stanley True and Arthur Stedman Wells of this city hive entered the Freshman class at the University of Maine.
Mr. G. L. Percy of Minneapolis Is visit

lng his parents at 60

Pleasant street,

Woodfords.
C. D. Livermore, who has
been at the Maine General hospital over
two months, is able to come down to tbe
_

say

other

or none as

assert is that at

we

cer-

points, and in soveral special appliances, the W-B has no
equal.

tain

FOR INSTANCE.

OUTING FLANNELS.
Our Regular Stock is almost indescribable—every kind of Outing
Flannel and Flannelette that’s made, and nearly every style and color.
The prices are 6 l-4c, 8c and 10c yd. 10c yard is the popular price.
There are at least seventy-five different patterns and colors of outing at this
price—In the last lot that came to us are some remarkably pretty styles—
plain colors, stripes, plaids and figures.
There is no limit to the uses Outing Flannel can be put to—Shirts, Skirts,
Wrappers, dressing-sacques, Night-shirts and Robes and for children’s and
babies’

at

capped

and bottom with

a

tough pocket of rubber,
it canuot punch through.
are

top

so

that

the best pos-

cut, shape and
workmanship
perfect.
We keep thirteen styles of the
The design,

MOORE

OWEN,

& CO.

are

W-B.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

The

Tearing Down
the Park School House.

will be received at the office of
the Mayor until Thursday, Oct. 13, at 12 m.
for the tearing down and removal of the Park
street school house.
All bricks and stonework to be cleaned and piled up, under the
direction of the Committee on Public Buildings. The nailers to be removed from the
oellar to a plane designated by the committee
and boused over; the above to remain the
All other material is to
property of the city.
be the property of the contractor, and must be
The right Is
taken away before Jan. 1. 1899.
reserved to reject any or'all bids not deemed
lor the best interests of the citv.

PKOPOSALS

new

furniture is

arriving.

department will open
days.

in a

Watch for the advertised

an-

The

Proposals for

few

I SEE
|

nouncement of it.

Three hundred Basement Bar-

gains, We mention threeof them.
10c
Japanned Goal Hod,

uring in Eastern Maine on the late war
witb Spain.
George \V. Morris of this
city is Mr. Dyer’s manager, while Col.
W. M.Kimball of Portland is the advance
agent. Mr. Dyer is meeting with great
success with his lecture.
to suffer from that horrible
plague of the night, itching piles.
Doan’s Ointment cures, quickly and permanently. At any drug stole, 50 cents.
It is

folly

Reduction

in Prices.
;

tor

uooas aeuverea ■
Order by Telephone or call at the store,
city and any steamboat landing or railroad I
station, The above are but a few of the many bargains to be I
found at

JOHNSON &
TELEPHONE 228-5.

Japanned
AAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

on

tough sheet iron.
10c

Sale Saturday at.

D. A. PUTTS, Ml,

FISH

Kupture Specialist,

u
...

OFFICE, 472 CONGRESS ST.,

A

A

We carry the choicest line

tom and the knob on oover.

and Fish in the

(Sat-

urday)

10c

Pillow-Sham-Holder.
Price

Saturday,

10c

cleansing
preparation

A

bath, for combs and hair
brushes, for nursery and sick
room, for cleaning silver,imarble,
for the

crockery, paint, &c.
For bites of insects, for cuts.
With it you

.and.

can

wash clothes

without rubbing.

ROCKLAND

A

lady

demonstrator

I

Try
on

a

SUNDAY EXCURSION

?

STRANGE BARGAINS.

HARPSWELL and HIGH HEAD.

Excursionists will take the regular morning
leaving Portland 7 a. m.
Returning regular trains for Portland leave
Rockland 1.30 ». m, Thomaston 1.40 p. m.
Tickets for the round trip including admlsilon to tlie prison,

Steamer Aucocisco will make the last SunJay excursion for the season next Sunday. Oct.
2nd. to High Head, a beautiful place in Harp swell Bay, where the Portland Cadets no 911
The steamer will
Lbeir annual encampment.
leave Portland Pier 10.15 a, in., making regular

PORTLAND ami stations CM
▼
to l'armoulh inclusive,

Island, and stop about 2 hours at High Head
for dinner and sight seeing.
passengers should take picnic dinners o- can
set) them at Mr. Dunning's. High Hoad.
Steamer will return to Portland 5.30 p. m.

sept*

|

sounds strange to liear of ‘T'ire Ir.♦
suranoe bargains,” doesn’t it?
It

But that is exactly what we can sell youThese bargains are not offered because
are closing
we are overstocked or
out#
Tnev are not shelf-worn

other words, we write policies in the
world’s strongest companies at the same
rato you have to pay for policies in weak

landings

on

the way to

Harpswell

and

bargain,

a

what

is?

%

♦
^
©■

J
j
5

Bailey’s

_:juS, Gen’l Manager,
sep30

concerns.
a

■

♦
linger-marke J.
the way of quality

They are bargains In
and not in the way of the cheapest prices.

If that isn’t

J

or

In

Saturday, Oct. I, ’98-

GEO. F. EVANS,
V. P. & G. M.
djt5 or *p

city.
Cotuit Oysters

578 CONGRESS, HEAD OF GREEN ST.
it
TELEPHONE 657-3.

tell you about it.

ON

F. E. BOOTHBY,
G. P. & T. A.

Oysters

the Half Shell.

to

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

Reduced rates from other stations.

Fancy

4>

here

J. R. LIBBY SC.

C||

of

dozen of the Famous

.VIA

;raiu

OF TIIE

like

Ventilated Bread'Raiser,

KREMONIA.

THOMASTON

OYSTERS

above cut, minus the footed bot-

A A

TO.

24 WlLMOT STREET.

CONGRESS SQUARE FISH MARKET

Saturdays.

ANNUALEXCURSION

LAMBERT’S,

:

BUY YOUR

Bread Raiser (Saturday) at |Qc

■

been honorabiy disS. Montauk, has
charged from the service under the date
of September 28th.
Mr. Albert W. Dyer of this city is lect-

Steak

12

HABPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

Fridays

Free Baptist church, has been attending
Free Baptist convention at
the State
Madison this week. He will roturn today.
Lieut. Robert J. Beach, U. S. navy,[recently commanding officer of the U. S.

Our

PRICES.

•

to any part of the

Republican Journal.
and
marriage of Miss Clara Boland of
and Mr. Samuel
Bailey of
Lewiston
Philadelphia, will take piace at the resiOffice hours 9 to 12 a. m. and
dence of the Rt. Rev. Bishop Healy, in
to 4 p. m.
2
Friday evenings
There will be a
Portland, October 5th.
8
to
o’lock
7
front
hotel
at
the
Congress Square
reception
sepl4W&Ftf nrm 8p
after the marriage by the bishop.
Mr. Caleb Lang has been ill for some
AAAA
f ?? f V
time, but his many friends will regret to

tion.
Mr. Daniel S. Knowlton,secretary to the
oollector of the port of Boston, has been
visiting Mr. C. E. Pillsbnry in this city.
B. Littlefield of Biddeford is
Mrs. G.
visiting friends in Portland and Deering
Rev. Lewis Malvern, pastor of the First

CUT

•

35c pk., 8c qt.
25c Best Pea Beans,
lb. Hamburg
25o
12c
6 lbs. California Prunes,
1 lb. good Lamb Chops,
5c
ltalsins.
15o
I
12
to
Cooking
Kouud Steak,
Large
25 and 35c gal
Best Cooking Molasses.
18 to 220
Hump Steak,
in
Salmon
Best
10c
city.
6clb,
Lean Smoked Shoulders,
10c
8,10 to l'2c 8 lb. tin Grated Pineapple,
Koast of Beef,
25c
9c and 9Jc 3 cans Best Blackberries,
Whole Skinned Back Hams,
12 l-2c
7c Pure Rio, fine flavor,
Best Salt Pork by the strip,
16o
70c Fine Java and Mocha,
10 lb. Tub Best Pure Lard,
75c Try our 25 and 35c Teas.
10 lb. Tub Pure Leaf Lard,
90c
7 to 8c 5 lb. can of Blended Java Coffee,
Best Forequarter Lamb,
90c
7 to 8c 6 gallons of Oil and can for
Best Forequarter Veal,
25c
20c 3 fb. best Evaporated Peaches,
Western Creamery Butter,
3c box
Best Eastport Sardines,
2Bc
Best Tub Creamery Butter,
26c
22c pk 6 lbs. Best Loose Saleratus for
Best Silver Skin Onions,
20c qt.
15c pk. 50c bush Best Maple Syrup,
Best new Potatoes.
10c
Fresh
151b
for
26c
Buckwheat,
pkg
Sweet
Quaker
Potatoes,
Jersey
Nice Corned Beef,
2, 4 and 6c New Aunt Jemima’s Pancake Flour 8c pkg
10c lb.
Nice Brooms,
12M>c Nice Figs,
25c
10c bas. 10 bars Best Laundry Soap,
Concord Grapes,
20e pit.
16c pk. Best Boiled Meal.
Best Yellow Turnips,

CHAliLKS H. P.ANbALL, Mayor.
sep30Htd

The

Mr. Fred S. Ring of Portland, a freight
conduotor on the G. T.R., is substituting
Conductor Gurney of South Paris,
for
on the Portland and Lewiston run, while
Mr. Gurney is having a two weeks vaca-

in and look them over.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

thin but

—Belfast

hear that his illness is now; quite serious.
Mrs. Lang has also become quite ill from
the effeots of the care and anxiety occasioned by her husband’s illness.

wear—come

Every

Beginning Oct. 3. 1898. steamer Aucoelsco
will leave Portland Pier, Portland, dally, Sundays excepteo, at 2.30 p. m. for Long Islaud.
Little and Great Chebesgue. Cliff Island, South
Western
Union
telegraph company’s Harpswell, Bailey-sand Orr’s Island.
Iteturn for Portland, leave Orr’s Island. 7.00
duties.
to
bis
office and attend
a. m. via above landings.
Arrive Portland 9.30
Mrs. I. P. Wing, state lnspeotor of the a. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen. Man.
sepsodcf
Women’s Relief Corps, is stopping at the

a viator, having sePortland
and three-quarters pound
five
Swan lake, which puts him at
for size of the catch this season.

with white bor$2.00 each
$2.50 each

4-4 Damask Hemstitched Covers $1.00, 1.50, 2.00, 2.75, 3.75.4.75 and
to
8.50. We carry in stock at all times the Royal Dresden Round thread
up
art linen. 36 in. 50c—42 in. 63c—45 in. 75c.

Manager

home in
cured a
trout at
the lead

red, red

steel
and bone-end is

The materials

ROOM.

and railing.

to

Table Covers.—Cardinal Table Covers—plain
red with black border and 2 1-2 yds. long,
The same 3 yds. long,

sible.

YARMOUTH ELEGTRIC’SjWAITINO

from

us

are no

good.

HOUSE.

we ever saw.

In Unbleacd Table Linen we offer three extra good values—33c,
42c and 50c yard, 58, 64 and 68 inches wide respectively. These three
grades are each finer in quality than is usually sold at the price. In the better
grades, prices run from 75c to $1.25 yd. and 72 inches wide.

er.

Steamship

The Yarmouth electrio road is fitting
up the store 440 Congress street, recently
leased, for a flrst-olass offloe and waiting room. The walls of the store are now
being repainted and tinted. The rear end
of the store will be used for an office and
Information bureau, and will be separated

Corsets.

famous

Bazaar

McCall

W-B

complete

a

Patterns which are
sold at the popular

that is understood to be about ten cents
per hundred weight. This is taking considerable business away from the steamer
Merryeoneag whioh has depended largely
on
her Rookland freight via the Maine

Finally

Cushing

»

Portland. September 30,1898,

deep; W. D. Mangam, Pemaquid, lime;
Josie Hook, lumber. The steamer State
of Maine touched on her way to Boston.
Maine Steamship company and
The
Maine Central have made a through rate
on freight to Rookland from New York

Finally the Wyandotte pulled out from Preble.
Messrs. J. E. Clark, L. B. Deasy, EdBoston and started for Philadelphia. She
best old type ward B. Mears, R. E. Scannel, Herbert
was considered one of the
of Bar Harmonitors in the service but events proved Jaqnes and John MeCarthy
E. Hamlin and
thut she was one of the worst and most bor, and Messrs. Hannibal
unanfe. Off Cone Cod the old shin, whioh A. W. King of Ellsworth are at the Conhotel.
was In tow of a big ocean tug ran into a gress fcSauare
Mrs. Annie Louise Cary Raymond atThe sea grew very rough, the old
gale.
of A Virginia
monitor was buffeted about in an alarm- tended the performance
at the Jefferson tneatre.
ing way ana was under water all the Courtship”
Mervin W. Clark returned to bis
Mr.
the Wyandotte's seams
time.

to leak like a sieve.
b„ck channel at the League Island navy opened and she began
To make matters worse the old boilers
the
boat
the
and
apothecary,'since
yard,
time
to go to pieoes At any
went out of commission, has been living were liable
them
on the
receiving ship Richmond, where and with this danger confronting
crew were in a very bad
he was seen yesterday by a “Ledger" re- the Wyandotte’s
The ship continued to make
as follows:
is
position.
His
story
porter.
faster and faster, the sea grew
“The first surprise that I experienced water
cams to the
after boarding the Wyandotte was when rougher and Captain Madge
would be safer to make
I discovered that there was no be:*h for conclusion that it
So he signalled to the tug
the apothecary, and was instructed to for New York.
for New York, stationed his offiswing my hammock outside the galley. to head
revolvers by the boats
This was more surprising after I discov- cers with loaded
the ship’s cook, ward room to keep the orew from making a break for
that
ered
all knew that the chances of
cook, captain’s steward and yeoman each them for they
old Wyandotte into Philthe
their
getting
As
I
ranked
above
I
had a berth.
them,
Here was
even.
about
was naturally indignant, and reported the adelphia were
Theodore
I. where Captain Madge showed what he
to
Commander
matter
I reoeived no satisfaction, and was made of. It was a terrible night for
Madge.
on the old Wyandotte but they
was forced to put up with this state of the people
got through it somehow. Along towards
affairs while aboard.
morning the old tub was still leaking
“For nearly a month no medicines were
like a sieve but the sea was smoother.
distributed, and, as a consequence, I had
Captain Madge hated to acknowledge that
scarcely anything to do. When we put to
he couldn't take a monitor to League Issea, however, Commander Madge came to
land without putting into New York
me and said that no person'on board was
with her, so he signalled the tug, unbeto receive medicine unless on an order
known to the crew to steer for the Delafrom him. One day, as I was sitting on
All the i pumps were going
ware capes.
deck, the commander came to me and to
keep the Iship clear and after a very
me to go and scrape the deck.
ordered
hard trip the Wyandotte reached PhilaNaturally I objected to such a strange
delphia. The Wyandotte’s crow did their
and unheard-of order, and told him that
duty like men and quite won the veteme
from
perform- ran’s heart and when he got to League
my position exempted
I even went so far as to Island he said they were the finest lot of
ing such labor.
with.
show him the naval regulations on that men he ever had anything to do
at the dook Captain Madge had to
point, but he exclaimed: ‘I don’t care Even all of his
to
the
keep
pumps
going
what the naval regulations say. You do keep
Wyandotte above water and naval officers
.Asa consequence, I was wondered how he had managed to bring
as you're told.’
old
ship through in such nasty
forced under a broiling hot sun, to work the
It was a very creditable thing
weather.
for hours scraping the deck. I intended
to do and showed what kind of stuff Capmaking a protest to Washington, but, tain Madge was made of. His officers
Commander
Madge showed their mettle too and won great
feeling certain that
for all that they had done on this
would not endorse a letter of that kind, praise
terrible trip.
desisted
of
The experiences
Captain Madge
another ocoasion, while I was would fill a book and it would be a very
“On
Some
other time,
hook
too.
duck
dressed in a white
uniform, the Interesting
the PKESS may tell how Capcommander came to me and usked how I perhaps,
tain Madge and his Confederate companfelc
and tried
to
Replying that I felt in excellent ions seized the

■ ■ ■

WLjjp
jjr-TI^ G

■ ■ ■
ills, sick head- ■
ache, jaundice, constipation, etc. Price 25 cents
The only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla

all liver

cure

excavating
pile uriving
his ship. His regular officer something to this effeot:
every man and officer on
“You are not a gentleman," so the by John H. Flanagan, contractor, mason
officers stood in awe of him and a favorite
The brick
and practical sewer builder.
a cowhabit of his was to round up his officers message went it is said, “yon are
to ard and If I met you on the street and and stone work will be done by Cunningfor what he oonsidered disobedience
and the entire supervision of the
orders as quickly as he wonld an enlisted you look at me I will pull your nose. If ham,
will be in charge of A. J. Blondin
work
this
and
difference
resent
will
muoh
are
a
man
make
didn’t
you
it
you
man, and
he did will want to fight and If you fight I_will of Chicago, general manager and superin10
Captain Madge where or how
tendent for the Armours. The oontract
reserves
fill you full of oold lead."
Some of the Bath naval
this.
a
This message of Captain Madge was not calls for the completion of the building
who served with Captain Madge had
the first of January, and the estimated
time of it at first but when they sent directly to the regular for that would by
hard
is $40,000.
cost
of
lots
in
a
was
“old
they
have
Madge
man”j
gotten Captain
found out what the

THE DEWEY CLUB.

Whole Body

Items

NEW

NOTES-

ana

the Wyandotte was in Boston Captain
ical volunteer officer,” as they considered Madge assembled his crew at quarters, all
Captain Madge found themselves up neatly dressed and looking fine enough to
night,
and offioers
a ride.
against the real thing and were sorry go on dress parade. The men
ing been taken by the thieves for
the on the ferryboat across the dock were exthey had tried to turn down
A case of scarlet fever at 17 St. Law- that
board of “mustang.”
They called him an “old tremely interested in the proceeding and
rence street was reported to the
the truth the Wyan- were near enough to hear all that was
tell
to
and
morning.
health yesterday
pirate”
the civil engineers, dotte’s orew at times did resemble m said on the monitor.
; 'llsley & Cummings,
the pre- dress and discipline the crew of a piratioai
Captain Madge thus addressed the men:
began work yesterday making
They were demoralized by being “You are a good set of men; and much
liminary surveys for Armour & Co.’s ship.
is so long in the dock at Boston navy yard better than those across the dock. I am
building on Commercial street which
but they could handle boats well, could proud of you and take this opportunity
soon to he erected.
WV F. Bennett, the contractor, has a load and fire the big smooth bores in the to say so. As for some of the people on
with startling rapidity and that ferryboat across the dock, they are
work repairing the old turret
men
at
crew of
about and the comWharf of the Portland Yacht club.
under Captain Madge’s tuition became as not worth talking
Many of the yacht fleet of Portland are good sailors as there wore in the navy, mander of that ship, who has orltloized
they did not put on as many you so much, is too contemptible to think
being put out of commission and in a though
of the of.”
or two
week
mere, the flags will cease frills and furbelows as did some
The men 'on the Wyandotte 'liked this
to fly on most of the larger yachts.
other ships.
but the people on the ferryboat didMr. aad Mrs. Fred A. Handy are reCaptain Madge swore by the Bath men talk
ceiving congratulations on the birth of a who were good sailors and who did their n’t and the commander of the latter ship
had it in for some of in particular was so mad that had Capdaughter.
work well but he
him a chance he wonid
blue
the other
jackets on the ship and tain Madge given
The Dewey ciub held

HARBOR

a

man, and neither protests
nor regulations seemed to have any effeot
on Commander Madge, who issued orders

over

signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.
for more than thirty years, and

•

dres3

general utility

Bears the
use

Famous

Reserves’

Naval

Bath

Fllty Years By millions ol
mothers for their childreu while
Teething
with perfect success.
It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
teething or other causes. For sale by Druggists in every Dart of the world. Be sure aDd
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s SootUing Syrup, 25 cts
A bottle

In

my

Not

New Wants. To Let. For Sale, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements will be loun under
their appropriate heads on page 6.
"Rlrs. Winslows

MADGE.

LIEUTiSSAJT

TODAY.

J. E. Libby Co.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Congress Square Flsli Market.
City of Portland.
Ira F. Clark & Co.
Dow & Ptukham.
Harpswell Steamboat Co.—2.
Johnson & Lambert.

Bas been used

shovel and
assist coaling the ship. Again I protested,
but, like the former experience, I was
premptorily ordered to do as I was told.

change

dSt

DOW &
35

Exchange

Street.

PINKHAM,!
§

